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Abstract

Bronchoscopy enables a number of minimally invasive chest procedures for diseases such as lung
cancer and asthma. For example, using the bronchoscope’s continuous video stream as a guide,
a physician can navigate through the lung airways to examine general airway health, collect
tissue samples, or administer a disease treatment. Aside from its intraoperative utility, the
recorded video provides high-resolution detail of the airway mucosal surfaces and a record of
the bronchoscopic procedure. Unfortunately, little use is made of the acquired video stream, a
potentially invaluable source of information. One reason for this is that bronchoscopic examination
of the lungs produces a considerable amount of endobronchial video. Due to a lack of robust
automatic video-analysis methods to summarize this immense data source, it is essentially
discarded after the procedure. In addition, little effort has been made to link the video to the
detailed anatomical information given by a patient’s preoperative 3D CT chest scan.
In this thesis, we present methods for constructing a multi-modal CT-video chest model
that enables more efficient and practical CT-video fusion for use in post-operative analysis and
additional follow-up procedures in the pulmonary-disease management workflow. In particular,
we develop a method for parsing endobronchial video for the purpose of summarization, browsing,
and retrieval. Additionally, we introduce a semi-automatic registration method that utilizes the
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parsed video sequence, along with interactive CT-video alignment of a small number video frames,
to produce spatial-linkage data between the summarized video and an airway-tree model extracted
from an associated 3D CT chest scan. Given an appropriate number of manual registrations, this
method is capable of registering an entire endobronchial video sequence, regardless of its duration.
Taken together, the data sources generated from these methods constitute the CT-video chest
model.
The resulting chest model serves as the foundation for a suite of video-analysis tools we
incorporate into an existing image-guided intervention (IGI) system known as the Virtual
Navigator System (VNS). The integrated tool suite, known as the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem,
quickly conveys the summarized contents of a processed video sequence to a user. Moreover, the
system enables advanced interactive 3D visualization of fused CT-video data and provides for a
number of applications relevant to post-operative analysis of endobronchial video. To the best
of our knowledge, the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem represents the first comprehensive video
analysis system to synergistically combine CT and endobronchial video.
We test our system and methods using real video taken from lung-cancer patient studies.
Our incorporated methods consistently select salient representative keyframes appropriately
distributed throughout a processed video sequence, enabling quick and accurate post-operative
review of the bronchoscopic examination. Additionally, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept
multiple-bronchoscopy application using two case studies that have associated multi-modal data
sets comprised of white light bronchoscopy (WLB) and narrow band imaging (NBI) bronchoscopic
video modalities. This novel application represents the first quantitative graphical linkage between
multiple modalities within the workflow for bronchoscopy.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation and Problem Statement

Bronchoscopy and three-dimensional (3D) radiologic imaging, such as multidetector computed
tomography (CT), are important complementary tools for managing lung diseases, such as lung
cancer and asthma [1–4]. Endobronchial video captured during bronchoscopy gives live video
views of the airway-tree interior, while the 3D images provided by a CT scanner give considerable
anatomical detail. Unfortunately, as this thesis considers, the information available in these two
large data sources, especially the video, are not exploited to anywhere near their potential.
We first overview the lung-cancer management process. Lung cancer is the most commonly
diagnosed cancer for men and women, as well as one of the leading causes of cancer death
worldwide [5]. Lung-cancer management is divided into three steps: detection, diagnosis and
staging, and treatment. Detection involves image assessment of various imaging modalities,
such as CT or positron emission tomography (PET) scans, to locate and plan airway routes to

1

suspicious regions of interest (ROIs) (e.g., lymph nodes or nodules) [6, 7]. In clinical situations,
physicians must often scroll through hundreds of two-dimensional (2D) slices of an image volume
to mentally reconstruct 3D structural information for airway route planning to selected ROIs.
During bronchoscopy, the physician uses a mentally reconstructed airway route to navigate a
flexible bronchoscope to an ROI. Diagnosis involves determining the presence of metastatic
disease in any ROIs, mainly through tissue sampling biopsies via follow-on bronchoscopy. Staging
places the patient in one of four main categories based on the size and extent of the disease.
Finally, treatment entails any curative measures that are appropriate for the diagnosis [1].
Figure 1.1 shows the overall process of image-guided bronchoscopy for lung-cancer management
and other pulmonary disorders. This thesis focuses on analysis of endobronchial video recorded
during follow-on bronchoscopy (Figure 1.1b) and subsequent fusion of the video and CT (Figure
1.1a). The bronchoscopic video frames and 2D CT slices displayed in Figure 1.1 illustrate the
disconnect between these two imaging modalities. There exists no direct link between the two
data sources, and diagnostic information must be inferred separately from each. Physicians
must correlate mentally reconstructed anatomical information from the CT to endoluminal
airway surfaces shown in the bronchoscopic video. Consequently, during bronchoscopy, physicians
navigating to a selected ROI may be off route as early as the second airway generation [8].
To address these limitations and improve image-guided bronchoscopy for pulmonary disorders,
researchers have developed new image-guided intervention (IGI) systems. These IGI systems
draw on multiple imaging modalities, such as 3D CT chest scans and PET, high-resolution
endobronchial video, and endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) [9–16]. A patient’s 3D CT chest
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(a) CT image assessment and mental reconstruction of a 3D airway path.

(b) Follow-on bronchoscopy with endoluminal view and tissue sampling biopsy.
Figure 1.1: Overview of image-guided bronchoscopy for lung-cancer management and other
pulmonary disorders. (a) 2D CT slices, shown left, from a 3D CT scan of the chest are analyzed
by a physician and a 3D airway route is mentally reconstructed to a selected ROI (red). The
CT slices are windowed so that air appears black, highlighting the two dark regions enclosed
within the thoracic cavity as the right and left lungs filled with air (viewed looking into the page
superior–to–inferior, toward the feet); the large structure slightly above the center is the heart,
and the narrow channels just below and to the right of the heart show a cross-sectional view
of a bifurcating airway. A patient-specific 3D airway-tree model, shown right, illustrates the
physician’s mentally reconstructed airway route (model is extracted from a patient’s CT scan
using automatic methods and consists of endoluminal and extraluminal surfaces of the airway
tree and airway centerlines). (b) Follow-on bronchoscopy (adapted from drawing by Terese
Winslow, Bronchoscopy, NCI Visuals Online, National Cancer Institute) showing example video
frames: top, inside the airways; bottom, biopsy forceps appears in video.
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scan provides detailed, sub-millimeter-resolution anatomical information [2, 17, 18]. PET gives
corresponding molecular-imaging information, while new integrated PET/CT combines the
strengths of both modalities [19]. The bronchoscopic video stream captures complementary highresolution color information of the endoluminal airway mucosal surfaces [4]. Finally, EBUS enables
live cross-sectional views of extraluminal structures, improving identification and localization of
selected ROIs [20].
By integrating these multimodal imaging sources into bronchoscopy guidance, IGI systems can
improve bronchoscopy navigation and reduce inter-physician skill variations [8, 21–23]. Virtual
bronchoscopy (VB), a type of virtual endoscopy restricted to the chest, has shown notable
success in improving image-guided bronchoscopy. VB produces graphical renderings of the airway
endoluminal surfaces, modeled from the perspective of a simulated bronchoscope camera oriented
anywhere within a CT-derived airway-tree model. A series of VB renderings along a route
through the airway tree provides a simulated 3D road map strongly resembling a real-world
bronchoscope traversing a corresponding endobronchial path [9, 24–31].
Our laboratory, the Multidimensional Image Processing Lab (MIPL), has been developing a
multimodal IGI system for bronchoscopy planning and guidance, known as the Virtual Navigator
Suite (VNS) [21–23, 32, 33]. The VNS generates a virtual airway-tree model from a patient’s
preoperative 3D CT chest scan. A comprehensive set of tools developed around the CT-based
airway-tree model provides functionality for a variety of preoperative planning activities, such
as ROI definition and report generation, as well as intraoperative image-based bronchoscopy
guidance. A typical VNS computer display appears in Figure 1.2. Several guidance strategies
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Figure 1.2: VNS overview example (case 20349.3.73). (a) The Thumbnail Tool displays a
sequence of airway bifurcations and bronchoscope maneuvers to perform while traveling toward
an ROI [34–36]. The tool presents a VB rendering of the starting location (top-left), and an
associated maneuver to perform (top-right). Each row, from top–to–bottom, shows the next
location and maneuver along the airway path to the ROI. (b) The CT-Video Match-Global Tool
displays bronchoscopic video (left) and VB renderings (right), overlaid with CT-derived guidance
information. The tool provides local and global registration functionality to align the real-world
video frames with the virtual airway-tree model. A physician uses an external foot pedal to
perform tasks, such as: 1) communicate navigational interactions with the Thumbnail Tool; 2)
invoke image-based registration and confirm the bronchoscope location, giving user feedback as
necessary; and 3) display a “base camp" view of the current real and virtual bronchoscope views.
(c) The Oblique Slab Tool provides a sliding-thin-slab (STS) view of the 3D CT image volume
perpendicular to the current view angle of the system pose. The system pose is maintained
globally by the VNS and describes the current location and orientation of a virtual bronchoscope.
Through the system pose, the tools shown in (b) through (e) act in synchrony as a user interacts
with the VNS. (d) The Transverse Slicer displays transverse 2D slices of the 3D CT image
volume. (e) The 3D Surface Tool provides a global exterior 3D rendering of the extracted airway
tree (tan structure), precomputed airway paths (red lines), as well as any defined ROIs. The
brown cylinder with a green needle represents the current position and orientation of a virtual
bronchoscope as defined by the system pose.
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are employed by VNS, based on image registration between a patient’s CT chest scan and either
a live bronchoscopic video stream, or in vivo endobronchial ultrasound. The VNS has been
extensively validated using human, animal, and phantom studies, conducted with our collaborating
pulmonologists at the Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center [8, 21–23, 36, 37].
Unfortunately, all state-of-the-art IGI systems, as well as the VNS, currently have no means
for effectively linking captured endobronchial video to the detailed anatomical information given
by a patient’s 3D CT chest scan. Even though it is a potentially invaluable source of information,
the bronchoscopic video is typically only used for live guidance during bronchoscopy. This is a
major shortcoming, as without this linkage, the VNS has no capability for quick visual access to
relevant sections of airway walls shown on bronchoscopic video or any means for tracking the
history of locations visited by the bronchoscope during bronchoscopy.
As an application example, early detection of cancer along airway walls may require more
complex bronchoscopy procedures. For instance, in vivo imaging of the bronchial wall utilizing
fibered confocal fluorescence microscopy (FCFM) can help analyze the microscopic autofluorescence structure of normal and pathologic bronchial mucosae during bronchoscopy [38]. As
another issue, FCFM may require repeated bronchoscopies to adequately inspect the airway tree
and to monitor changes in previously observed airway mucosae. On a related front, a new asthma
treatment, bronchial thermoplasty, attempts to attenuate bronchoconstriction by reducing the
mass of airway smooth muscle via thermal injury [3]. Bronchial thermoplasty also requires three
bronchoscopies, spaced over weeks, to treat both lungs. These procedures require knowledge of
where the bronchoscope has previously been and the ability to accurately visit specific locations
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repeatedly.
Thus, the need for multiple bronchoscopies during disease management and treatment
illustrates a potential weakness in the current clinical bronchoscopy workflow. Physicians must
rely on notes, memory, and time-consuming searches through recorded video, if available, in
order to draw conclusions from subjective information scattered across multiple bronchoscopies.
In addition, recorded bronchoscopic video streams can become overwhelming to examine very
quickly. To better illustrate the volume of data involved, a typical VNS case study contains the
following:
1. Two 3D CT scans, approximately 250 MB in size each.
2. Endobronchial video, recorded at a rate of 30 frames per second with a frame size of
1920×1080 for a typical duration of 20 minutes, comprising around 1.5 GB.
For a case involving two bronchoscopies, the associated data may entail over 4 GB of
information and constitutes a good example of the “Big Data” problem arising in healthcare [39].
Manual physician review and annotation of these large video streams is extremely impractical
[40–42]. As a consequence, recorded bronchoscopic video is lost due to the sheer amount of data
that must be manually processed.
In summary, while state-of-the-art IGI systems do use both the 3D CT and endobronchial
video during bronchoscopy to improve navigation, they currently completely discard the video
after the procedure. In addition, minimal effort is made to link the CT source to the video source
either during a procedure or postoperatively. Past efforts have made token progress in registering
short sections of recorded bronchoscopic video to an associated CT volume, mapping the airway
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mucosal surfaces shown in the video to the virtual endoluminal renderings derived from the 3D
CT chest scan [43, 44]. However, no successful attempt has been made to automatically process
captured bronchoscopic video and summarize this immense data source into a useful resource. To
address this issue, a fully integrated multimodal image-fusion system is needed. This
discussion leads to the problem statement for this thesis:
Problem Statement — The goal of this thesis is to develop a multimodal data-fusion
system that more effectively utilizes bronchoscopic video and 3D CT data. The system
divides this overarching goal into three components:
1. A video-parsing method to summarize input endobronchial video for the purpose of
browsing and retrieval.
2. A CT-video registration approach to enable the construction of a multimodal CT-video
chest model, linking the high-resolution color video to the 3D anatomical structure in
the CT.
3. A comprehensive set of tools for user exploration and interaction with the CT-video
chest model.

1.2

Hypothesis and Specific Aims

The broad hypothesis that drives this thesis is as follows:
Hypothesis — A synergistic integration of bronchoscopic video and CT via automated
computer-based image processing, improves the utility of captured bronchoscopic video as
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well as corresponding 3D CT. It also potentially increases the effectiveness of postoperative
analysis through intelligent organization and visualization of the combined data, and
provides a means for temporal tracking of diagnostic ROIs across multiple bronchoscopies.
Continuing from this hypothesis, we realized and tested the goals of our problem statement
via the following specific aims.
Specific Aim 1: Devise methods for bronchoscopic video analysis and CT-video
fusion.
1. Devise an algorithm for video-sequence analysis and parsing.
2. Develop a method for linking bronchoscopic video to a corresponding 3D CT scan.
3. Construct a multimodal CT-video chest model.
Specific Aim 2: Construct a data-fusion system.
1. Integrate the Specific Aim 1 methods into a data-fusion system.
2. Design a comprehensive set of system tools for the visualization and exploration of the
multimodal CT-video chest model.
Specific Aim 3: Validate methods and system performance.
We perform the following tests to validate the methods and system:
1. Validate the Specific Aim 1 methods using phantom and live human datasets, including
both CT and recorded bronchoscopic video.
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2. Validate the Specific Aim 2 data-fusion system using lung-cancer patient case studies.
The overall goal of Specific Aim 1 is to construct a multimodal CT-video chest model that
contains important linkages between the structural elements of an input chest CT scan and
textural information from an associated endobronchial video recording (Figure 1.3). To this end,
we developed a video-analysis method that parses an endobronchial video sequence and selects
salient representative keyframes to summarize the input video. By properly indexing the video
stream, we are effectively condensing the large video source into a smaller and more manageable
sparse set of keyframes, all while keeping the original video intact. Figure 1.4 demonstrates our
video-analysis method on a 1.5K-frame endobronchial video sequence recorded from a phantom
airway tree. In this figure, we see that the input video, traversing from the main carina to the
proximal end of the right lower-lobe bronchus and back to the main carina, has been parsed

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.3: Multimodal CT-video chest model for an airway-tree phantom (case 21405.3.a).
(a) Bronchoscopy path history (BPH): magenta locations represent centerline view sites that
the bronchoscope traversed and green squares represent the closest centerline view sites to
selected video frames positionally registered to a CT-based airway-tree model. (b) Selected
video keyframes along a specific path (blue) in the airway tree. (c) Actual color texture from
the selected keyframes mapped onto CT-derived virtual endoluminal surfaces of the airway-tree
model.
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Figure 1.4: Video-parsing example for a 1.5K-frame endobronchial video sequence recorded from
a phantom airway tree (21405.3a). A video table-of-contents (TOC) is displayed, showing that
the sequence was parsed into 8 shots, and that 170 keyframes were selected to summarize the
video.
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into 8 shots, with 170 selected keyframes. Chapter 3 discusses all details of our video-analysis
method.
In addition to our video-parsing approach, we also designed a semi-automatic CT-video
registration method to positionally correlate input video frames to a CT-based airway-tree
model. A small subset of video frames are manually registered to CT-derived virtual endoluminal
surfaces. From these initial registrations, the positional linkage between the set of keyframes
and the 3D CT is used to derive a history of all locations visited by the bronchoscope during a
procedure. The CT-video registration also enables the high-resolution color texture information
from each key frame to be mapped onto corresponding virtual endoluminal surfaces. Finally,
a multimodal CT-video chest model can be constructed from the CT-based airway-tree model,
parsed endobronchial video, and positional linkages obtained from CT-video registration. Figure
1.5 demonstrates CT-video registration of a phantom airway-tree recording after manually
registering a single frame to a CT-based virtual endoluminal rendering. Chapter 4 details this
semi-automatic CT-video registration approach as well as construction of the CT-video chest
model.
For Specific Aim 2, a comprehensive data-fusion system has been developed, built off the
framework of VNS and extending its original functionality. This system enables appropriate
visualization and report creation, offers functionality for preoperative planning, tracking and
linking of information from multiple bronchoscopies, and also allows for postoperative analysis
and annotation for purposes such as temporal analysis of ROIs. Figure 1.6 shows a screen capture
of the new VNS system utilizing the developed set of tools for interacting with and visualizing
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(a) Manual registration of frame 75

(b) Single-frame texture mapping

(c) Surface coverage of video

Figure 1.5: Semi-automatic CT-video registration example for a phantom video recording
(21405.3a). In (a), a single video frame has been manually registered to a CT-based virtual endoluminal surface. From this manual registration, the entire video sequence has been automatically
registered to the CT-based airway tree. In this example, CT-video registration is visualized as
follows: (b) texture information from frame 75 has been mapped onto the CT-based endoluminal
surfaces; and (c) the airway tree has been colored to indicate which surfaces were observed
(green) and unobserved (red), per the registered video sequence.
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Figure 1.6: A montage of our video-analysis system illustrating the suite of tools used on a
human case study (20349.3.73): (A) Case Study Tool; (B) Video Analyzer; (C) ROI Tool; (D)
CT-Video Analyzer; (E) 3D Surface Analyzer; (F) Video Inspector; (G) Surface Mapper; and
(H) Video Browser.
the CT-video chest model. Chapter 5 describes the integrated CT-video data-fusion system and
its associated tools.
Specific Aim 3 validates the methods of Specific Aim 1 and the data-fusion system of Specific
Aim 2 through phantom and human studies. A ground-truth database constructed from ten
short endobronchial video sequences (two phantom sequences and eight prerecorded live human
studies performed at Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center) is used to optimize and
validate our data-fusion system and integrated methods. Additionally, qualitative results from
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user interaction with the modified VNS data-fusion system, using full-length lung-cancer patient
procedural videos, is presented in order to further evaluate our system and draw conclusions
with regards to its use in a clinical environment. Chapters 3 through 5 present validation results.
As this thesis demonstrates, the successful implementation of an effective data-fusion system
could enable future improvements to current techniques for the management of lung cancer and
other pulmonary disorders, utilizing the following system functionality:
1. Automated video analysis can be performed, providing an efficient postexamination method
for summarizing, searching, characterizing, and annotating recorded video.
2. Multiple bronchoscopies can be effectively linked to allow for analysis of temporal changes
in the airway mucosa, aiding in the early detection of cancer along the airway walls.
3. Preoperative planning can be improved for procedures requiring multiple bronchoscopies,
such as FCFM or bronchial thermoplasty, by incorporating visual airway-tree summaries
of previous treatments / examinations.
With the successful implementation of the methods and system presented in this thesis, VNS
has been upgraded to a system capable of more effectively incorporating endobronchial video
and handling the clinical workflow necessary for cases involving multiple bronchoscopies. Users
are now able to automatically process a case study containing a 3D CT image volume and at
least one corresponding bronchoscopic video stream. The resulting fusion of the two imaging
modalities is contained within a constructed multimodal CT-video chest model. This model
serves as the basic data structure for a comprehensive suite of system tools designed to visualize
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and manipulate its encapsulated information. A physician may explore a CT-based airway-tree
model, looking at high-resolution color information taken directly from linked bronchoscopic
video and mapped onto corresponding virtual endoluminal surfaces. Further inspection of areas
within the airway tree is provided by linking the user back to segments of video located around
mapped keyframes, or showing alternate frames containing similar information. Ultimately, a
physician utilizes the system tools to quickly and efficiently analyze large amounts of multimodal
information.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related work. Chapters
3 through 5 discuss the bulk of our work, as highlighted above. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes
this thesis.
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Chapter

2

Background
A variety of topics are drawn together in this chapter in order to form a comprehensive foundation
of background knowledge relevant to the specific aims laid out in Chapter 1. Section 2.1 discusses
pulmonary disease management, the main motivating factor of our research, and summarizes
current state-of-the-art developments in diagnostic imaging and image-assisted bronchoscopy.
An in-depth look at relevant research from our lab is given in Section 2.2, including an overview
of our image-guided intervention system. Section 2.3 presents a myriad of computer-visionrelated subjects applicable to our research, including image feature extraction, three-dimensional
reconstruction, camera-motion recovery, and tracking. Finally, a synopsis of current research on
image-video fusion and video analysis is outlined in Section 2.4. Note that Chapters 3 through 5
also present pertinent background information to the respective topics covered.
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2.1

Image-Based Pulmonary Disease Management

This thesis aims to develop methods for improving the general management of the following
major lung diseases:
1. General lung-cancer management, which involves the detection, diagnosis, staging, and
treatment of the disease.
2. Asthma treatment, as done via bronchial thermoplasty.
3. Early cancer detection along the airway walls.
The management of all of these diseases draw upon the following top-level clinical work flow:
1. Radiologic imaging and assessment — An imaging scan of the patient’s chest is made and
a physician then views the images, makes a basic assessment, and plans a follow-on live
bronchoscopy procedure.
2. Image-assisted bronchoscopy — Using image-based guidance enabled by the results of
image assessment, the physician performs the required bronchoscopy on the patient. The
physician maneuvers the bronchoscope inside the patient’s airway tree toward diagnostic
sites of interest in order to view an airway wall site, perform a tissue sample of some kind,
deliver a disease treatment, remove a lesion, etc.
3. Patient follow-up — Additional bronchoscopies and, possibly, associated imaging scans,
are done to follow-up on a previous procedure and/or to continue/complete a procedure
that was partly done, such as those involving bronchial thermoplasty.
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Motivated by the top-level work flow above, this section discusses the general management of
pulmonary disease. It begins with a brief overview of diagnostic imaging (Section 2.1.1). Next,
Section 2.1.2 gives a synopsis on current clinical practices in bronchoscopy. Finally, Section 2.1.3
concludes with a summary of the current state-of-the-art in IGI Systems.

2.1.1

Diagnostic Imaging

As of 2004, patients diagnosed with lung cancer could only expect a very poor 5-year survival
rate of 14% [1]. Despite low survival rates, if lung cancer is diagnosed early, it may be curable.
Research shows that a majority of patients diagnosed with clinical stage IA disease and a
significant minority of patients with stage IB tumors are expected to survive > 5 years after
treatment. Diagnostic imaging has been a critical tool in the early detection of lung cancer, as
well as an invaluable information source for general pulmonary-disease management [45–48].
Advances in diagnostic imaging have greatly improved the clinical work flow of pulmonarydisease management by providing physicians with staggering detail of a patient’s structural
anatomy, via CT, and even metabolic activity of specific biological tissues, through PET, prior
to any procedural intervention [45, 46]. During bronchoscopy, cameras embedded in the tip
of flexible videobronchoscopes provide real-time high-resolution color images to a physician
[4]. Confocal microscopy is another imaging modality used during bronchoscopy to inspect the
microscopic structure of airway walls, important in the early detection of cancer along the airway
walls [38]. Through the use of these additional imaging sources, physicians have been able to
make markedly more informed decisions with regards to patient treatment [48]. In the case of
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CT, improvement in patient outcomes from early screening have been conclusively shown [47, 49].
In this section, we will briefly describe the PET and CT imaging modalities, while paying special
attention to CT due to its foundational relevance to our research. PET imaging will play only
a limited role in our research; however, it is likely to be included to a larger extent in future
work. Confocal microscopy and videobronchoscopy will be discussed along with image-assisted
bronchoscopy in Section 2.1.2.
The 3D structural anatomy of a patient is provided through X-ray computed tomography
(CT) imaging [2, 6, 17, 46]. Medical use of CT images first began in the early 1970s, largely as
a result of work by the English engineer G.N. Hounsfield. The technology of that era required
significant amounts of time to produce volumetric 3D images, compiled sequentially one slice at
a time, with a slice representing a transverse x-y-plane oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal
z-axis parallel to a patient’s body. Each slice is comprised of a 2D array of volume elements,
referred to as “voxels” [46]. The dimensions of a voxel are determined by the CT scanner’s field
of view, selected matrix size, and slice thickness. Each voxel is assigned a value measured in
Hounsfield units (HU). The HU value represents the X-ray attenuation coefficient of the material
present at that location, which is essentially a function of material density. The Hounsfield scale
is calibrated relative to water and air due to their independence from X-ray energy, with water
calibrated to 0 HU and air calibrated to approximately -1000 HU [2, 46].
In the infancy of CT scanner technology, slow scan times resulted in motion blurring caused
by a patient’s breathing, especially out toward the airway-tree periphery. This caused many
false findings such as pseudobronchiectasis and double fissures [6]. Additionally, significant
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z-axis spacing between slices — approximately 5 mm — left many potentially cancerous small
structures undetected (e.g., small nodules). These limitations became largely a worry of the
past with the advent of multi-detector CT in the early 1990s [17]. CT scanners perform many
X-ray measurements concurrently using multi-detector target sensor arrays. Modern CT scanners
allow for single-breath-hold motion-free high-resolution volumetric images [2, 17, 46]. Typical
resolutions of CT scans used in our lab can be as small as 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm.
Resolutions this fine are essential for adequate 3D visualization, especially for rendering images
oblique to the coordinate axes of the CT scanner, and for image processing tasks such as
segmentation of the airway tree.
The 3D anatomical information provided by an CT scan is a crucial tool for identifying
potentially diseased structures. Structural information alone, however, can often lead to false
positive diagnosis due to limited information [19]. Within the last decade, PET imaging has
emerged as a more conclusive indicator of disease [45]. PET produces 3D image volumes of
metabolic activity in the body and has shown significant promise to the non-invasive evaluation
of lung cancer.
Recently, the combination of PET and CT imaging modalities have demonstrated a synergistic
effect to improve diagnosis and staging and overcome the limitations of each individually [19, 50].
CT imaging allows for precise localization of spatial structures. Co-registered PET images then
allow for SUV values to be measured and correlated with CT findings to further increase accuracy
and confidence in diagnosis.
Even with current state-of-the-art diagnostic imaging, tissue sampling is required for 100%
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conclusive evidence of pulmonary disease [51, 52]. Procedures such as transthoracic needle
aspiration, esophageal fine-needle aspiration, and bronchoscopy are used for tissue sampling. Our
research is focused primarily within the domain of bronchoscopy.

2.1.2

Bronchoscopy

After collecting a high-resolution CT scan of the chest, the next step in pulmonary disease
management is bronchoscopy [4]. Diagnosis and staging plans vary markedly depending on
findings from diagnostic imaging such as discovery of a solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) or
abnormal mediastinal lymph node [53–56]. After an analysis of the CT, a physician may decide
bronchoscopy is warranted to determine the presence of disease in any suspicious regions of
interests (ROIs). Bronchoscopy enables a number of minimally invasive chest procedures for
diseases such as lung cancer and asthma [4, 48]. Although bronchoscopy does not demonstrate
as high an accuracy or yield as surgical biopsy or transthoracic needle biopsy (TNB or TTNB),
it does pose a significantly reduced risk of complications (e.g., pneumothorax) [57]. As a large
percentage of diagnostic regions of interest such as SPNs and peripheral pulmonary lesions
(PPLs) are benign, bronchoscopy seems a more appropriate choice for biopsy for many patients
[15].
Flexible bronchoscopes are thin tube-like devices that can be inserted into a patient’s airways
[4]. Fiberoptic cables inside the bronchoscope carry light, generated by an external light source,
to illuminate the airways. A camera is embedded in the bronchoscope tip to provide real-time
high-resolution color images, viewable on an external monitor. A bronchoscope capable of
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capturing video is often referred to as a videobronchoscope. Most bronchoscopes also generally
provide a working channel for the purpose of inserting a variety of tools to perform different tasks
such as collecting tissue samples using forceps or via transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA),
injecting anesthetic, extracting fluids as in the case of bronchial alveolar lavage (BAL), or even
acquiring additional in vivo diagnostic imaging through endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) or
confocal fluorescence microscopy [4, 38, 52].
Modern bronchoscopes are available in a variety of diameters, allowing for navigation deep
within the airway tree [4]. Some problems arise as a direct result of bronchoscopy to the airway
periphery. In particular, navigation errors can occur as early as the 2nd airway generation [8].
A discussion on specific issues related to bronchoscopy navigation in the context of pulmonary
disease management, as well as corresponding approaches for addressing these problems, appears
in Section 2.1.3.
As previously mentioned, bronchoscopy is a useful tool for managing a number of pulmonary
diseases. For example, videobronchoscopy enables the visual assessment of the airway walls, as
the bronchoscopic video stream provides complementary high-resolution color information on
endoluminal airway mucosal surfaces [4]. Early-stage research shows that lung cancer affects
the airway mucosa through both structural and textural changes [43, 58, 59]. Color changes of
the mucosal surface, thickening of the airway mucosa, abnormal structure, and fluorescence, are
possible symptoms of early lung cancer developing in the airway walls.
In addition to videobronchoscopy, confocal fluorescence microscopy has recently emerged as a
potentially important tool in the early detection of cancer along the airway walls [38]. Confocal
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endomicroscopes essentially provide a physician with an “optical biopsy” of living tissue through
diagnostic imaging of its microscopic structure. As of 2009, two commercially available confocal
endomicroscopes exist, but only the fiber bundle-based system, referred to as fibered confocal
fluorescent microscopy (FCFM), meets size and speed requirements for adequate imaging of the
lungs [38]. The FCFM system is comprised of flexible thin miniprobes which contain thousands
of compacted microfibers. During bronchoscopy, the miniprobe is inserted through the working
channel and pressed against the airway mucosal surface. An exogenous fluorophore, activated at
specific laser wavelengths, is also introduced to provide cellular contrast. In precancerous and
cancerous conditions, significant structural changes occur in the fibered microstructure pattern
of the bronchial walls which are revealed through FCFM.
Due to the incredibly small imaging size, FCFM seems impractical for imaging large sections
of the airway wall and may require strong coupling to videobronchoscopy for visual assessment
with follow-up FCFM. A significant problem with visual assessment of the airway walls is that of
properly cataloging locations that have been previously inspected. Physicians need to maintain
notes specifying particular diagnostic regions of interest for patients. Additionally, follow-up
bronchoscopy is needed to temporally track changes in these regions, further exacerbating the
need for an organizational system to manage information across multiple bronchoscopies. The
proper annotation of diagnostic ROI locations is is not only a problem for cancer of the airway
walls, but for disease treatment in general, such as bronchial thermoplasty for asthma.
Bronchial thermoplasty is a relatively new treatment for asthma based on the premise that
reducing the mass of the airway smooth muscle (ASM) produces sustained relief — lasting up
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to three years — of asthma symptoms [3, 60, 61]. Reduction of ASM mass is achieved through
the use of low-energy RF signals to cause thermal injury to the ASM. Bronchial thermoplasty
treatment is administered across three separate bronchoscopies, approximately three weeks apart.
A specific progression across the three treatments is followed to ensure full coverage of the lungs,
except for the right middle lobe due to possible airway collapse secondary to right middle lobe
syndrome. Keeping track of locations previously visited in the lungs across several bronchoscopies
seems a non-trivial task, managed now only by a strict adherence to a procedural regiment.
The use of multiple bronchoscopies is a significant complication in the pulmonary-diseasemanagement clinical work flow, as no real framework exists to properly organize and track
information throughout each procedure. This concern will be a particular focus in our research.

2.1.3

Image-Guided Intervention Systems

Until recently, physicians relied on manual analysis of the available imaging sources to plan
for bronchoscopy [4, 62]. With a manual approach, a physician prepares for bronchoscopy by
mentally reconstructing a 3D endobronchial route to an ROI by scrolling through hundreds of
2D CT slices. Later, during bronchoscopy, a physician must correlate the 2D CT slices to the
endoluminal airways shown on the bronchoscopic video stream. These two imaging modalities —
bronchoscopic video and the 2D CT slices — are quite different and make navigation to an ROI a
difficult problem. Studies comparing various path selection strategies have shown that physicians
using manual 2D CT image analysis to have < 20% navigational accuracy by the 4th airway
bifurcation [8]. Furthermore, the accuracy is highly dependent on the bronchoscopist performing
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the procedure. To address these issues, IGI systems have been developed for intraoperative
bronchoscopic guidance [9–16, 26].
A patient’s 3D CT scan provides detailed anatomical information that can be extracted using
automatic image-processing techniques to produce a virtual environment, also referred to as a
virtual world [24, 26]. A virtual camera can be maneuvered anywhere within this virtual world to
produce virtual endoscopic (VE) views on a computer using surface or volume rendering on the
CT-derived structural information. When the virtual camera is placed within a virtual model of
a patient’s lungs, VE is referred to as virtual bronchoscopy (VB). VB uses an airway-tree model
segmented from an CT scan to produce graphical renderings of the endoluminal airway surfaces
[26, 63–65]. By rendering sequences of VB views along a predetermined route, a simulated
bronchoscopy procedure can be produced bearing striking similarity to a real bronchoscopic
video stream covering analogous routes within a patient’s airway tree [24, 26].
All modern IGI systems require registration between preoperative imaging data and a realworld 3D physical space [9, 11, 13–15, 26, 65]. The registration between real and virtual worlds
happens through one of several ways: image-based registration; electromagnetic (EM)-based
registration; or optical-sensor-based registration. The rest of this section will briefly summarize
these different IGI systems.
Early image-based systems calculated static VB renderings at airway bifurcations along
pathways to an ROI [9, 26]. Physicians would study these renderings along with axial CT images
prior to bronchoscopy. Further refinements and faster computers allowed real-time applications of
image-based IGI systems within the clinical bronchoscopy work flow [13]. Live registration using
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algorithms such as normalized mutual information between VB renderings and live bronchoscopic
video was performed with the assistance of a technician during bronchoscopy.
The newest image-based IGI systems have attempted to eliminate the need for a technician all
together [35, 66]. Physician interaction with an IGI system via a foot pedal allows intraoperative
guidance with substantial visual feedback along with live local and global registration between
the real-world bronchoscope and the CT-based airway-tree model [35].
EM-based IGI systems use a position sensor attached to the bronchoscope to measure its
location within an external EM field [10, 12, 16, 67]. The sensor location within the EM field is
interpreted with respect to a preloaded CT-based airway-tree model and its position displayed
on the system monitor. Additionally, fiducial markers may be needed to calculate the orientation
of the patient with respect to the position sensor.
Optical-sensor-based systems rely on a precalculated bronchoscope model and movement
measurements made by an optical sensor as a bronchoscope moves across it [66, 68]. An optical
mouse sensor is placed somewhere along the path of bronchoscope insertion and measures both
the roll angle and insertion depth of the bronchoscope. A precalculated bronchoscope model is
then used in combination with the measured insertion depth and roll angle to predict possible
locations of the bronchoscope tip within the CT-based airway-tree model. As several possible
locations may be predicted with the given measurements, additional image-based registration
must take place to choose the most probable location.
A major limitation in IGI systems is that they greatly underutilize the bronchoscopic video.
In fact, little use is made in general of the acquired video stream, a potentially invaluable source
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of information. The video stream offers a data source for monitoring changes in the airway wall
tissue as well as a record of locations visited in the lungs during bronchoscopy. In addition,
no comprehensive effort has been made to link the bronchoscopic video stream to the detailed
anatomical information given by a patient’s 3D CT chest scan. Improving upon the management
and utility of captured bronchoscopic video will be a major concern in our research.

2.2

The Multidimensional Image Processing Lab

Our laboratory, the Multidimensional Image Processing Lab (MIPL), has been working on an
IGI system that combines CT, PET, EBUS, and videobronchoscopy [13, 14, 22, 32, 37, 69–84].
We call this system the Virtual Navigator Suite (VNS). The VNS has been shown to improve
physician performance for peripheral nodule diagnosis and mediastinal lymph-node staging,
through human studies undertaken in collaboration with pulmonologists at the Penn State
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center [8]. Additionally, consistently high navigational accuracy was
demonstrated, despite any variability in experience or ability of the physicians involved.
In this section, we present a current summary of the VNS. We also discuss preliminary
research in the MIPL toward more efficiently utilizing bronchoscopic video through mapping
of the captured airway mucosal surfaces onto corresponding CT-based endoluminal renderings
(Section 2.2.2) [43].
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2.2.1

The Virtual Navigator Suite

The VNS software package is comprised of both offline and online processing tools. User
interaction with the VNS software platform begins with the definition of ROIs and subsequent
offline processing of a patient’s 3D CT chest scan [23, 70]. In particular, the user performs the
following actions:

1. Select ROIs depicted in a 3D CT scan.
2. Define ROIs using semi-automatic methods.
3. Extract the 3D airway tree.
4. Construct the airway endoluminal surfaces.
5. Calculate the airway centerlines.
6. Compute optimal airway routes to each ROI.

The general process of 3D CT analysis and ROI route planning is portrayed in Figure 2.1.
At this point a user can interact with the VNS to perform a variety of tasks, such as: 1) CT
visualization; 2) preoperative planning and report generation; and 3) intraoperative guidance.
CT visualization includes the ability to view the 3D CT image volume as 2D slices, slab
views, or projections. These views can be calculated from transverse, sagittal, coronal, or oblique
orientations. There are also a variety of other visualization tools that allow comprehensive
exploration of the extracted airway-tree model.
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Figure 2.1: 3D CT analysis and route planning.
Visualization of CT data also aids in preoperative planning. During planning, a user selects
ROIs to visit during a bronchoscopy. Once ROIs are selected, a report can be generated. The
report includes quantitative information about the ROIs and also visualizations of each airway
bifurcation along an individual airway route to reach the ROI. After a discussion with a physician
about the preoperative plan, the VNS can be used for intraoperative navigational guidance.
The VNS contains tools for two methods of intraoperative guidance: 1) image-based guidance;
and 2) optical-sensor-based guidance. Until recently, image-based guidance using the VNS was
accomplished with an MIPL technician operating the VNS guidance controls while a physician
performed bronchoscopy [13]. Aside from technician-assisted guidance, the VNS currently offers
two intraoperative technician-free guidance strategies [35, 66]. In the first strategy, a physician
operates a foot pedal to interact with the VNS [35]. The physician can follow instructions for
bronchoscope movements along selected ROI pathways and invoke image-based registration.
Figure 1.2, in Chapter 1, shows a sample VNS layout of this strategy while in operation. The
second strategy uses an optical mouse sensor placed along the insertion path of a bronchoscope
[66]. The optical sensor measures insertion depth and roll angle of the bronchoscope. Figure 2.2
shows a sample VNS layout of this strategy while in operation.
All current guidance strategies use the bronchoscopic video stream only to overlay CT-derived
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Figure 2.2: A screen shot during inter-route tracking (case 20349.3.29). The bronchoscopic
video (top left), VB view from the predicted pose (top right) and extraluminal (bottom left)
and endoluminal (bottom right) views of the airway tree (colored based on branch diameter
relative to the bronchoscope diameter) are shown. The VB view also shows a green traffic light
indicating that the bronchoscope was on the correct branch. The bronchoscope was located in
the trachea (generation 1) [85].
guidance information. As summarized in Section 2.2.2 below, preliminary efforts have been made
to correlate the high-resolution color information from the video to the CT-based endoluminal
surfaces [86]. However, no record is maintained of the bronchoscope’s path through the airway
tree, either during bronchoscopy or in post-operative analysis. Additionally, no framework exists
in the VNS for managing video from multiple bronchoscopies.
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2.2.2

CT-Based Endoluminal Surface Mapping through CT-Video
Fusion

In order to properly map textural information from the bronchoscopic video onto the CT-derived
endoluminal surfaces, the virtual endoluminal renderings and real-world video frames must be
synchronized, or registered. Several algorithms and methods exist for registering both images.
The VNS currently uses a real-time image-based registration method developed by Merritt et al.
[22]. Real-world bronchoscopic video and pre-generated VB renderings are input to an algorithm
based on the Lucas-Kanade inverse-compositional method. Well validated experimental results
show this algorithm operates at well beyond the bronchoscopic video frame rate of 30 frames/sec.
The actual high-resolution color information related to the airway surface mucosa is mapped
onto the CT-based endoluminal airway surfaces using visibility and depth data generated along
with the VB renderings [87]. Uniform sampling and over-scanning of the visible triangles in the
bronchoscopic video frames is performed and the resulting information packed into a texture
space. In the case of single-frame texture mapping, the texture space rendered from a similar
position as the bronchoscope that originally captured the frame will appear quite similar to
the original frame. In the case of multiple-frame texture mapping, the same surfaces viewed
over several video frames are combined. Figure 2.3 demonstrates both single and multiple frame
texture mapping in the VNS.
While this preliminary work provides a good foundation for correlating the bronchoscopic
video to the CT-based airway-tree model, it is only useful for small segments of bronchoscopic
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Bronchoscopic video mapping onto the CT-based endoluminal surfaces (case h21405.3a) (Images
reproduced with permission from [86]). (a) A single real-world bronchoscopic video frame. (b) After registering
the real-world video frame to the CT-derived airway-tree model, the high-resolution color video information is
packed into a texture space linked to the airway-tree model; the depicted image is a graphical rendering of the
combined structural and textural information. (c) Several video frames covering multiple views of the real-world
airway mucosal surfaces are algorithmically combined to produce a similar texture space and CT linkage.

video. A typical bronchoscopic video will last 20 minutes and contain many adverse events to
cause bronchoscope tracking loss. A comprehensive method for analyzing the entire bronchoscopic
video stream is needed in order to index all relevant information on the airway mucosal surfaces.
These indexed video segments may then be registered to the CT-derived endoluminal surfaces
enabling mapping of the high-resolution color information.

2.3

Computer Vision Research

In this section we discuss a variety of topics in the general field of computer vision that are
pertinent to this thesis. The concepts presented are briefly reviewed and discussed without
mathematical analysis, as rigorous detail is be presented more appropriately in Chapters 3
through 5.
In general, our research primarily focuses on image-based modeling and rendering (IBMR)
[88, 89]. IBMR essentially refers to the process of extracting structural information from multiple
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views of the same scene. This recovered structure is often used to construct virtual models and
render novel views. In our research, we employ IBMR to recover color information and 3D scene
geometry from bronchoscopic video in order to augment a CT-based airway-tree model.
The remainder of this section will summarize relevant information and current research for
the following subjects:
1. Image feature extraction, which is concerned with methods for selecting areas of an image
that are particularly useful for making comparisons between separate images.
2. Camera motion and tracking, which attempts to analyze sequential images or video in order
to determine the camera orientations which produced them, specifically for the purpose of
geometric interpretation.
3. 3D reconstruction and structure from motion, which utilize known geometric relationships
between collections of images in order to extract structural information from them.
The concepts of panoramic mosaicking and image stitching are also relevant to our research, but
we defer discussion of these topics to Section 2.4.

2.3.1

Image Feature Extraction

In this section, we present several well established image-feature extraction methods. Even
though the techniques behind feature extraction are mature, we also summarize several papers
focused on novel approaches to calculating image features in endoscopic video.
Lowe et al. developed one of the most currently influential feature extraction methods, known
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as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [90]. Once calculated, SIFT feature correspondences are matched using a nearest neighbor distance metric between keypoint descriptors. The
128-data-point keypoint descriptor used in SIFT features is quite effective at providing robustness
to a high degree of affine transformation, but can be somewhat costly in terms of processing
time.
Another popular approach in feature extraction was presented by Bay et al. [91]. This
method is referred to as speeded-up robust features (SURF). Similar to SIFT, this method
compiles a keypoint descriptor for each feature point and establishes feature correspondences
using a nearest neighbor distance metric. SURF has been shown to be considerably faster than
SIFT, with reasonably similar performance; although comparisons have shown that without the
consideration of processing time, SIFT performs slightly better.
Rosten et al. have demonstrated a high-speed machine-learning-based feature extraction
method [92]. In this method, corners are detected from training sets based on pixel brightness in
circular neighborhoods around a pixel. Results show their method outperforming a number of
popular feature-extraction algorithms when at least 200 corners were available in an input image.
Unfortunately, the detection method is highly susceptible to image noise and is dependent on a
domain-sensitive threshold for proper operation.
Puerto-Suza et al. introduced a novel hierarchical multi-affine (HMA) algorithm for feature
matching in endoscopic video [93]. In this method, clusters of spatially-distributed features
are identified in each image and used to estimate an affine transformation. Their results show
significantly improved robustness to endoscopic camera pose, as clusters of local image features
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are much more likely to conform to an affine model approximation than features scattered across
an entire image. Results show the method performing well across cases of occlusion, camera-pose
changes, and deformations.
Finally, a comparison of popular feature-extraction methods in bronchoscope tracking is
given by Luo et al. [94]. Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT), SURF, and SIFT features are used in
combination with epipolar constraints and Kalman filtering to estimate the translation movement
and orientation displacements between video frames. A predicted pose for the bronchoscope is
produced and used as a precursor to an intensity-based image registration refinement of the pose.
Results are compiled using actual patient data sets and show that SIFT features are more robust
when predicting bronchoscope pose, successfully tracking approximately 76% of frames compared
to 61% with SURF and 55% with KLT. A noteworthy result in this paper is that in more than
half of their tested video frames, SURF showed comparable robustness to SIFT. The results of
this paper are relevant to our research as we are using feature-extraction methods specifically in
the domain of bronchoscopy.

2.3.2

Camera Motion and Tracking

This section compiles background knowledge and research on camera motion and tracking. We
first introduce homography estimation. Next, we give a discussion on the essential matrix. We
then briefly describe motion estimation. Finally, we summarize current research on camera
tracking, as it relates to endoscopic video.
A homography, in the context of computer vision research, is an invertible matrix describing a
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geometric transformation between two views of the same planar surface [88]. This transformation
is often calculated from a set of feature correspondences and used to warp one view into the
image coordinate space of the other view, as in the case of constructing panoramic images from
multiple camera views. A homography can be decomposed into constituent elements such as
rotation, translation, shearing, and scaling [95]. In circumstances where two calibrated camera
views are closely approximated by a planar surface, a simple geometrical relationship between the
two cameras can be obtained by calculating a homography decomposition. The decomposition
problem is not unique and an analysis of the possible solutions is necessary in order to choose
the appropriate decomposition.
In many circumstances, the assumption of a planar surface is violated and a more in-depth
geometrical analysis must be made between two camera views. The essential matrix is a term
referring to the set of non-independent linear equations that describe the epipolar geometry
between two calibrated camera views. Additionally, the fundamental matrix is a term referring
to a similar matrix which relates the epipolar geometry between two uncalibrated cameras. Our
research consistently makes use of views from calibrated bronchoscopes, so, only the essential
matrix will be referenced throughout the remainder of this section. A fundamental paper on
the essential matrix was presented by Longuet-Higgins [96]. In this paper, scene geometry was
reconstructed using two camera projections of the same scene. The two projections could be
from different cameras, or from the same camera at different times such as in a video stream.
Given at least eight feature correspondences between the two views, the essential matrix could
be calculated between them.
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Our research relies heavily on the epipolar geometry between bronchoscopic video frames.
Consequently, degeneracies of the essential matrix must be carefully avoided when possible, and
detected when unavoidable. Zhang et al. reviewed and compared many methods for calculating
the epipolar geometry between two camera views [97]. In this work, the importance of point
matches in determining epipolar geometry is emphasized and a detailed analysis of the stability
of the resulting geometry is presented. Decker et al. provide a detailed analysis of 3D egomotion
estimation from a single camera and resulting degenerate configurations that can occur when
using the 8-point algorithm [98]. Wang et al. developed an improved method for the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the essential matrix wherein the estimation error of rotation and
translation was approximately on the same order of magnitude as image noise [99].
Aside from geometric relationships between two cameras, another important characteristic
between two camera views is the relative motion between them resulting from camera movement
[88]. This problem is inherently more complex in many applications of computer vision, as both
the camera and the environment can move independently. In our research, for example, as a
bronchoscope moves toward the airway periphery the airways can significantly move within the
thoracic cavity. For this reason, typical motion estimation methods may not be appropriate,
without significant modification.
A common technique for motion estimation is optical flow [88]. Optical flow is based on
the spatial and temporal partial derivatives between two sequential video frames. Additional
constraints are needed to solve the optical flow equations, such as the Lucas-Kanade method
where optical flow in a local pixel neighborhood is considered constant. Horn et al. introduced
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methods for motion recovery based on the assumption of brightness constancy [100]. In this
paper, the first-order derivative of image brightness was used to determine motion in the case of
pure rotation or translation, and arbitrary motion when the rotation was known. Jepsen et al.
used a probabilistic mixture model to represent multiple motions within an image patch [101].
Optical flow was subsequently calculated after an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was
employed to determine ownership of the various motions.
A related concept to motion estimation is tracking. The two concepts are essentially the
same, except that when considering tracking, we are specifically interested in maintaining a
known positional location of either an object within an environment or of the camera filming an
environment. The remainder of this section will present a summary of current tracking research
with regards to endoscopic video.
Müller et al. presented a noteworthy approach to tracking based on fiducial markers [102].
The fiducial markers, visible in ultrasound imaging, were used to calculate the pose of an
endoscopic camera through 2D/3D registration. After registration they augmented a highdefinition laparoscopic video stream to provide intra-operative navigation guidance during
prostate surgery.
Liu et al. developed an optical-flow method for tracking an endoscope during colonoscopy
[103]. Their method uses a sparse optic-flow field to compute a dense optic-flow field in order
to calculate motion parameters. The sparse optic-flow field and motion parameters are then
combined to calculate a camera pose. Further work by this group has added a multiple-stage
method for colonoscopy tracking to address the issue of large motion between images due to
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blurred sequences of video [104]. Blurry image sequences are detected and an image pair formed
from both ends of the sequence is compared in several ways. Region flow is used to limit the
search space for computing corresponding feature points. After several intermediate calculations
to identify the best feature point pairs, a deformation-based algorithm computes the final motion
parameters.
Mori et al. describe a method for tracking the camera motion of a bronchoscope using
epipolar geometry analysis and intensity-based image registration [105]. This method performs
bronchoscope tracking in two steps. Firstly, epipolar geometry is estimated between consecutive
frames of bronchoscopic video using optical flow patterns. Next, the epipolar geometry is used
to constrain an intensity-based image registration. The image registration optimization function
is based on a correlation coefficient and mean square intensity difference between the two images.
Later work by this group includes a selective image similarity measure for bronchoscope tracking
[106]. The method divides an image into small subblocks. These subblocks are evaluated for
characteristic shapes. The image similarity measure, based on feature values within the block, is
then calculated for all subblocks containing desired characteristic shapes. Experimental results
demonstrated continuous tracking of up to 1600 frames.
Deligianni et al. have researched bronchoscope tracking using a predictive algorithm based
on the CONDensation algorithm [107]. A stochastic filter is used employing a multi-modal
probability distribution. Results on tracking accuracy in both patient and phantom data show
significant improvement in tracking over Kalman-filter-based methods, especially in the presence
of airway deformation and image artifacts. Later work by this group added an EM-based sensor
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and modified their method to incorporate an active shape model (ASM) to better capture the
variability of the tracheo-bronchial tree [108].
Luo et al. use sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) sampling to achieve more robust bronchoscope
navigation [109]. Their method utilizes SIFT features to calculate epipolar geometry between
bronchoscopic video frames and subsequently estimate motion. SMC is employed to recover
tracking after encountering problematic video frames as a result of patient coughing or movement.
For our research, we track the camera movement of a bronchoscope throughout an entire
bronchoscopic video stream. By building upon the various methods summarized in this section,
as well as theory presented in Chapters 3 and 4, we implemented a method for recovering
bronchoscope motion and to subsequently infer the geometrical relationships between sequential
bronchoscope camera views. These relationships were then used to fuse the bronchoscopic video
to the 3D CT.

2.3.3

3D Reconstruction

In order to retrieve accurate spatial information from a sequence of images, the images must
be geometrically related to one another and placed in a common coordinate system. Threedimensional scene reconstruction is a natural extension of camera motion and tracking as they
provide these geometrical relationships. The 3D scene geometry is important in our research
as it provides a means for registering the bronchoscopic video to the 3D CT. Registration is
required in order to map the high-resolution color information contained on a bronchoscopic
video stream onto the CT-derived endoluminal airway surfaces. In this section we will present
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research by various groups working on 3D scene reconstruction.
Heyden et al. developed a method for Euclidean reconstruction using at least three camera
views of a scene [110]. Their method was able to use uncalibrated cameras with constant intrinsic
parameters to produce several projective 3D reconstructions of a scene. Using the Kruppa
constraints, a Euclidean reconstruction was possible from the set of projective reconstructions.
Deguchi et al. demonstrated the feasibility of 3D organ reconstruction from endoscopic
video sequences [111]. They evaluated various models with regards to the accuracy of shape
reconstruction and camera pose recovery using the factorization method and SVD decomposition.
They also demonstrated proof-of-concept by providing different views of the reconstructed inner
wall of the human stomach.
Wang et al. focused on more robust model fitting between video frame feature sets [112].
They introduced a two-step scale estimator (TSSE) to estimate the scale of inlier features within
a data set. They also proposed an adaptive scale sample consensus (ASSC) estimator to deal
with discontinuous signals and multiple structures within an image, resulting in tolerance of up
to 80% outliers in a feature set. Later work by this group proposed a modified adaptive scale
kernel consensus (ASKC) estimator applied to reconstructing tissue structures from endoscopic
video [113].
Koppel et al. applied 3D scene reconstruction to enhancing visual feedback in endoscopy [114].
Their method first tracks selected features across frames in an endoscopic video sequence. Camera
motion is then estimated using the 8-point algorithm on the tracked features. Finally, images
are reoriented with regards to a surgeon-centered coordinate system. Further work presented by
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this group uses endoscopic video to produce a 3D model of the colon [115]. Using similar feature
tracking across endoscopic video sequences, the newer work incorporate disparity estimates to
recover surface depth. By combining texture information from the endoscopic video, the system
constructs a 3D model of the colon that includes both structure and appearance information and
can be rendered from novel viewpoints. This work is particularly applicable to our research, as
we are working along similar lines, using bronchoscopic video to reconstruct a 3D model of the
airway tree using both structure and appearance information.
Finally, Karargyris et al. present a method for 3D reconstruction of the digestive tract in
wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) [116]. In this system, a shape-from-shading (SFS) method is
used to determine 3D structure from sequences of video. By identifying specular reflection in the
images, the system was able to remove them and use a Lambertian reflectance model to improve
the SFS reconstruction.

2.4

Image-Video Fusion and Video Analysis

As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, the data sources associated with bronchoscopy can
be immense. Indeed, according to Chawla et al., the efficient use and management of large
accumulations of data in the health care clinical work flow is a widespread problem [39].
Manual physician review and annotation of large video streams is extremely impractical. In
order to automatically process the bronchoscopic video stream, a good deal of video analysis
must be performed. In this section we attempt to collect current research on video analysis
and also the fusion of video information with other imaging modalities. The discussion will be
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presented as follows:

1. Video sequence analysis, which is concerned with discerning relevant information in video
sequences for the purpose of segmenting it into organized collections of related video.
2. Keyframe selection, which is an extension of video analysis that attempts to select representative frames in order to summarize sequences of video.
3. Panoramic imaging, which constructs wide field-of-view panoramic mosaics from positionally
related video frames.
4. Endoscopy visualization and CT-video mapping, which describes relevant research toward
methods for combining high-resolution color information from endoscopic video and 3D
structural models.

2.4.1

Video Sequence Analysis

This section will present a diverse array of research related to analyzing video sequences. Some
of the work here will significantly overlap topics in computer vision (Section 2.3) as well as
other areas of image-video fusion such as keyframe selection (Section 2.4.2). However, they are
presented here for the purpose of highlighting various methods that served as inspiration during
the development of our approach to analyzing a bronchoscopic video sequence.
Many techniques for video analysis focus on segmenting structural elements from related
image sequences. Lee et al. developed a system for range image segmentation using an adaptive
least k th order squares (ALKS) estimator[117]. The system identifies the largest structure within
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an image based on homogeneous image patches. Their system specifically handles piecewise
structured data and shows more robustness to structured outliers than similar techniques. Jojic
et al. used probabilistic modeling to condense related collections of images to their structural
and textural essence, referred to as a video epitome [118, 119]. The video epitomes were able to
generate missing image patches when removed, improve segmentation performance in generative
models, and do so without labeled texture examples or manual initiation.
A unique approach to video analysis is the notion of treating actions occurring in time, as a
2D shape or silhouette which accrues during a video sequence [120, 121]. In a number of tests
the system was used for action classification and clustering, and showed remarkable robustness
to scale, occlusions, and non-rigid deformations.
Wang et al. described a system for representing moving images as a set of overlapping layers
[122]. The layers are ordered according to depth and velocity maps defining layer warping over
time. Motion analysis provides the basic mechanism for determining separate layers.
Rothganger et al. recovered 3D structure on image sequences using structure from motion
(SFM) techniques [123]. Their system functions using small planar image patches to represent
3D structure Additionally, tracked features are used for segmenting and constructing 3D rigid
models of objects shown during image sequences. Encouraging results show the system capable
of complex video indexing and retrieval.
Zhang et al. focused on recovering consistent depth maps from a video sequence [124].
Their system first calculated camera parameters using SFM and image segmentation techniques.
Disparity maps for each video frame were initialized independently and subsequently updated and
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refined collectively using bundle adjustment. The system works on a range of videos, performing
quite well given adequate motion.
Stanek et al. constructed a system for the processing of many colonoscopy procedures for the
purpose of creating and encoding separate files for individual colonoscopies [125]. The system
is connected to an endoscopy room and automatically detects the start and end of procedures,
simultaneously determining when video is inside a patient or outside. After a procedure, the
system encodes the video stream and saves it to a workstation for post-procedure manual review
if it becomes necessary. On a related front, Ren et al. have reviewed spatio-temporal video
analysis for the purpose of improving video retrieval systems [126]. Methods reviewed included
SFM representation and recognition, space-time trajectory volume representation and matching,
and multi-camera tracking with view invariance.
Finally, Fisher et al. summarize several papers approaching the problem of time consuming
searches through wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) video [127]. WCE produces a large volume of
image frames as it travels through the GI tract and relevant frames comprise only a tiny fraction.
Color image analysis has been applied to identify various scenarios such as bleeding. Problems
with specificity and sensitivity still require viewing the entire video as pertinent information
may be missed in the automatic analysis. A variety of other approaches to this problem are
also discussed: video segmentation based on topographical analysis identifying transitions from
meaningful areas of the GI tract (e.g., mouth, stomach, etc.); abnormal and normal event
detection; and adaptive video viewing speed.
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2.4.2

Keyframe Selection

Keyframe selection methods essentially attempt to condense large amounts of redundant information within endoscopic video by identifying a small number of representative or key frames to
characterize long stretches of video. An important question to ask when selecting key frames is:
“What kind of frame is a representative frame?" This question will have different answers depending on the context in which it is asked. In general, however, the frames should be information
rich and of particular interest to whoever would normally be viewing the endoscopic video, such
as a physician. This problem is similar across a wide array of domains using endoscopy. Research
is presented in this section from areas such as cystoscopy, colonoscopy, and bronchoscopy.
Shinohara et al. chose airway bifurcation images as representative frames [128]. Bifurcations
were identified by projecting images onto an r-dimensional subspace defined by r eigenvectors.
A number of training images, including bifurcation and non-bifurcation images, were used to
build a representative set of vectors for applying a nearest neighbor similarity metric between
the training set and input video frames projected onto the same eigenspace. This method was
used for tracking the position of a bronchoscope. Input video frames were classified as either
a bifurcation or not, and only bifurcation images were used to determine the location of the
bronchoscope. Results showed that the proposed method identified branches for about 78% of
the input frames.
Yuan et al. developed a hierarchical approach for detecting key frames in WCE video [129].
Their system first performs feature extraction using HSV-based color, local binary pattern
(LBP) texture analysis, and histograms of orientated gradients (HOG) shape descriptors. An
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information entropy metric then divides the WCE video into segments. A second stage AP
clustering method then extracts key frames from each segment.
In colonoscopy there is a large amount of video without any useful diagnostic information
[130, 131]. Reasons for this include noise, acquisition errors, glare, blur, illumination problems,
lack of anatomically distinct features, etc. Some research suggest 40–50% of the frames in
colonoscopy video contains no diagnostic information. Park et al. attempts to address this issue
with a quality assessment algorithm to detect and remove low quality, uninformative frames [130].
The assessment is based on a two-level embedded hidden markov model (EHMM). The first level
of the EHMM measures quality via Shannon’s entropy and the mean of the range-filtered values
of an input image. The second level of the EHMM are based on an eigentissue descriptor. The
eigentissue descriptors are simply eigenvalue models based on a set of training images containing
various tissues. The distance between a video frame and different categories of the training
database are used as the quality measures in the second level of the EHMM. Results on a set
of 35 colonoscopy videos with an accompanying endoscopy report showed that the algorithm
demonstrated 93% sensitivity and 95% specificity [130]. Later work by Park et al. implemented
a similar eigenspace feature extraction for the identification of colon polyps within long sections
of colonoscopy video [131]. Using their prior work, uninformative frames are removed via quality
measures based upon Shannon’s Entropy and the mean of the range-filtered values of an input
image. Various image-processing techniques were applied to classified informative frames such
as specular reflection detection, noise removal, and edge detection. Next, an eigentissue model
was used on a training database to extract relevant features for identifying colon polyps. These
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features were used in a conditional random field classification method in order to capture the
spatial and temporal adjacency information present in colonoscopy videos.
In addition to uninformative frames, there is also the issue of duplicate frames [132]. Duplicate
frames can be informative yet redundant. This is particularly an issue with WCE, a convenient
method for diagnosis and extended detection coverage for particular diseases because it travels
the entire length of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. A complete recording of the GI tract requires
about 8–12 hours of video, consisting of approximately 120,000 image frames on average. As
is the case with most endoscopy video, manual review of this large data source is impractical.
Lee et al. present a novel machine vision approach to reduce diagnosis time by automatically
detecting duplicated recordings caused by backward camera movement. Experimental result
shows the detection of 989 duplicate image frames out of 10,000, equivalent to a 9.9% data
reduction. A 93% correct detection ratio vs 13.6% false detection ratio was achieved in WCE
video from a human subject.
Atasoy et al. have implemented a system for classifying probe-based confocal laser microscopy
(pCLE) endoscopic video [133]. Their system proposes a new endoscopic video manifold (EVM)
clustering and classification method specifically to aid in retargeting of optical biopsy sites in the
GI tract. Although we are not necessarily interested in retargeting biopsy sites, their clustering
and classification methods specifically attempts to discern between informative and uninformative
frames.
A similar problem to both duplicate and uninformative frames is that of limited or minimal
movement over sequential video frames [134]. Motion estimation based on feature correspondences
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between video frames becomes highly unstable when little or no actual motion has occurred.
To address this issue, Von Öhsen et al. developed a scoring function between two video frames
based on matching feature points between them. The scoring is based on the distribution and
the disparity of point correspondences. A weighted, directed graph was constructed for all video
frames with weights between each video frame and all remaining subsequent video frames. The
weight between two video frames was equal to the score between them. Dijkstra’s algorithm was
then used to find the shortest path through the directed graph. The path returned contained
what they considered to be a representative set of key frames. By adjusting their scoring function,
different types of motion could be selected for as the “shortest" path through the graph. As an
example, selecting for forward motion could improve motion estimation, whereas selecting for
side to side motion could achieve better scene reconstruction. Experimental results were obtained
using a robotic arm to measure ground truth camera poses on 108 videos frames of a cirrhotic
liver phantom. The 108 video frames were condensed to 2 video frames and the measured error
from a calculated pose to the ground truth was minimal. The minimal pose estimation error was
due in part to a lack of accumulated drift error over so short a sequence.
The research discussed in this section provided a strong basis for developing the keyframe
selection we present in this thesis. In particular, the notion of information frames. The marking
of duplicate frames and frame sequences with little or no movement enables us to index the
bronchoscopic video so as to give an appropriate basis for selecting representative frames; note
that video processing serves only to index the video, the original bronchoscopic video remains
intact at all times.
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2.4.3

Panoramic Mosaicking

Using feature correspondences to stitch endoscopic video frames together into panoramic mosaics
allows visualization of large sections of tissue surfaces, effectively increasing the field of view of
the endoscope. Panoramic mosaics have the added benefit of potentially saving large amounts of
physician time by condensing sequences of video into one image. Video mosaicking is very similar
to keyframe selection as single representative frames are being chosen from sequences of video to
stitch into a panoramic image. Our original research into mapping endobronchial video frames
onto CT-based virtual surfaces relied heavily on panoramic mosaicking. However, as discussed in
Chapter 4, our final method for CT-video fusion does not incorporate panoramic imaging. We
retain the summary of related research on this topic to convey its original motivation to this
thesis.
The remainder of this section gives a cursory outline of current research utilizing panoramic
mosaicking in the following areas: cystoscopy, which is endoscopy of the urethra and bladder;
optical surgery, that mostly focuses on mapping of the retina; confocal laser endomicroscopy of
various organs; and wireless capsule endoscopy of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
Early detection of bladder cancer is dependent on examining the entire bladder wall during
cystoscopy [135–139]. A narrow field of view and the necessity of the physician to mentally
reconstruct a coverage map make this problem difficult. Soper et al. approach this problem with
a two-stage solution [137]. Frame analysis is first performed using a frame matching algorithm
that is robust to endoscopic motion. After frame analysis, 3D reconstruction of the bladder
surface is achieved through incremental bundle adjustment using a spherical shape constraint.
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Bergen et al. address this problem using SIFT (Section 2.3.1) feature correspondence over
consecutive frames [140]. Homography estimates are calculated from the feature correspondences
and used to stitch the frames into a large panoramic mosaic. Later work by this group modifies
their method by using a graph-based approach to generate a panorama image of the entire
bladder from patient data [139]. Vertices in this graph resemble video frames while edges
resemble a connection through a common feature set. Edges are labeled with the calculated
homography relating two vertices or corresponding video frames. Sub maps are defined as
connected components of the graph and represent a local panorama image. When new frames
can not be matched to any existing sub maps, a new sub map is generated. Frames are matched
to an existing sub map through a metric based on a common feature set as well as a maximum
desired perspective distortion. Their method attempts to combine sub maps when possible and
also to prune existing sub maps that are not grown within a certain time threshold.
Miranda-Luna et al. attempt to maximize the mutual information (MI) between consecutive
endoscopic video frames in order to register all video frames from a cystoscopy to the same
coordinate system [135]. By mapping all images to this coordinate system, a large field-of-view
panorama is created. In more recent work by the same research group, Daul et al. further
describe a 3D cartography method using a green collimated laser source through the working
channel of the endoscope [138]. The collimated light source projects a known pattern onto the
endoluminal bladder surface which can be used to accurately infer the geometry of the internal
bladder structure. While this is a unique approach to video mosaicking, there are several major
problems. Firstly, the algorithms used are slow, taking over one minute to register two images.
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Secondly, the method does not seem to address the issue of image quality such as bad frames or
frames that can not be registered to other frames. Lastly, the working channel of the endoscope
is typically being used for biopsy purposes and probably would not be available for the suggested
collimated light source.
Behrens et al. create panoramic mosaics from cystoscopy video based on photodynamic
diagnostics (PDD) [141]. In this type of imaging, a narrow-band bluish illumination has the effect
of illuminating tumors to fluoresce in a reddish hue, increasing the contrast between healthy
and potentially malignant bladder wall tissue. SIFT (Section 2.3.1) features are extracted from
individual video frames and matched with a minimum euclidean distance measurement. A
homography is calculated from feature correspondences and used to map images into a panoramic
mosaic. The group takes large field-of-view distortion into account by mapping the bladder as
five tangential planes. In an effort to enable real-time image mosaicing, more recent work by
this group modifies earlier methods in several fundamental ways. Firstly, SURF (Section 2.3.1)
features are used instead of SIFT. Secondly, image stitching and feature matching are handled
in separate parallel computer threads. Thirdly, blending algorithms were included to decrease
image discontinuities and matching artifacts. This multi-threaded programming approach does
increase overhead slightly as synchronization between the threads must be handled. However,
results show a real-time capable image mosaic composition was achieved [142]. Additional work
from this group includes research on the quality of resulting image panoramic mosaics, and also
visualization methods for highlighting distortions in panoramic images [136, 143].
Another rich area of research in panoramic mosaicking is in optic surgery, more specifically
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mapping of the retina [144–146]. Can et al. developed a feature-based image-mosaicking algorithm
for the retina. An important aspect of their research is a linear, non-iterative method for jointly
estimating the transformations of all images onto a panoramic mosaic. Transformations can
thereby be estimated even for images that do not overlap the mosaic anchor frame. Additionally,
features are added based on the transformation estimates. Preliminary results show a reduction
in registration error from the range of 1–3 pixels to 0.55 pixels. Testing on a large sample of eyes
showed an overall transformation error of 0.80 pixels [144].
Seshamani et al. focused on real-time mapping of the retina for image-guided surgery
and diagnosis [145]. Their work is based on the registration of related images using planar
homographies. The homographies calculated are staged from simple translational-only models
to more complex ones, transitioning when error measurements exceed set thresholds. In their
research they demonstrated real-time results for both locally linear environments, with regards
to constructing retinal mosaics, and tubular environments, with regards to paracatadioptric
mosaicking using cylindrical coordinate systems.
Richa et al. have developed a hybrid tracking and mosaicking system for constructing an
intra-operative retinal map [146]. The system combines direct visual tracking of endoscopic
images via an image similarity measure, referred to as “sum of conditional variance," and a SURF
(Section 2.3.1) feature map used to recover from occlusions during surgery. The methods were
tested on image sequences from both rabbit and human retinas.
Several groups have also been experimenting with panoramic mosaicking of images acquired
through confocal laser endomicroscopy [147, 148]. Loewke et al. have implemented a three-
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stage system for the real-time panoramic mosaicking of images acquired through laser scanning
microscopy (LSM) [147]. First, optical flow and template matching is used for pairwise image
mosaicking. Next, global optimization is performed once enough errors have accumulated. Finally,
local non-rigid optimization is performed on overlapping images. Impressive panoramic mosaics
were obtained using LSM on human skin, the colon, and brain blood vessels.
Rosa et al. approach the mosaicking problem through the implementation of a probe-based
confocal laser endomicroscopy (pCLE) system [148]. The probe automatically performs a finely
controlled sweeping motion to produce high-quality mosaics. The use of a robotically controlled
probe allows a simple translation-only model to be employed for registering two sequential images,
thus adding them to a mosaic in real time.
An additional area of research which has some relevance to panoramic mosaicking is that
of wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) of the GI tract. WCE is a complicated topic and has a
variety of diverse approaches to the handling of its video sequences, indeed various WCE research
by other groups has already been discussed in both Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Yi et al. have
developed a system for real-time panoramic imaging of WCE video sequences [149]. The system
uses a hyperbolic reflective surface profile to unwrap 360◦ images. SIFT feature tracking and
non-rigid panoramic mosaicking is then performed to stitch images together to form a continuous
map of the GI tract.
A final unique area of research was presented by Rav-acha et al. [150]. In this work
the idea of dynamic panoramic mosaics is described, where a mosaic is composed of different
elements separated in time but presented together simultaneously. For example, the generation
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of panoramic movies of dynamic scenes captured over time with a single camera. Unexpected
consequences derive from this idea, such as temporal video editing where a dynamic panoramic
is presented, where temporal scenes in the panoramic can occur in any desired order.
Due to the tube-like structures of the airway tree, many of the global mosaicking techniques
discussed so far are not necessarily applicable; however, some research has focused on local
tubular-environment panoramic mosaicking (e.g., Seshamani et al. [145]). Additionally, the
failure of some global methods has the unexpected benefit of naturally segmenting bronchoscopic
video into smaller segments of positionally related collections of video frames (e.g., Bergen et
al. [139]), with each segment naturally bordered where the methods begin to fail. From these
segmented sections of video, local panoramic mosaics can be constructed.

2.4.4

Endoscopy Visualization and CT-Video Mapping

This section will summarize various research related to the development of a system for visualizing
structure and texture recovered from endoscopic video. The information here was deemed
particularly relevant to our research, even though the subject matter significantly overlaps
previously presented topics.
In a system designed to summarize the color information contained on endoscopic video and
subsequently link that information to a structural model, it is important to know what areas of a
model have been covered by the video. Mori et al. described a system for identifying unobserved
regions in an endoscopic video sequence [151]. Their system processes endoscopic video and
notes all observed triangle patches or voxels. All remaining areas are marked as unobserved and
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specifically highlighted when visualizing the data.
Wu et al. segmented 3D structure from endoscopic image sequences without the use of any
additional medical imaging modalities [152]. A KLT feature tracking system is used as an input
to a video-based factorization method. SVD decomposition allows for an estimate of both the
camera motion and structure captured on the video sequence. The system is highly dependent
on quality feature extraction, but demonstrates good results when tested on a laparoscopic image
sequence. The system generates a 3D wireframe model and subsequently maps color texture
from the video sequence onto the model.
A particularly relevant system to our research was constructed by Chung et al. [153]. In
this system, bronchoscopic video is registered to CT-based endoluminal surfaces. The system
estimates parameters for a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) lighting model.
Using the BRDF model, a lighting-independent texture map is generated from the bronchoscopic
video.
Finally, a unique paper emphasizing the importance of fusing information from multiple
imaging modalities is given by Erat et al. [154]. In this paper, a system is presented for alphablending anatomical information segmented from X-ray onto video images. Video augmentation
was only performed when video pixels were determined to be skin.
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Chapter

3

Bronchoscopic Video Parsing
Image-guided bronchoscopy is a critical component in the clinical workflow for lung-cancer
management [4]. During bronchoscopy (Figure 3.1), an endobronchial video stream is produced

Figure 3.1: Bronchoscopy (left, adapted from drawing by Terese Winslow, Bronchoscopy, NCI
Visuals Online, National Cancer Institute) and two example endobronchial-video frames: topright, endoluminal view of the airways; bottom-right, biopsy forceps appears in video.
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from inside the patient’s airway tree, providing high-resolution detail of the airway mucosal
surfaces and a record of the bronchoscopic procedure. A light source in the bronchoscope
illuminates the airways and an embedded camera images the endoluminal surfaces over time. As
the bronchoscope maneuvers through the 3D space of the airway tree, the video stream captures
the bronchoscope’s path (Figure 3.2).

(a) Bronchoscope moving through the airways
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(b) Video stream V captured along bronchoscope’s trajectory
Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of a bronchoscope moving through the airways. As the bronchoscope moves, a video sequence is captured along the device’s trajectory; i.e., video frame I1V at
bronchoscope pose θ1 , I2V at bronchoscope pose θ2 , etc.
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The video stream facilitates guidance during a procedure, but is otherwise essentially discarded
afterward due to the sheer amount of data involved in storing and/or processing the video. As
an example, a 13-minute 22, 000-frame video recording of an airway exam, performed using
an Olympus BF-180 high-definition (1920 x 1080) bronchovideoscope, requires approximately
1.4 GB of storage space after compression using the Xvid MPEG-4 codec at a bit rate of 15 mbps.
Note that, during bronchoscopy, an Atomos Shogun digital video recorder (DVR) records video
from a 1080i59.94 HD-SDI signal output by an Olympus Evis Exera III (CV-190) imaging system.
The DVR utilizes the Avid DN-HD compression codec at a bit rate of 220 mbps, requiring
an initial file size of over 10 GB for the 13-minute video example. Moreover, if the video was
uncompressed, then it would stream at a bit rate of 1.39 gbps and require more than 60 GB of
hard drive storage.
In addition, no practical means currently exists for incorporating recorded bronchoscopic video
into follow-up procedures, often required for lung-cancer management and asthma treatment
[3, 59, 155]. Instead, physicians rely on notes, memory, and time-consuming searches through
recorded video, if available, to draw conclusions from information scattered across multiple
bronchoscopies. As in related endoscopy domains, such as colonoscopy and wireless-capsule
endoscopy, a lack of mature and robust video-analysis methods for parsing and summarizing
endoscopic video prevents the full utilization of this rich data source [129, 131].
This chapter focuses on our solution toward effective endobronchial-video summarization. A
theoretical framework and accompanying algorithm are outlined for optimally parsing a video
sequence. The algorithm provides a mechanism for analyzing input video and utilizing the
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extracted data for the purpose of efficient post-operative review and the potential for better
integration of the parsed video stream into the clinical workflow. To develop a practical approach
for processing endobronchial video, we begin with a background review of multimedia- and
endoscopic-video analysis.
Much research exists in the general field of multimedia-video analysis [156–165]. According
to Xiong et al., video can be loosely organized into two categories: 1) scripted; and 2) unscripted
[159]. Scripted media, such as movies or news broadcasts, are highly structured, consisting of a
series of planned scenes or segments. Unplanned, unscripted media, such as sporting events and
surveillance footage, follow structured rules and/or have well-defined background. A consistent
theme employed by researchers for analyzing multimedia is to divide the video into semantic
units based on the type of media and aims of the application. These semantic units typically
consist of the following:
1. Full Video: The scripted or unscripted input video source.
2. Scene: A sequence of temporally consecutive shots connected via a common theme.
3. Shot: A continuous subset of frames captured by a single camera at a fixed, or slowly
changing, position.
4. Keyframe: A salient representative frame from a shot.
The general approach to processing multimedia video involves hierarchically organizing the video
into successively smaller semantic units, starting with the full video stream and ultimately ending
with selected keyframes. The motivation for this organization is to provide the reader with a
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method for video browsing and retrieval. Video browsing is analogous to the table of contents
(TOC) found at the beginning of a book. A video TOC gives a brief “top-down” summary of the
contents of the full video. Video retrieval is similar to the index typically found at the end of
a book. A video index gives “bottom-up” retrieval functionality to the user, allowing a search
directly based on applicable content. Content-based browsing and retrieval are critical functions
for any video-analysis platform. Two examples of these systems are as follows:
1. InsightVideo: A multimedia video analysis and retrieval system [160]. Camera motion
classification using MPEG encoded motion vectors is first performed to enable shot segmentation and keyframe extraction. Finally, shot, group, and scene detection are performed to
provide the final hierarchical content.
2. Video Explorer: A video browsing tool enabling interactive exploration and playback of
multimedia video content [157]. The system introduces striking navigational summaries
compiled from various information extracted from input video, such as dominant color and
motion.
Scripted multimedia often contain significantly different content from scene to scene. These
types of media lend themselves to intuitive automatic groupings based on simple discriminative
characteristics (e.g., dominant color and/or motion) [159, 160]. Indeed, the problem of shot
detection in multimedia is considered solved as a result of consistently high-accuracy performance
on the large dataset from the NIST TRECVID benchmark [158, 159].
Bronchoscopic video, on the other hand, is a continuous, unedited, unscripted video source
consisting of comparatively homogeneous video [4]. Aside from differences in topological features,
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the airway tree produces video of similar color content from anywhere within the lungs. Previous research for analyzing endoscopic video in other domains has incorporated the notion of
hierarchical organization utilizing scenes, shots, and keyframes [40, 131, 134, 137, 139, 166–168].
Additionally, several notable content-based video-parsing systems, specifically within the medical
domain, have been developed to facilitate video browsing and retrieval:
1. ClassMiner: A system for user access and visualization of medical video content based on
shot and scene detection and keyframe extraction [169]. The tool extracts information
using both audio and visual feature processing.
2. Artemis: A system for annotating recorded colonoscopy videos according to European
Gastrointestinal Society for Endoscopy (ESGE) Minimal Standard Terminology (MST)
[170]. Videos are segmented into speech, scene, and operation-shot segments using various
automated techniques. A browsing tool facilitates efficient annotation of the resulting
segmentation results.
3. Bronchovid: A preliminary system for summarizing endobronchial video [171].
Inspired by previous research in other domains, we incorporate the notion of hierarchical
organization via video shots, motion analysis, and keyframe selection into our research toward
endobronchial-video analysis [40, 134, 137, 139, 160]. Specifically, we present a fully automatic
method for parsing an endobronchial video sequence. Our method produces an efficient representation of a procedural video and potentially facilitates greater usage of the data available in a
video sequence.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses important aspects
of endobronchial video and develops a theoretical framework for the general analysis of this data
source. Sections 3.2 through 3.4 detail our proposed video-parsing method. Finally, Section 3.5
presents parameter-sensitivity testing results and demonstrates our method using a series of
endobronchial-video sequences derived from phantom and lung-cancer patients.

3.1

Problem Definition

We begin by introducing some basic notation. We then define a top-level optimization problem
pertaining to video parsing and introduce other concepts that drive our parsing approach. We
conclude with a basic overview of our approach.
During bronchoscopy, an embedded camera in the bronchoscope tip provides a real-time
high-resolution RGB video sequence V , given by

k
V = {I1V , I2V , . . . , IK
V } ≡ {IV , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K} ,

(3.1)

where V serves as the input to our video-parsing approach, IkV denotes the k th frame of the
sequence, and K  1 in general. V is created using a constant sampling rate of fs frames per
second (fps), where 30 fps is a typical rate. Frame index k implies a discrete-time sampling rate

t = k · fs−1 .
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(3.2)

Each frame IkV consists of a 2D U × V image matrix. An individual pixel (u, v) has image value
IkV (u, v), given by three 8-bit color components (red, green, and blue) and an optional 8-bit
alpha-blending coefficient (Figure 3.3).
Our primary goal in analyzing V is to find a subsequence of J frames constituting a keyframe
set
φ

Φ = {IφV1 , IφV2 , . . . , IφVJ } ≡ {IVj , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J}

(3.3)

that sufficiently summarizes the visual coverage of the complete sequence [134, 158, 162]. In

Figure 3.3: Illustration of top-level video components. Top: video sequence V consists of seven
frames (K = 7 , fs = 29.97 fps) from human case 20349.3.86. The video was collected using an
Olympus BF-XT160 bronchovideoscope. The BF-XT160 produces high-definition (1920 x 1080)
video, but the frames shown here have been edited to retain only the 800 x 824 endoluminal
viewing area of the original video. Bottom: a zoomed-in portion of the 2D image matrix for
frame I1V and the RGB values for a small neighborhood around single pixel I1V (288, 272) .
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φ

(3.3), IVj denotes the j th keyframe in set Φ , where

1 ≤ φ1 < φ2 < . . . φJ ≤ K ,

and, ideally, J  K .
The process of identifying a keyframe subsequence that summarizes the content (video coverage) of a much larger video sequence is well-established in the world of multimedia applications
and is referred to as video abstraction [158, 160]. Motivated by a general optimization process in
multimedia, our task of finding keyframe set Φ entails solving the following top-level optimization
problem [158, 172]:

Given V , find Φ such that :
{IφV1 , IφV2 , . . . , IφVJ } = arg min {D (Φ , V , ρ)} ,
φj

(3.4)

where D(·) denotes a dissimilarity measure and ρ captures the summarization criteria of interest.
Section 3.4 describes our approach to solving the top-level optimization problem and details our
form for D(·) and ρ . Our prime criteria for deriving Φ via (3.4) entail three complementary
objectives: 1) minimize the number of frames constituting Φ ; 2) minimize the redundancy
between keyframes constituting Φ ; and 3) sufficiently capture the video coverage of V .
Regarding these criteria, we will use the video abstraction ratio

Λ =
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J
,
K

(3.5)

as a measure of criterion 1). For criterion 2), we will use a method that strives for sufficient
φ

φ

content change between successive keyframes, IVj−1 and IVj , via a content change function C(·, ·)
φ

φ

φ

φ

taking arguments IVj−1 and IVj . In particular, a successor keyframe IVj to IVj−1 will be derived
via the minimization problem

φ

n



φ

φ



o

IVj = arg min C IVj−1 , IVj > 
j

,

(3.6)

where  > 0 limits the minimum required content change between the two considered frames
[173, 174]. We detail are form for C(·, ·) in Section 3.4 in terms of estimated bronchoscope
motion. Finally, for criterion 3), we define the video coverage

K = IkV1

IkV2

···

IkVL ,

(3.7)

where “ ” is an operation for assembling K from an L-frame video sequence IkV1 , IkV2 , . . . , IkVL ,
and k1 < k2 < . . . < kL .
Eq. (3.6) is analogous to related notions suggested by Truong, while (3.7) relates to the
concept of the video skim used in multimedia [158, 175]. As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, we
use two versions of (3.6). We will consider K as the aggregate of the endoluminal airway surfaces
observed by video sequence {IkV1 , IkV2 , . . . , IkVL } as defined by a surface mosaic set constructed
from the sequence [137, 139, 148, 176–178].
Motivated by optimization problem (3.4), our procedure for parsing a bronchoscopic video
involves three stages:
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1. Shot segmentation, whereby we decompose V into a sequence of shots. Each shot represents
a video subsequence seeing a “visually continuous” portion of local content. Uninformative
frames, such as when the bronchoscope is obscured by mucus, are rejected. Also, highly
redundant subsequences, such as when the bronchoscope hovers over a particular site, are
included. In general, a shot consists of many frames.
2. Motion analysis, whereby a motion profile is constructed for each shot using matched
features between successive intra-shot frames.
3. Keyframe selection, whereby salient representative frames that sufficiently represent the
video constituting each shot are selected based on derived motion profiles. While not
strictly maximizing the visual coverage of a shot, the method seeks to eliminate redundant
frames and those corrupted by motion blur.
As summarized in Figure 3.4, our three-stage approach parses an input K-frame video stream V

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of bronchoscopic video analysis.
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(3.1) and its output is a video summary comprised of a set of bronchoscopic shots

Ψ = {Si , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N } ,

(3.8)

with a corresponding motion profile

{(Qi , Mi , Ei ) , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N }

(3.9)

for each shot (defined later), a set of frame-classification labels Ck for all frames IkV ∈ V , a series
of A consistent motion subsequences Ωa , and a minimal set of salient keyframes Φ per (3.3).
To develop our approach, we first construct a framework for analyzing endobronchial video.
We begin by specifying a coordinate space to establish the geometric relationships between the
bronchoscope and the “real” human airway tree. To relate the observed 3D endoluminal structure
to the bronchoscope’s trajectory through the airway tree, two coordinate systems are necessary:
1) a local coordinate system, relative to the bronchoscope camera; and 2) a fixed global coordinate
system, relative to the patient’s chest (Figure 3.5).
The local bronchoscope-oriented coordinate system gives the frame of reference for each frame
IkV and abides by the ideal pin-hole camera model (Figure 3.5a) [88]. The bronchoscope’s z axis
is aligned with the focal axis, the x and y axes are co-planar to the image plane, and an intrinsic
field-of-view angle θF OV determines the extent of the airways imaged by the device. Adjacent to
the bronchoscope camera is a light source that illuminates the endoluminal surfaces. Intensity
and shape of the observed airway surfaces are directly related to the bronchoscope light source
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(a) Local bronchoscope camera coordinate system

(b) Global coordinate axes

Figure 3.5: Coordinate systems for bronchoscopy. (a) Local bronchoscope-oriented camera
coordinate axes. (b) Global coordinate system with respect to the patient.
and endoluminal surface properties [179].
The global patient-oriented coordinate system helps establish the bronchoscope’s position
(local camera coordinate system) for each frame IkV (Figure 3.5b). As mentioned in Chapter 1,
the patient’s 3D CT scan provides a comprehensive global volume of the patient’s chest. Thus,
the CT volume establishes the global patient-oriented 3D coordinate space. Actual registration
of the video to the CT space is outside the scope of our video-analysis method, but is discussed
in Chapter 4. Using these coordinate systems, camera pose θk describes the bronchoscope’s
position and orientation when capturing frame IkV and is given by the standard six-dimensional
vector
θk = [ α β

γ

tX

tY

tZ ]T ,

(3.10)

where (α , β , γ) are the Euler angles specifying the 3D orientation of the bronchoscope camera
and (tX , tY , tZ ) represent the camera’s spatial location within the global coordinate system.
We now relate the bronchoscope trajectory through the airways to camera poses θk . Let the
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zero-vector pose
θ1 = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T

(3.11)

indicate alignment of the camera origin and z axis to the global Z axis. (This location is typically
located within the trachea.) Thus, the bronchoscope trajectory Θ can be represented as a
collection of poses θk for all frames IkV ∈ V within the global coordinate system (Figure 3.6):

Θ = { θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK } .

(3.12)

We now introduce several practical assumptions regarding endobronchial video. First, regarding bronchoscope trajectory Θ , the physician may move the bronchoscope at his/her discretion,
but in general navigates toward diagnostic regions of interest following a smooth path. Next, we
assume that the bronchoscope moves slowly through the airway tree, implying that the camera

Figure 3.6: Schematic bronchoscope trajectory Θ with camera poses.
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pose and video view change incrementally from frame to frame; i.e.,

θk+1 = θk + ∆θk ,

(3.13)

Ik+1
≈ IkV .
V

(3.14)

where |∆θk | is small, implying that

Experimentation by Luo et al. supports this point, where it was found that an bronchoscope’s
observed average translational and rotational speeds approximately equal 10 mm/sec and 20°/sec,
respectively [180]. For the standard 30 fps video-frame rate, this implies average translational
and rotation speeds of 0.33 mm/frame and 0.67°/frame , respectively. Figure 3.7 illustrates these
observations for a bronchoscope. From the figure, differences between video views appear to be
negligible until a translation ≥ 1.49 mm and a rotation ≥ 2.88 °, supporting the incrementalmotion assumption (3.13-3.14).
We also assume that the bronchoscope moves in general, but may, at times, stay stationary;
i.e., Ik+1
= IkV . Eventually, when the hovering period ends, for some l > k ,
V

IlV 6= IkV

(but (3.14) is true). In fact, we can characterize the various incremental bronchoscope movements
∆θk as follows:
1. Rotation: (Rk , 0k )—The bronchoscope rotates along one or more of its axes.
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(a) Incremental camera rotation

(b) Incremental camera translation
Figure 3.7: Illustration of the incremental-motion assumption (3.14) using a phantom airway-tree
recording (case 20349.3a). In (a) and (b), five consecutive frames are shown to highlight the effect
of incremental camera (a) rotation and (b) translation. The first frame of each sequence is shown
at the bottom-left, with the remaining four frames along the top row. The four bottom-right
images of each figure represent the absolute value of the grayscale difference between the first
frame of the sequence and the corresponding frame in the top row. Camera poses θk were
estimated for all frames IkV via manual CT-video registration to a CT-derived airway-tree model.
Pose changes ∆θ between frame pairs are summarized as a rotation angle about the axis of
rotation (Euler angles converted to a quaternion) and a translation magnitude in mm.
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2. Forward or backward translation: (Ik , Tk )—The bronchoscope is pushed forward or pulled
backward.
3. Hybrid movement: (Rk , Tk )—A combination of a rotation and a translation.
4. Hover: (Ik , 0k )—The bronchoscope holds still, implying that Ik+1
= IkV . The hovering
V
period ends when IlV 6= IkV for some l > k+1.
(In the summary above, Ik denotes a 3×3 identity matrix, 0k denotes a 1×3 0 vector, Rk 6= Ik
denotes a non-trivial rotation matrix, and Tk 6= 0k denotes a nontrivial translation vector.)
Thus, given (3.13), we can relate how each point in frame IkV , derived from bronchoscope pose θk ,
maps into the video frame Ik+1
observed by the bronchoscope camera at pose θk+1 :
V

b
Ik+1
V

≈ Rk bIkV + Tk ,

(3.15)

where bIV refers to a 3D space point observed in video frame IV . Note that Rk and Tk in (3.15)
correspond to one of the incremental bronchoscope movements described above. Each pose θk
(3.10) within the global patient-oriented coordinate system (Figure 3.5b) entails both a rotation
and translation via the well-known 3 × 3 rotation matrix [181]


Rk



cos β cos γ
− cos β sin γ
sin β



= cos α sin γ + cos γ sin α sin β cos α cos γ − sin α sin β sin γ − cos β sin α

sin α sin γ − cos α cos γ sin β cos γ sin α + cos α sin β sin γ cos α cos β
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(3.16)

and 3 × 1 translation vector


Tk



tX



=  tY 
 .
tZ

(3.17)

If we identify the incremental pose change ∆θk between a pair of consecutive frames {IkV , Ik+1
V }
as given by (Rk , Tk ) , then we can also specify the global-space (Rθk+1 , Tθk+1 ) for pose θk+1
from measurements made on previous frames I1V , I2V , . . . , IkV , as follows:

Rθk+1 = Rk Rθk ,

(3.18)

Tθk+1 = Rk Tθk + Tk .

(3.19)

and

Assuming incremental pose changes for all frames I1V , I2V , . . . , IkV , then (3.18) and (3.19)
inductively specify the bronchoscope trajectory Θ (3.12), where (Rθ1 , Tθ1 ) derive from pose θ1
that has been registered to the global coordinate system of a patient’s CT chest scan, or, in the
absence of registration data, equals the zero-vector pose (3.11).
Any real-world endobronchial video sequence will contain uninformative interruptions in
continuous bronchoscope movement (e.g., airway-wall views, coughing, mucus, etc.). Hence, a
typical video sequence generally consists of contiguous chunks of continuous motion separated
by transitions or occasional interruptions. Furthermore, the separation between these motion
sequences can not be linked via (3.18) and (3.19). Nevertheless, we can readily account for
interruptions in our video-analysis framework. To help discriminate between informative se-
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quences of bronchoscope motion and non-informative interruptions, we classify frames based on
informational content, as done in other endoscopy domains (e.g., laparoscopy, wireless-capsule
endoscopy, and colonoscopy) [167, 182, 183]. In particular, we assign a label Ck to each frame
IkV ∈ V as follows:
1. Informative: IkV contains informative endoluminal structure. Thus, IkV contains sufficient
information for estimating pose changes between nearby frames.
2. Uninformative: IkV suffers from some degradation—(e.g., it is occluded by mucus, the
bronchoscope faces the airway wall, or the image contains significant motion blur) and,
hence, IkV does not permit reliable motion estimation between nearby frames.
The shot set Ψ, corresponding trajectory Θ, and classification labels Ck serve as a foundation
for spanning the input video as a series of continuous video-coverage events. Also, input video
sequence V is partitioned into A subsequences:

V = {Ωa , a = 1 , 2 , . . . , A} ,

(3.20)

where
Ωa =

n

IkV , k = ωa−1 + 1 , ωa−1 + 2 , . . . , ωa

o

,

(3.21)

ω0 = 0 , ωA = K , and
ω0 < ω1 < ω2 < . . . < ωA−1 < ωA .

Each subsequence Ωa corresponds to either an informative sequence of frames or a non-informative
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sequence of frames as specified by labels Ck , while each shot Si ∈ Ψ contains only informative
frames.
Figure 3.8 illustrates our video-analysis approach for a 17-frame sequence. During Shot
Segmentation, the input video stream V is processed to construct a shot set Ψ (3.8) comprised
of N bronchoscopic shots {Si }N
i=1 (Figure 3.8b). Four shots are derived, where for each shot Si ,
incremental pose changes can be estimated throughout all intra-shot frames. Consequently, each
shot is comprised of frames showing the same persistent local content. Furthermore, a set of
k
labels {Ck }K
k=1 is generated to classify every frame IV ∈ V as either informative or uninformative.

Then, Motion Analysis partitions V into 11 subsequences {Ωa }11
a=1 (Figure 3.8c). Moreover,
a motion profile {Qi , Mi , Ei }N
i=1 (3.9) estimates bronchoscope motion throughout the shot
(Figure 3.8d).
Finally, during Keyframe Selection, a content change function (3.6) determines five frames
to summarize the input video V (Figure 3.8e). Taken together, these data summarize the
endobronchial video sequence V . We measure the quality of the output via the video abstraction
ratio (3.5):
Λ =

5
= 0.29 ,
17

implying a 71% reduction in the frames needed to summarize V.
Sections 3.2—3.4 provide complete method detail.
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(a) Video stream V captured along bronchoscope trajectory of Figure 3.2

(b) Bronchoscopic shot set Ψ = {Si }4i=1

(c) Derived bronchoscope movement sequences Ωa

(d) Bronchoscope motion profiles {Qi , Mi , Ei }4i=1

(e) Keyframe selection
Figure 3.8: Overview of our video-analysis procedure for the same 17-frame phantom airway-tree
recording used in Figure 3.2 (case 20349.3a).
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3.2

Shot Segmentation

Although multimedia and endoscopic video-analysis applications have commonly used shot
segmentation, our work has been inspired by the efforts of Bergen et al. and Soper et al. in
laparoscopic video analysis [40, 131, 137, 139, 158–160, 166, 168].
We define a bronchoscopic shot as a subsequence of video frames viewing a continuous
significant event during bronchoscopy. Figure 3.9 depicts an example, whereby the bronchoscope
traverses a continuous path passing an airway bifurcation. As a rule, consecutive shots are
discriminated by a dramatic change in the local content. It is important to note that the
movement from one airway to the next does not necessarily correspond to the transition to a new
shot — what is important is the amount of content-change between contiguous frames. As such,
we use a content-change function a la (3.6) to help detect differences in local content, which in

Figure 3.9: Our concept of a bronchoscopic shot. Bronchoscope camera poses θk correlate to
frames IkV of Figure 3.8a. The shots of Figure 3.8b have been circled in blue, with excluded
“uninformative” frames indicated by a red “X.” Captured local content within the airway tree is
shown via the keyframes from Φ (Figure 3.8e) associated with each shot.
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turn helps to group frames into distinct shots.
Shot segmentation begins with the initialization of the first shot S1 as Si = {I1V } , where
i = 1 is the shot index [184]. Next, we process the first two video frames {I1V , I2V } using the
feature-matching method outlined in Algorithm 3.1, used in all frame-to-frame comparisons
during bronchoscopic shot segmentation, as well as keyframe selection (Section 3.4).


0

Algorithm 3.1 : Match X, D, X , D
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

0

0



0

Inputs: X , D , X , D {defined later in this section}
0
Identify nearest-neighbor feature
correspondences between D and D
0
Reduce and order X and X such that 0correspondences are in same columns
Remove outlier features from X and X
using F-based approach
0
Prune remaining outliers in X and X using H-based matching
Store number of 0 final matches in γ
Output: X , X , H , γ

The next major step of shot segmentation entails frame grouping. During frame grouping,
all frames IkV receive a frame classification label Ck , with frames labeled as “uninformative” not
being assigned to any shot. To begin, if the local-content change between two video frames is
below a threshold and the number of feature matches is sufficient, then the frames are considered
matched and the latter frame is added to current shot Si . Otherwise, subsequent frames are
compared against the current frame until a match is found or a search length is exceeded. If no
match is found, then a new shot Si+1 , initialized with the frame immediately proceeding the last
frame of Si , is created.
After all of sequence V is processed, an output shot set Ψ = {Si , 1 , . . . , N } , along with
frame-classification labels Ck , results. Complete details for this process appear below.
Because the bronchoscope camera induces well-known radial distortion to the endobronchial
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video, before beginning the matching process we first apply a standard distortion correction to
each input video frame (Figure 3.10) [4, 185].
Image features are next extracted from the distortion-corrected frame IkV (e.g., Figure 3.10(b))
and stored in a 3 × fk matrix




x1 x2 . . . xfk



X =  y 1 y 2 . . . y fk 
 ,
1 1 ... 1

(3.22)

where each column of X corresponds to a distinct feature location in homogeneous coordinates.
In addition, a descriptor vector is computed for each feature and stored in a descriptor matrix
D. As discussed in Section 3.5.1, we consider a variety of feature-extraction algorithms.
Feature matching next occurs between two video frames. By matching image locations
between two frames, bronchoscope motion can be inferred. Figure 3.11 shows several example

(a) original frame

(b) distortion-corrected frame

Figure 3.10: Demonstration of distortion correction on an input endobronchial video frame. The
original input high-definition (1920 × 1080) video frame (a) was captured using an Olympus
BF-1TH190 HDTV videobronchoscope and edited to show only the 1352 × 1080 endoluminal
viewing area. After distortion correction, the output 1904 × 1228 frame (b) shows the corrected
checkerboard pattern.
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frame pairs where many features correspond to the same physical 3D locations. Without loss of
0

generality, assume we perform feature matching between frames IV and IV , with feature matrices
0

0

X and X and corresponding descriptor matrices, D and D . To identify correspondences, we
first calculate the distance (e.g., Euclidean or Hamming) for all possible inter-frame feature pairs
0

0

between X and X , using the respective descriptors from D and D . An initial feature-match
0

set is then constructed by selecting the nearest-neighbor match for each feature in X from X .
Additionally, we enforce a one-to-one feature-match correspondence: if multiple features from X

0

are matched to the same feature in X, then only the closest match is retained.
Figure 3.11 depicts three examples of initial feature matches between consecutive frames.
From the figure, we see that as bronchoscope motion increases between frames, the number
of incorrect (outlier) feature matches increases, indicating a need to prune outliers from the
feature-match set. As we are interested in the underlying persistent structure of the airway tree,
we use geometric models to arrive at a final inlier-feature set. In particular, we use two geometric
models to produce a final set of correspondences between two frames: 1) fundamental matrix F ;
and 2) homography H .
The fundamental matrix refers to a 3 × 3 rank-2 matrix F that encapsulates the epipolar
geometry between two matched images [88]. To understand this geometry, consider two video
frames observing similar endoluminal structure from different bronchoscope camera poses. As
illustrated in Figure 3.12, we see an exaggerated configuration of two bronchoscope camera poses,
θk and θk+1 . A rotation R and translation T transform the pose θk to θk+1 , as in (3.16) through
(3.19). Furthermore, the observed 3D endoluminal surface point P2 projects onto the left image
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I157
V

I158
V

I167
V

I168
V

I171
I172
V
V
Figure 3.11: Initial nearest-neighbor SURF feature matches between three pairs of consecutive
frames taken from a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a). Bronchoscope motion
increases for each image pair from the top pair to the bottom pair, resulting in a successive
increase in the number of outlier feature matches. For each image pair, thirty feature matches
are indicated, with the number of true matches as follows (from the top pair to bottom pair):
28, 21, and 5. In all images, circles represent feature locations, with matched features between
frames indicated by a connecting line.
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plane as the 2D image coordinate p0 . The corresponding projection of P2 in the right image
plane is p . As a consequence of 3D-to-2D projection onto the image plane, depth information is
lost. Thus, when p and p0 are selected as candidate feature matches, no corresponding depth
information is known for either feature. The line projected from camera location θk through 2D
point p0 into 3D space, defines the possible depths associated with p0 . Any 3D point along this
line will project to the same image coordinate p0 . If we connect camera center θk+1 to arbitrary
points along this line (e.g., P1 , P2 , P3 , etc.), then we form an epipolar line in the right image
plane. The fundamental matrix encodes this epipolar geometry per the relation

pT Fp0 = 0 .

(3.23)

Figure 3.12: The epipolar geometry between two image planes corresponding to consecutive
bronchoscope camera poses θk and θk+1 of video frames IkV and Ik+1
V .
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Moreover, (3.23) can be interpreted as a collinear relationship between epipolar lines in one
image and a corresponding point in the other, via

Ll = FT p
,
Lr = Fp0

(3.24)

where Ll is an epipolar line on the left image plane corresponding to a point p on the right image
plane and Lr is the epipolar line on the right image plane associated with point p0 from the left
image plane.
To estimate the fundamental matrix F, we use the well-known 8-point algorithm combined
with RANSAC (random sample and consensus) [186, 187]. RANSAC is a general stochastic
data interpretation technique designed to accurately estimate a geometric model, even with data
sets containing a large number of outliers. The method randomly selects a number of feature
matches necessary to estimate a chosen model. Next, the computed model is used to assess
correspondences according to the distance from a matched feature to its corresponding epipolar
line (3.24). For our method, we set the error tolerance for inlier matching features to be ≤ 3
pixels. As derived by Fischler and Bolles, RANSAC iteratively repeats random data selection
and model estimation η times according to

η=

log(1 − b)
,
log(1 − w )

(3.25)

where b is the probability that at least one random set of  feature matches does not include
any outliers, and w is the probability that any selected data point is an inlier [187]. After η
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iterations, RANSAC terminates and returns the estimated model F that best explains the initial
feature-match set (i.e., had the highest number of inlier data points). The inlier feature matches
0

between X and X associated with the derived F are retained for the next step of our matching
method.
Even with a well-matched pair of video frames, F-based feature-matching alone typically
produces erroneous feature matches. As an example, in Figure 3.13, notice that the majority of
feature matches appear to uniformly point inward toward the center of frame I168
V . This arises
from the bronchoscope being pulled backward between the frames. Although the bulk of feature
matches appear consistent with this motion, several are disjoint, indicating that they are outliers.
To address this problem, we next estimate a homography H from the F-based match set to help
eliminate poor correspondences.

(a) I168
(b) I168
V displaying F-based feature
V with epipolar lines (left) and magnified
167
168
matches between IV and IV
view of rectangular area (right)
Figure 3.13: Example of F-based SURF feature matching between two consecutive video frames
(the middle image pair from Figure 3.11). Feature correspondences are indicated by blue arrows.
The tails of the arrows start at feature coordinates from frame I167
V and their heads point to the
168
matched locations in frame IV . In (b), epipolar lines are calculated per (3.24) and superimposed
on frame I168
V (left), with a magnified portion shown on the right.
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The homography H is a 3×3 matrix that relates coplanar points in two images via the relation


0







x
x
 0 


0



p = 
 y  = H  y  = Hp ,
0
z
z
0

(3.26)

0

where p and p represent a feature correspondence between X and X and




h11 h12 h13



H =  h21 h22 h23 
 .
h31 h32 h33

(3.27)

Figure 3.14 illustrates how a homography relates a plane in one frame to the same plane viewed
in a corresponding frame. The preliminary F-based feature-match set between two frames and

Figure 3.14: A homography is estimated from four coplanar feature matches in the left image
plane to the corresponding features in the right image plane. Camera pose θk+1 results from
applying an incremental rotation Rk and translation Tk to camera pose θk .
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the incremental-motion assumption (3.13) and (3.14) can be combined to update the image
planes of IkV and Ik+1
V . When (3.13) is true, a planar assumption between the image planes is
appropriate [88]. On the other hand, if the bronchoscope poses between the two frames differ
excessively, then this leads to ill-defined homographies due to 3D motion of the corresponding
matched features.
In order to estimate H, we employ a least-squares RANSAC-based approach using random
subsets of 4 correspondences. For each RANSAC iteration, a homography is calculated from
these 4 points and the backprojection error over all F-based feature matches is formulated from
(3.26) and (3.27) as


X

error =
0

0

(x ,y )∈X
(x,y)∈X

h x + h12 y + h13
0
 x − 11
h31 x + h32 y + h33
0

!2

h21 x + h22 y + h23
0
+ y −
h31 x + h32 y + h33

!2 


,

(3.28)

and minimized with respect to H’s parameters. The RANSAC-based algorithm returns the H
matrix with the lowest error. Finally, the F-based feature matches are pruned by removing any
correspondences that are not well-predicted by H according to (3.26). To keep as many F-based
feature matches as possible, correspondences within ≤ 6 pixels from their predicted locations
are retained (≤ 3 pixels is commonly used in other applications) [88]. This gives a final pair of
0

pruned feature matrices, X and X , consisting of corresponding matched features.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the individual use of both the H and F geometric models and their
combination in our feature-matching method. Homography only feature matching does not
produce as many feature matches as a fundamental-matrix-based approach. F-based matching
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(a) H-based Matches

(b) F-based Matches

(c) Combined H and F

Figure 3.15: Comparison of RANSAC-based feature-matching (SURF) methods using different
models on the examples from Figure 3.11. Each row represents two matched frames, with the
latter frame displayed, and feature matches indicated by blue arrows (as described in Figure
158
167
168
3.13) — top: I157
V (1141 features) and IV (1166 features); middle: IV (635 features) and IV
171
172
(597 features); and bottom: IV (699 features) and IV (897 features). The number of inlier
matches for each image pair are as follows (nearest neighbor, H-based, F-based, and combined):
(top) 753, 532, 600, 569; (middle) 337, 75, 112, 89; and (bottom) 390, 8, 29, 14.
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tolerates larger degrees of motion due its encoding of full 3D geometry between camera poses.
This is particularly evident in matches that are closer to the image plane where disparity effects
cause larger movement between frames. However, a non-trivial number of outliers may be
misclassified as inliers because they are within an error-tolerance distance to a corresponding
epipolar line (Figure 3.15b). By combining both geometric models, we produce a rich feature set,
while reducing the number of incorrect feature matches.
Given the matched features, the final step in shot segmentation entails grouping all frames
into bronchoscopic shots. In order to group frames, we formulate a content-similarity function
along the line of (3.13–3.14) based on the homography H [88, 95]. Specifically, we use the
condition number of H, defined as [188]:

condition(H) = ||H|| · ||H−1 || .

(3.29)

0

The condition number measures the amount of change in a predicted pixel location p per (3.26),
given small perturbations in p. We interpret (3.29) as an indication of the quality of motion
information captured by the associated frames [189].
Continuing, frame grouping begins with the initialization of the first shot S1 as Si = {I1V } ,
where i = 1 is the shot index [184]. Additionally, we initialize the label C1 to “informative.”
Moreover, we define several indices to track our progress through sequence V:
1. i = 1, where i indicates the current shot under consideration
2. ks = 1 and k1 = 1, where ks and k1 denote the indices of the first and last frames of the
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current shot Si , respectively
3. k2 = 2, where k2 denotes the index of the current frame being processed
Video sequence V is now processed in a sequential manner, whereby two frames are always
under consideration: the last frame IkV1 of current shot Si and the current frame IkV2 . Feature set
0

0

X is first extracted from frame IkV2 . Henceforth, feature sets, X and X , always correspond to
frames, IkV1 and IkV2 , respectively. Next, IkV1 and IkV2 are matched per Algorithm 3.1 to obtain a
feature-correspondence set and homography matrix H.
To consider frame IkV2 for inclusion in shot Si , the following two thresholds are utilized:
1. condition(H) ≤ TH : The intra-shot limit on content change using (3.29).
2. γ ≥ Tγ : The minimum number of feature correspondences γ for shot inclusion.
If γ and H satisfy these criteria, then we classify Ck2 as “informative” and add IkV2 to shot Si
such that
Si = {IkVs , . . . , IkV1 , IkV2 } .
Otherwise, we exclude frame IkV2 from the current shot and classify Ck2 as “uninformative.”
Moreover, subsequent frames IkV2 are similarly compared against IVk1 until either a suitable match
is found, or a search length is exceeded, where this length is defined in terms of the integer
component of the sampling rate fs (3.2) of V .
To help eliminate small low-information shots, we require ni ≥ 3, where ni is the number
of frames in shot Si . We justify this constraint by describing a minimal three-frame shot
{I1V , I2V , I3V }, as follows:
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1. I1V : does not match the previous shot’s terminating frame.
2. I2V : adds continuity between I1V and I3V and provides sufficient information for a motion
sequence.
3. I3V : does not match any subsequent frame in video sequence V .
So, if ni < 3, then Si is deleted, Cks is labeled “uninformative,” and a new shot Si is created
that contains the frame following IkVs (i.e., IkVs +1 ). Otherwise, if ni ≥ 3, then Si is considered a
viable shot and a new shot Si+1 is created that automatically contains the frame immediately
following IkV1 , the last frame in Si . After updating the appropriate indices (i.e., ks = k1 + 1 ,
k1 = ks , k2 = ks + 1 , and i = i + 1), we label the first frame IkVs in the new shot Si as Cks =
“informative.”
Shot segmentation proceeds as described above until all video frames are processed. Algorithm 3.2 formalizes our shot-segmentation procedure for input endobronchial video sequence
V.
After all steps of shot segmentation are complete, the input endobronchial video sequence
has been parsed into a set of bronchoscopic shots Ψ = {Si , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N } . Additionally,
k
labels {Ck }K
k=1 have been generated to classify all frames IV ∈ V as either “informative” or

“uninformative.” Furthermore, once shot segmentation is complete, all skipped frames are
permanently marked as uninformative and are no longer used for extracting information from
the video sequence.
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Algorithm 3.2 : Bronchoscopic Shot Segmentation
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

Input: V = {I1V , I2V , . . . , IK
V}
{Initialize data structures}
Ψ = {∅} , S1 = {I1V } , C1 = “informative”
i = 1
{current-shot index}
ks = 1 , k1 = 1 {1st - and last-frame indices for shot Si }
k2 = 2
{current-frame index}
while k1 < K do
{Feature extraction and frame matching}
0
0
(X , D ) from IkV2
Extract feature set (X , D)
from IkV1 and


0
0
0
{X , X , H , γ} ← Match X, D, X , D per Algorithm 3.1
Compute condition(H) using (3.29)
if condition(H) ≤ TH and γ ≥ Tγ then
{Add frame to shot}
Ck2 = “informative”
add frame IkV2 to Si
k1 = k2 , k2 = k2 + 1
else
{Frame excluded from shot}
Ck2 = “uninformative”
if k2 − k1 < δ and k2 < K then
{Within search neighborhood}
k2 = k2 + 1
else
{Outside search neighborhood}
if ni ≥ 3 then
{Shot is valid}
Si → Ψ
i = i +1
ks = k1 + 1
else
{Shot is invalid}
Cks = “uninformative”
ks = ks + 1
{Initialize current shot}
Cks = “informative”
Si = {IkVs }
k1 = ks , k2 = ks + 1
Output: Ψ , {Ck }K
k=1
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3.3

Bronchoscope Motion Analysis

Our approach for estimating bronchoscope motion is motivated by the multimedia video research
of Zhu et al., who utilized existing motion vectors from MPEG-encoded video to classify different
types of camera motion [160]. In addition, we incorporate a scoring function originated by von
Öhsen et al., who constructed a connected graph to discriminate between forward and lateral
endoscope movement during laparoscopy [134].
For a particular shot Si , we begin by computing an initial estimate of the relative inter-frame
motion over the shot, as given by the signal

Qi = {Qi (n) , n = 1 , 2 , . . . , ni } ,

(3.30)

where each Qi (·) denotes the distributing score between successive intra-shot frame pairs constituting Si [134]. To estimate a particular component Q constituting Qi , we use the relation

γ
γ
1X
1X
0
b
Q =
d(xa , x) −
d(xa , xb0 ) ,
γ a=1
γ a=1

0

(3.31)

0

where (xa , xa ) are individual features in the matched feature sets (X , X ) for video frame pair
0

(IV , IV ) under consideration per Algorithm (3.1),

xb =

γ
1X
xa ,
γ a=1
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(3.32)

is the center of mass of X’s matched features, and d(xa , xb) is the Euclidean distance in pixels
0

between xa and xb. (An analogous form of 3.32) applies for the X dependency in 3.31.) Q is
change in the average distance from the center of mass for all feature matches between IV and
0

IV . As such, it gives a measure of bronchoscope movement between two frames.
Figure 3.16 illustrates how motion can be inferred from Q. As the bronchoscope moves
backward, the matched features move closer to the center of mass. Conversely, as the bronchoscope
moves forward, the feature matches spread out from the center.
We next compute a motion-direction signal Mi = {Mi (n) , n = 1 , 2 , . . . , ni } , where Mi (n)

176
28
(a) Backward motion between I175
(b) Forward motion between I27
V and IV
V and IV
Figure 3.16: Bronchoscope motion example for two matched frame pairs from a phantom airwaytree recording (case 21405.3a). Each image represents matching results between two frames,
with the latter frame displayed and feature matches indicated by motion vectors (blue arrows).
Additionally, the black arrow and circle in each image represents the average distance from the
175
center of mass for feature matches in the first frame (i.e., I27
V and IV ), and the green arrow and
28
176
circle represent the same for the second frame (i.e., IV and IV ). Note that, the feature-match
distances have been slightly exaggerated for effect.
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categorizes the motion direction of the nth video frame of Si . Possible values of Mi (n) are
“forward,” “backward,” and “hover” (still), depending on the bronchoscope’s movement, and are
assigned as follows:





forward
=
1 , ifQi (n) ≤ TF
Mi (n) =
backward = −1 , ifQi (n) ≥ TB



hover
=
0 , otherwise

(3.33)

,

where TF = −1.9 and TB = 1.7 are thresholds, as discussed in Section 3.5.3.
As a final quantity, we compute the motion energy signal Ei = {Ei (n) , n = 1 , 2 , . . . , ni } .
0

0

For each consecutive frame pair IV and IV , with matched feature sets X and X , we compute
a component E constituting Ei as follows. First, we estimate the motion between the features
0

constituting the ath matched feature pair in feature sets X and X as the location difference
0

between each matched feature pair (xa , xa ) to give a local motion vector va . Motion energy E is
then given simply as
E =

γ
X

kva k2 ,

(3.34)

a=1

with Ei collecting the ni calculations of (3.34) for each frame in Si .
As the first frame in any shot is not associated with any previous frame, we initialize

Qi (1) = 0 ,

(3.35)

Ei (1) = 0 .

(3.36)

and
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Also, we enforce the constraint
Mi (1) = Mi (2) .

(3.37)

These calculations give three estimated motion signals {Qi , Mi , Ei } constituting the bronchoscope motion profile for each shot Si , i = 1 , . . . , N . Figure 3.17 shows examples of these
signals.
Note that, the initial estimates of the motion signals tend to exhibit excessive frame-to-frame
fluctuations, which obscures the major underlying bronchoscope movements leading to video
sequence V . Thus, we perform a simple 5-point moving average of signals Qi and Ei

Qi (n) =

X
1 n+2
Qi (a)
5 a=n−2

(3.38)

Ei (n) =

X
1 n+2
Ei (a)
5 a=n−2

(3.39)

to smooth the fluctuations. Furthermore, the motion-direction signal Mi is filtered via a 5-pt
median filter

Mi (n) = median{Mi (n − 2) , Mi (n − 1) , Mi (n) , Mi (n + 1) , Mi (n + 2)} .

(3.40)

Repetition is used to handle boundary conditions in (3.38)-(3.40). Figure 3.18 gives examples of
smoothed signals.
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(a) Subset of five frames from V

(b) Q1 and M1

(c) E1 and M1
Figure 3.17: Initial bronchoscope motion profile for a 144−frame phantom airway-tree recording
segmented into one bronchoscopic shot (case 21405.3a). In (a), five frames have been manually
selected to summarize V and to illustrate the correlation between extracted motion vectors (blue
arrows) and the derived motion profile. Two signals are shown for shot S1 : (b) the relative
motion Q1 and (c) motion energy E1 . Furthermore, the motion-label signal M1 is portrayed
in both (b) and (c) as contiguous colored subsequences as follows: 1) green indicates “forward”
motion; 2) blue represents “hovering”; and 3) red is “backward” motion.
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(a) Q1 and M1

(b) E1 and M1
Figure 3.18: The bronchoscope motion profile of Figure 3.17 after smoothed.

3.4

Keyframe Selection

The use of representative keyframes to summarize a video sequence has a longstanding history
in multimedia and medical video analysis [40, 131, 157–160, 165–167, 169, 174, 190–200]. We
upgrade a method by Zhu et al., which was applied to MPEG-encoded broadcast video, to
bronchoscopy [160]. For a given shot consisting of n video frames, S = {IjV , j = 1, 2, . . . , n} , and
its corresponding bronchoscopy motion profile, {Q, M, E}, we do the following.
Based on the motion-classification signal M, the sequence of video frames constituting S is
partitioned into contiguous video subsequences exhibiting consistent motion. For example, the
56-frame shot having the bronchoscopy motion profile shown in Figure 3.19 is partitioned into 6
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subsequences, with frames 0-4 constituting a hovering subsequence, frames 5-11 a forward-moving
subsequence, etc. We next initialize a candidate keyframe set Φ by extracting representative
video frames from each subsequence, using the following criteria:
1. “Hover” subsequence: extract the video frame with minimum motion energy E as a
candidate keyframe.
2. “Forward” or “Backward” subsequence: Divide the subsequence into before and after
segments about the video frame exhibiting maximum E. For each segment, extract the
minimum-E video frame as a candidate keyframe.
Set Φ could conceivably contain keyframe pairs separated by a long time (k) interval. Such widely
spaced consecutive keyframes could result in significant unobserved regions in Φ’s video coverage.
Therefore, to help ensure a comprehensive summarization of the video coverage spanned by
shot S, we next perform a scan of the initial keyframe set to ensure that no pair of consecutive
candidate key frames is ≥ 2Tm frames apart. (Tm = 5 in our work.) For each pair violating this
distance criterion, a new candidate keyframe exhibiting locally minimal E and situated ≥ Tm
frames from each keyframe in the pair is extracted. This scan is iterated until no new keyframes
are extracted. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 illustrate this initialization.
The augmented Φ now maintains a fixed maximum time between keyframes. This set,
however, could still contain redundant keyframes which add little to the overall video coverage
spanned by shot S. Therefore, we next locate and prune such redundant keyframes. For each
0

and every keyframe pair {IV , IV } ⊂ Φ , we first determine the homography matrix H relating the
keyframes, per (3.32-3.33), using our previously described feature-matching method (Algorithm
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(a) Q and M

(b) E and M
Figure 3.19: Bronchoscope motion signals Q and E for the first 56-frame subsequence from the
single-shot example used in Figure 3.18 (case 21405.3a). The motion-label signal M is portrayed
in both plots as the 8 contiguous colored subsequences (green = “forward” (F), blue = “hovering”
(H), and red = “backward” (B)). In (a), consistent-motion subsequences are circled in black, and
in (b), selected keyframes are highlighted by black circles. For this example, all initially selected
keyframes were < 2Tm frames apart. Thus, no keyframes were added iteratively.
3.1). We then compute the redundancy metric

d2 (H) = kH − Ik =

v
u 3 3
uX X
t
(h

mn

− imn )2 ,

(3.41)

m=1 n=1

where I is the 3×3 identity matrix. If H approximates an identity matrix, then the bronchoscope
0

poses producing frames IV and IV clearly differ little, implying that the two frames have nearly
the same information content. For our work, we used the threshold TR = 41 as the minimum
value of (3.41) for two keyframes to sufficiently differ. This completes the definition of the
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(a) Three keyframes from Φ

(b) Portion of motion-energy signal E
Figure 3.20: Example of new keyframes added to the initial set Φ for shot S from the phantom
92
recording used in Figure 3.18 (case 21405.3a). In (a), two initial keyframes I80
V and IV illustrate
potentially unobserved regions of the endoluminal surface due to long subsequences of bronchoscope movement. Thus, keyframe I86
V is inserted between them in the initial keyframe set, with
its corresponding location within E shown in (b).
keyframe set Φ for shot S. Applying the process above for all shots Si , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, gives the
complete keyframe set Φ as in (3.3).
As seen in Figure 3.19, the 56-frame subsequence of V is summarized by a subset of the
initial keyframe set Φ1 consisting of 12 frames. Per (3.5), this represents a video abstraction
level of 21.4 , an 89% reduction over the entire subsequence. Yet, set Φi contains substantial
redundancy, as shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: The first 7 keyframes selected from the phantom video sequence used in 3.18 (case
21405.3a). The displayed frames correspond to the indicated keyframes of Figure 3.19.
As seen in Figure 3.22, applying this procedure for the subset of shot Si shown in Figure 3.21
results in only two keyframes remaining.
Figure 3.23 illustrates both steps of our keyframe-selection on a 144-frame phantom airway-tree
recording. As seen in the figure, initial keyframe selection produces keyframe set Φ1 consisting
of 25 frames, an 83% reduction over the entire sequence. Moreover, keyframe pruning further
improves this reduction to 94%.

Figure 3.22: After keyframe pruning, the 7 keyframes from Figure 3.21 have been reduced to a
set of 2 frames.
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(a) Motion energy E and initial keyframe set Φ

(b) Relative motion Q and final keyframe set Φ
Figure 3.23: Initial and final keyframe sets for the 144-frame phantom endobronchial video
used in Figure 3.18 (case 21405.3a). In (a), the motion-energy signal E is shown with 25 initial
keyframes highlighted by black circles. For (b), keyframe pruning results in a final set of 8
keyframes, highlighted by black circles on the relative-motion signal Q .

3.5

Video-Analysis Results

In this section we validate our proposed video-analysis approach. All stages of our video-analysis
method were implemented using C++ and Visual Studio 2012. Testing was performed on a dual
2.8 GHz six-core Dell Precision T5500 PC running under the Windows 7 OS and utilizing 24 GB
RAM and an nVidia Quadro 4000 2GB PCIe graphics card. Additionally, we utilized the OpenCV
2.4.11 open-source computer-vision C++ library for various image-processing and computervision tasks [201]. In particular, all tested feature-extraction methods were implemented in
OpenCV. Moreover, RANSAC-based homography and fundamental-matrix estimation are taken
from OpenCV and slightly modified with regards to the handling of random number generator
seeds. Finally, OpenCV data structures that are useful for handling matrices and vectors are
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commonly employed in our software.
For each phase of video analysis, we evaluate relevant parameter-sensitivity tests on a
collection of recorded video sequences comprised of controlled phantom scenarios and live human
studies. The results generated in this section are summarized as follows:
1. Section 3.5.1: Image-feature extraction tests.
• To select an appropriate feature-extraction method, we first established relevant
video-analysis goals to measure feature-extraction performance. Next, we performed
shot segmentation on two lung-cancer patient procedural videos using six wellestablished feature-extraction methods. We then evaluated statistics associated
with shot-segmentation performance and selected the best feature-extraction method
and associated parameters with regards to our video-analysis approach.
2. Sections 3.5.2 — 3.5.4: Parameter-sensitivity testing for each phase of our video-analysis
approach: shot segmentation, motion analysis, and keyframe selection.
• For each phase of video analysis, we varied relevant parameters to determine optimal
values with regards to a small ground-truth database comprised of ten video sequences.
3. Section 3.5.5: Testing of repeatability and robustness.
• As our method is stochastic (i.e., use of RANSAC), we measured the robustness and
repeatability of our video-analysis approach by analyzing keyframe-selection results
from six runs of two endobronchial video sequences.
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4. Section 3.5.6: Comparisons of our video-analysis approach to other keyframe-selection
methods.
• To fairly evaluate our method, we compared it to three competing methods for
keyframe selection from endoscopic video. We established a video-coverage metric for
comparisons and demonstrated that our method outperforms the other approaches.
To facilitate testing, we manually constructed a ground-truth database from ten short
endobronchial video sequences — three high-definition and seven standard-definition sequences
— drawn from five human lung-cancer patient procedures and one phantom human airway-tree
model. Table 3.1 below describes the ground-truth video sequences. For every frame in each video
sequence, the following information was recorded: 1) a label of “informative” or “uninformative”;
2) a motion category of “forward,” “backward,” or “hover”; and 3) registration information for
aligning the frame with a virtual airway-tree model (described later).
For each sequence in Table 3.1, we performed bronchoscopic-shot segmentation (Section 3.2)
using preliminary default parameter values (prior to any parameter-sensitivity testing detailed
in Sections 3.5.2 — 3.5.4). Due to randomness in our feature-matching method (Algorithm
3.1), we performed shot segmentation three times on each sequence. Any frames included in
a shot at any point during the three iterations were marked as “informative.” Frames that
were excluded from all three runs were marked as “uninformative.” We then performed a final
manual review of all video frames in each sequence and evaluated whether or not each video
frame should be included in an “ideal” segmentation. Note that “ideal” refers to our subjective
assessment of whether or not a frame is of sufficient quality to be included in a shot (e.g.,
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unobstructed, clear view of endoluminal surfaces). This final step is to minimize bias introduced
by the shot-segmentation method.
We performed a similar procedure to obtain ground-truth bronchoscope motion-analysis
information (Section 3.3). After each iteration of shot segmentation, we evaluated every pair
of consecutive intra-shot frames and manually categorized frame-to-frame motion as “forward,”
“backward,” or “hover.” Again, we performed a final manual review of all consecutive video-frame
pairs in the database (independent of shot-segmentation results) in order to minimize bias
introduce by our motion-analysis approach.
Finally, we manually registered all ground-truth video frames to an associated pre-operative
CT chest scan. Using previously established methods, a virtual airway-tree model was constructed
from each associated CT scan [22, 202]. A virtual bronchoscope was created for each airwayTable 3.1: Details for ground-truth endobronchial video sequences. “Case Study” is the assigned
IRB identification number for each human case study, “Video Sequence” provides a single-letter
designation for each video, “Description” denotes the airway-tree locations traversed during the
sequence (MC = main carina, LMB = left main bronchus, RMB = right main bronchus, RIB =
right intermediate broncus, LULB = left upper-lobe bronchus, and RULB = right upper-lobe
bronchus), “Frame” equals the number of frames in the sequence, “FPS” specifies the rate (frames
per second) at which the video sequence was recorded, “Dimensions” gives the width and height
of all frames in the sequence, and “Endoluminal Region” is the resulting dimensions of the visible
endoluminal region after distortion correction.
Case Study Video Sequence
21405.3a
A
21405.3a
B
20349.65
C
20349.65
D
20349.66
E
20349.67
F
20349.73
G
20349.73
H
20349.90
I
20349.94
J
Total

10

Description Frames FPS Dimensions Endoluminal Region
MC→LMB
144 19.62 640×480
428×446
MC→LMB
333 18.55 1920×1080
1356×226
MC→RMB
167 29.97 640×480
424×446
RMB→RIB
226 29.97 640×480
424×446
LMB→LULB 132 29.97 640×480
428×446
LMB→LULB 197 29.97 640×480
428×446
RMB→RULB 257 29.97 640×480
424×446
MC→RMB
286 29.97 640×480
424×446
LMB →LULB 342 29.97 1920×1080
812×826
MC,RMB,
225 29.97 1920×1080
1640×1259
RULB,RIB
2309
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tree model, using the same intrinsic camera parameters as the real calibrated bronchoscope
associated with each video sequence. The virtual bronchoscope was manually positioned within
the respective airway-tree model in order to align virtual endoluminal renderings to each video
frame in the sequence. Two examples of manual CT-video registration are shown in Figure
3.24. The resulting CT-video registration data is crucial for evaluating the overall results of our
video-analysis method. Specifically, as we describe later, this information is utilized to determine
the surface coverage of an explored airway tree.
The remainder of this section presents results for each phase of our video-analysis method.
First, Section 3.5.1 describes testing of image-feature extraction methods. Next, Sections 3.5.2
through 3.5.4 detail parameter-sensitivity testing of each phase in our video-analysis approach:
bronchoscopic-shot segmentation; bronchoscope-motion analysis; and keyframe selection. Note
that keyframe selection represents the bulk of this section and provides the most relevant results
for evaluating our complete video-analysis approach. Additionally, we also include testing results
for repeatability and robustness of our approach (Section 3.5.5). Finally, Section 3.5.6 concludes
this chapter with a comparison to several alternative keyframe-selection methods.

3.5.1

Image-Feature Extraction Tests

In this section we present testing results of the feature-extraction methods mentioned in Section
3.2: SIFT; SURF; FREAK; BRISK; BRIEF; and ORB [91, 203–207]. Note that optimized
parameters for our video-analysis system, detailed in Sections 3.5.2 — 3.5.4, were utilized to test
all feature-extraction methods. The protocol used for testing was as follows:
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(a) Registration near the MC in video sequence B (case 21405.3a)

(b) Registration toward distal end of the RIB in video sequence I (case 20349.90)
Figure 3.24: Examples of manual CT-video registration for two cases in the ground-truth database.
In both (a) and (b), a real video frame is shown (left) with a properly aligned virtual endoluminal
rendering (right). In (b), the airway centerlines of the airway-tree model have been left visible
(shown in red). The graphical overlay in the lower-right corner of each virtual rendering indicates
a patient’s orientation with respect to the virtual bronchoscope within the airway-tree model.
1. Each feature-extraction method was run under the same conditions using a video segment
taken from human case study 20349.3.65, comprised of 1268 frames.
2. Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed one time for each method, under the same
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initial conditions.
3. Default parameter values were used for all methods, except where explicitly stated.
4. The following statistics were collected during testing:
(a) Average number of features per frame.
(b) Average number of matches per frame.
(c) Total time for extracting all features.
(d) Number of bronchoscopic shots.
(e) Average number of frames in each shot.
(f) Percentage of all frames included in shots.
(g) Total time for bronchoscopic-shot segmentation.
The statistics listed in 4 are pertinent to several aspects of our desired video-analysis solution.
Firstly, in order to perform geometric modeling we require a number of robust features matches
between two frames. Our approach requires a minimum of eight feature matches — due to
fundamental-matrix estimation using the 8-pt algorithm — but a significantly larger number is
desired in order to assuage the impact of erroneous correspondences [186]. The statistics in 4(a)
through 4(c) allow evaluation of feature-related performance. Continuing, shot segmentation
provides a foundation for motion-analysis and subsequent keyframe selection. Each shot represents
a continuous — not necessarily consecutive — series of video frames that have been geometrically
matched from one frame to the next. The statistics in 4(d) through 4(g) enable review of
shot-segmentation results.
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Evaluation of all recorded statistics entails tuning our approach toward an overarching goal.
In Chapter 4, we detail a semi-automatic process for registering a video sequence to a preoperative
CT scan of a patient’s chest. In order to facilitate this semi-automatic process, we tune the
output of our video-analysis approach toward a minimal-size final shot-set Ψ, with as large an
average frame length as possible. Moreover, the final keyframe set Φ should comprehensively
summarize the input video with as few frames as possible.
Based on the results presented in Table 3.2, the SURF feature extractor combined with either
a SURF, FREAK, or BRIEF feature descriptor best met our video-analysis criteria. Specifically,
using a SURF feature extractor resulted in a minimum number of 18, 15, or 12 segmented shots
when using a SURF, FREAK, or BRIEF descriptor, respectively. Additionally, these combinations
also yielded the highest average shot length. Note that although the ORB and BRISK descriptors
performed comparably to the top three methods, ORB had a much lower percentage of intra-shot
video frames (67.7%) and average shot length (37.3 frames), and BRISK required a significantly
higher feature-extraction time (381 seconds). Figure 3.25 shows a graphical representation of
bronchoscopic-shot segmentation for each of the tested feature-extraction methods.
We further investigated SURF (the common extractor for the best performing methods in Table
3.2) and SIFT (due to its popularity in computer-vision literature) feature-extraction methods, to
study any effects that varying their parameters had on shot-segmentation performance. For SIFT
features, we tested all adjustable parameters but found that only varying the contrast-threshold
value had a positive impact on shot segmentation. For SURF features, we noticed significant
changes when varying the Hessian-threshold parameter and moderate changes when adjusting
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(a) SIFT feature extractor and SIFT descriptor

(b) SURF feature extractor and SURF descriptor

(c) SURF feature extractor and FREAK descriptor

(d) SURF feature extractor and BRISK descriptor

(e) SURF feature extractor and BRIEF descriptor

(f) ORB feature extractor and ORB descriptor
Figure 3.25: Feature-extraction testing on the endobronchial video sequence recorded during
human case study 20349.3.65. Shot-segmentation results obtained from six feature-extraction
methods are shown in (a) through (f). For all plots, rectangular regions of the same color indicate
distinct bronchoscopic shots. Moreover, white regions without borders represent “uninformative”
inter-shot frames and regions with borders are “uninformative” intra-shot frames. The X-axis
for each graph represents the frame number within the input video.

Table 3.2: Results of feature-extraction testing. “Extractor” is the feature-extraction method
used to find image-feature coordinates and “Descriptor” refers to the method employed to define
the vector of image statistics surrounding feature locations, “Features / Frame” defines the
average number of feature points for each frame, “Matches / Frame” is the average number
of matched features per intra-shot frame, “Extraction Time (s)” gives the amount of time for
feature extraction, “# of Shots” specifies the number of shots segmented from the input video,
“Shot Length” is the average number of frames contained in each shot, “% Matched” refers to
the percentage of all video frames included in a shot, and “Segmentation Time (s)” gives the
total time for bronchoscopic-shot segmentation.
Extractor /
Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Descriptor
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
SIFT / SIFT
173
62.3
287
29
32.5
74.2
35.6
SURF / SURF
330
120
40.6
18
63.8
90.5
91.4
SURF / FREAK
215
96.5
88.9
15
74.3
87.9
62.8
SURF / BRISK
285
111
381
23
49.9
90.5
79.7
SURF / BRIEF
314
139
28.1
12
98.3
93.0
29.7
ORB / ORB
179
102
12.2
23
37.3
67.7
70.8
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the number of octave layers (specified by the nOctaveLayers parameter).
As shown in Table 3.3, we varied the SIFT contrast-threshold parameter from 0.15 to 0.01.
At a value of 0.15, few feature points are found for each video frame (an average of 2.43 features
per frame). As the contrast threshold is decreased toward 0.03, the average number of features
approximately doubles for each value tested. Between 0.03 and 0.01, the average features
per frame dramatically rises from 173 to 2228. At a value of 0.01, shot-segmentation results
comparable to the top performing methods in Table 3.2 are produced, except at a cost of
approximately five times the total feature-extraction and shot-segmentation time. Additionally,
even with the optimized contrast-threshold parameter, the percentage of included frames (85.8%)
was lower than when using any of the SURF-based methods shown in Table 3.3 (87.9% — 93%).
Figure 3.26 shows four selected graphical representations of shot segmentation associated
with our SIFT-parameter tests. Notice from this figure, that reasonable spanning of the input
video does not occur until a contrast-threshold value of approximately 0.04. In addition, although
the optimized contrast-threshold parameter for SIFT is comparable to SURF-based results (i.e.,
SURF, FREAK, and BRIEF) according to our stated metrics, there are noticeably more intraTable 3.3: Testing results for SIFT’s “Contrast Threshold” parameter value. Additional fields
are as described in Table 3.2. The asterisk indicates the default value for this parameter.
Contrast Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Theshold
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
0.15
2.4
9.92
174
5
6.2
2.4
12.1
4.7
16
192
3
25
5.9
11.2
0.12
0.10
7.5
18.6
208
9
12.2
8.7
12.7
0.08
13.7
22.2
227
17
9.1
12.2
15.3
0.06
31.2
26.6
249
29
10.1
23.2
22.5
0.04
89.9
40.6
279
37
18.4
53.8
33.7
173
62.3
287
29
32.5
74.2
35.6
*0.03
0.02
429
117
349
19
54.4
81.6
47.4
0.01
2228
232
517
6
181
85.8
222
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(a) 0.12 contrast threshold

(b) 0.08 contrast threshold

(c) 0.04 contrast threshold

(d) 0.01 contrast threshold
Figure 3.26: Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed multiple times on the endobronchial
video sequence recorded during human case study 20349.3.65, using different values for SIFT’s
contrast-threshold parameter. Shot-segmentation results from four testing values are shown in (a)
through (d). For all plots, rectangular regions of the same color indicate distinct bronchoscopic
shots. Moreover, white regions without borders represent “uninformative” inter-shot frames and
regions with borders are “uninformative” intra-shot frames. The X-axis for each graph represents
the frame number within the input video.
shot gaps in the output shot segmentation shown in Figure 3.26d as compared to Figures 3.25b,
3.25c, and 3.25e. Furthermore, as the contrast threshold is lowered, feature points become less
distinct and subject to noisy image locations. From Table 3.3, however, the average number of
matches steadily rises as the contrast-threshold parameter is lowered, indicating that more quality
features are indeed being found. Figure 3.27 illustrates how the contrast-threshold parameter
affects feature points in single frame from the input video.
For parameter-sensitivity testing of feature-extraction methods using a SURF feature extractor
(i.e., SURF, FREAK, and BRIEF), we first optimized shot-segmentation results using a SURF
feature descriptor. Table 3.4 compiles the results of varying the SURF Hessian-threshold
parameter from 1000 to 25. At a value of 1000, few feature points are calculated for each image
(an average of 15.9 features per frame). As the Hessian threshold is decreased toward 25, the
average number of features roughly doubles for each value tested. Shot-segmentation results
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(a) 0.12

(b) 0.08

(c) 0.04

(d) 0.01

Figure 3.27: Effect of contrast-threshold adjustment on image features extracted from frame
1262 of the endobronchial video sequence recorded during human case study 20349.3.65. As the
contrast threshold decreases from 0.12 (left) toward 0.01 (right), the number of features found in
the image dramatically increases.
improve slightly between testing values 50 and 25, but the segmentation time nearly doubles.
Figure 3.28 shows four selected graphical representations of shot segmentation associated
with our SURF-parameter tests. Notice from this figure, that reasonable spanning of the input
video does not occur until a Hessian-threshold value below 600. As this value is lowered, feature
points become less distinct and subject to noisy image locations. Despite the increase in noise,
however, Table 3.4 reveals a corresponding increase in the average number of feature matches
per frame. This implies that additional quality feature points are being found as the threshold is
lowered. Figure 3.29 illustrates how the Hessian-threshold parameter affects feature points in a
Table 3.4: Results from SURF’s “Hessian Threshold,” parameter testing. Additional fields are as
described in Table 3.2. The asterisk indicates the default value for this parameter.
Hessian Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Threshold Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
1000
15.9
34.5
27.6
22
9.55
16.6
33.6
800
22.2
35
28.2
23
12.7
23.0
40.6
600
34
35.1
29.1
38
12.8
38.5
48.8
400
59.6
43.8
30.2
35
20.6
56.9
57.1
200
145
70.3
33.7
27
38.6
82.3
64
*100
330
119
39.8
19
61.3
91.9
81.4
50
724
187
48.4
8
146
92.2
86.8
25
1449
252
61
8
151
95
145
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(a) 1000 Hessian threshold

(b) 600 Hessian threshold

(c) 100 Hessian threshold

(d) 25 Hessian threshold
Figure 3.28: Shot segmentation was performed on the endobronchial video sequence recorded during human case study 20349.3.65, using different values for SURF’s Hessian-threshold parameter.
Shot-segmentation results from four testing values are shown in (a) through (d). For all plots,
rectangular regions of the same color indicate distinct bronchoscopic shots. Moreover, white
regions without borders represent “uninformative” inter-shot frames and regions with borders
are “uninformative” intra-shot frames. The X-axis for each graph represents the frame number
within the input video.
single frame from the input video.
The second SURF parameter-sensitivity test entails adjusting the nOctaveLayers parameter.
As seen in Table 3.5, we varied the nOctaveLayers parameter from 1 to 6. Average shot length
steadily increased for each value tested, with the best performance achieved at 6 octave layers.

(a) 1000
(b) 600
(c) 100
(d) 25
Figure 3.29: Effect of Hessian-threshold adjustment on image features extracted from frame
1262 of the endobronchial video sequence recorded during human case study 20349.3.65. As the
Hessian threshold decreases from 1000 (left) toward 25 (right), the number of features found in
an image dramatically increases.
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Table 3.5: Results for SURF feature testing. “# Octave Layers” refers to the SURF nOctaveLayers
parameter value. Additional fields are as described in Table 3.2. The asterisk indicates the
default value for this parameter.
# Octave Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Layers
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
1
166
59.1
29.3
31
32.9
80.4
195
2
276
103
34.6
22
51.6
89.5
133
330
120
39.2
20
58.2
91.8
125
*3
4
364
130
44.4
14
83.5
92.2
136
5
397
141
48.3
14
84.4
93.1
135
6
418
147
51.3
12
98.7
93.4
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Feature-extraction time also steadily increased but remained small for the range of testing values.
Additionally, segmentation time is relatively constant for all values of nOctaveLayers. Figure 3.30
shows three selected graphical representations of shot segmentation associated with variation of
the nOctaveLayers parameter.
We next compared shot-segmentation results using both the default and optimized parameters
for SURF feature extraction. Specifically, the Hessian-threshold value was set to 25 and the
nOctaveLayers parameter to 6. Table 3.6 lists the results of shot segmentation using both
parameter sets. Additionally, Figure 3.31 shows a graphical comparison between both shot-

(a) nOctaveLayers = 1

(b) nOctaveLayers = 4

(c) nOctaveLayers = 6
Figure 3.30: Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed on the endobronchial video sequence
recorded during human case study 20349.3.65, using different values for SURF’s nOctavelayers
parameter. Results for select testing value are shown in (a) through (c). For all plots, rectangular
regions of the same color indicate distinct bronchoscopic shots. White regions without borders
represent “uninformative” inter-shot frames and regions with borders are “uninformative” intrashot frames. The X-axis for each graph represents the frame number within the input video.
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Table 3.6: Comparison of shot-segmentation results using default and optimized SURF parameter
values, specified under “Parameters.” Additional fields are as described in Table 3.2.
Parameters Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
Default
330
120
40.6
18
63.8
90.5
91.4
Optimized
1787
329
79.6
6
207
98.1
144

segmentation results. Notice from these results, that although shot segmentation takes roughly
twice as long using the optimized parameter values, the average shot length increases by more
than a factor of three. As with previous parameter variation, the resulting feature locations
are more likely to be noisy and less distinct. The use of geometric modeling to eliminate poor
feature matches mitigates these noisy features, as indicated by a corresponding increase in the
average matches per frame.
After optimizing parameter values for the SURF extractor, we performed shot segmentation
with the optimal extractor and a FREAK and BRIEF descriptor. As seen in Table 3.7, both
descriptor methods yield markedly improved shot-segmentation performance with the optimized
SURF extractor, as compared to their corresponding results in Table 3.2. Specifically, the
BRIEF descriptor was able to include 99.2% of the input video in a single shot. The FREAK

(a) Default SURF parameter values: Hessian threshold= 100; and nOctaveLayers= 3

(b) Optimized SURF parameter values: Hessian threshold= 25; and nOctaveLayers= 6
Figure 3.31: Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed on the endobronchial video sequence
recorded during human case study 20349.3.65, using both the default and optimized set of SURFparameter values. Results are shown from each parameter set, with rectangular regions of the
same color indicating distinct bronchoscopic shots. White regions without borders represent
uninformative inter-shot frames and regions with borders are uninformative intra-shot frames.
The X-axis for each graph represents the frame number within the input video.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of shot-segmentation results using an optimized SURF extractor combined
with a BRIEF and FREAK descriptor, specified under, “Descriptor.” Additional fields are as
described in Table 3.2.
Descriptor Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
BRIEF
1669
434
47.1
1
1258
99.2
58.2
FREAK
1050
264
108
4
309
97.4
87.6

descriptor performed nearly as well, segmenting the input video into four shots and including
approximately 97.4% of all input video frames. Figure 3.32 shows a graphical comparison between
both shot-segmentation results.
We performed a final test on an additional high-definition video sequence recorded from a
human case study (20349.3.91) during a routine airway exam. The tested sequence is a section of
the recorded video lasting approximately 37 seconds and containing 1119 frames. The sequence
was chosen for its large coverage of airway branches in the right lung during a relatively short time
period, providing a challenging and comprehensive test of shot segmentation. The video begins
with the bronchoscope near the main carina and traversing into the right main bronchus (RMB).
From the RMB, the bronchoscope explores all of the following right-lung airway branches, listed

(a) Optimized BRIEF shot segmentation results

(b) Optimized FREAK shot segmentation results
Figure 3.32: Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed on the endobronchial video sequence
recorded during human case study 20349.3.65, using an optimized SURF feature extractor
combined with both the BRIEF and FREAK feature descriptors. Results from each method are
shown in (a) and (b), with rectangular regions of the same color indicating distinct bronchoscopic
shots. White regions without borders represent uninformative inter-shot frames and regions with
borders are uninformative intra-shot frames. The X-axis for each graph represents the frame
number within the input video.
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in order of appearance: right-upper lobe; B 1 (anterior); B 2 (posterior); B 1 (apical); intermediate
bronchus; lower-lobe bronchus; and the middle-lobe bronchus. Additionally, the bronchoscope
was positioned by the physician to get clear views of the distal end of each listed airway branch.
At the greatest depth, the bronchoscope was inserted to the fourth airway generation, but
captured views of at least fifth-generation branches.
As with the video sequence for case 20349.65, we performed shot segmentation using six
feature-extraction methods with default parameters. Moreover, we also segmented the video
sequence using four methods (i.e., SIFT, SURF, FREAK, and BRIEF) that were optimized with
regards to our previously stated video-analysis goals. These results are listed in Table 3.8.
Graphical representations of shot-segmentation results are shown in Figure 3.33, revealing
that most feature-extraction methods exclude a non-trivial percentage of informative frames.
Indeed, SURF, FREAK, BRISK, and BRIEF are arguably the only default-parameter methods
that approach proper spanning of the input sequence, including approximately 75.5%, 71%,
74.5%, and 76.1% of the total video frames, respectively. As BRISK requires a much higher
Table 3.8: Feature-extraction results on an endobronchial video sequence recorded during human
case study 20349.3.91. Fields are as described in Table 3.2. Note that an asterisk before a listed
extractor indicates an optimized parameter set.
Extractor /
Features / Matches / Extraction # of Shot
%
Segmentation
Descriptor
Frame
Frame
Time (s) Shots Length Matched Time (s)
SIFT / SIFT
41
19.4
548.22
45
13.6
54.5
46.7
SURF / SURF
258
42.6
84.9
45
18.5
75.5
261
SURF / FREAK
203
39.6
124
47
16.9
71
213
SURF / BRISK
237
43.2
382
40
20.9
74.5
218
SURF / BRIEF
254
47.4
72.5
36
23.6
76.1
163
ORB / ORB
182
51
21.5
36
8.72
28.1
229
*SIFT / SIFT
268
55.4
866
29
32.1
83.1
60
*SURF / SURF
1675
141
151
18
53.2
85.6
264
*SURF / FREAK
1311
140
141
9
109
87.9
160
*SURF / BRIEF
1651
146
87.4
11
90.5
88.9
157
120

(a) SIFT feature extractor and SIFT descriptor

(b) SURF feature extractor and SURF descriptor

(c) SURF feature extractor and FREAK descriptor

(d) SURF feature extractor and BRISK descriptor

(e) SURF feature extractor and BRIEF descriptor

(f) ORB feature extractor and ORB descriptor

(g) Optimized SIFT feature extractor and SIFT descriptor

(h) Optimized SURF feature extractor and SURF descriptor

(i) Optimized SURF feature extractor and FREAK descriptor

(j) Optimized SURF feature extractor and BRIEF descriptor
Figure 3.33: Feature-extraction testing on an input endobronchial video recorded for a human
case study (case 20349.3.91). Bronchoscopic-shot segmentation was performed on the video using
six popular feature-extraction methods and four optimized methods. Results from each method
are shown in (a) through (j). Rectangular regions of the same color indicate distinct bronchoscopic
shots. Moreover, White regions without borders represent “uninformative” inter-shot frames
and regions with borders are “uninformative” intra-shot frames. The X-axis for each graph
represents the frame number within the input video.
total feature-extraction and shot-segmentation time, SURF, FREAK, and BRIEF were further
explored for optimization. SIFT optimization is also included in our results due to its popularity
in computer-vision literature, but yields sub-par shot-segmentation performance with the highest
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execution time of all methods. Among the optimized methods, BRIEF and FREAK show the
best performance, with BRIEF marginally better when considering matches per frame, execution
time, and the percentage of input video frames included in the final shot set.
From the results presented in this section, we conclude that a SURF feature extractor
combined with a BRIEF feature descriptor, whether using default or optimized parameters,
results in the best performance with regards to our desired video-analysis solution. Specifically, it
consistently produces the lowest number of shots, largest average shot length, highest percentage
of total input video frames included in the final shot set, and has a low overall execution time.
For the remainder of the results compiled in this chapter, BRIEF is the chosen feature-extraction
method used in our video-analysis approach. Note that either a default or optimized parameter
set is used and explicitly declared in the corresponding testing parameters.

3.5.2

Bronchoscopic-Shot Segmentation Tests

In this section we perform parameter-sensitivity testing on the shot-segmentation phase of our
video-analysis method (Section 3.2), using a default-parameter SURF feature extractor and
BRIEF descriptor. Two parameters significantly effect the output of shot segmentation:
1. Condition-Number Threshold TH — The maximum allowable condition number of the
estimated homography between two video frames in order to add the latter frame to the
considered shot.
2. Minimum-Match Threshold TM — The minimum number of matched features between
two video frames in order to add the latter frame to the considered shot.
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The first parameter under consideration is the condition-number threshold TH . We experimentally established a condition-number testing range from TH = 50 to TH = 1638400, doubling
the value from one iteration to the next. At each testing value we performed bronchoscopic-shot
segmentation five times to account for randomness introduced by the use of RANSAC in our
feature-matching algorithm. For each five-run experiment, the average accuracy was calculated
based on the number of correctly included and excluded video frames, as compared to our
manually labeled ground-truth video sequences (Table 3.1).
As seen in Figure 3.34, the average accuracy of our method generally trends upward for
each video sequence as TH is increased, reaching a peak before remaining either constant or
fluctuating slightly. Notice that the accuracy for two high-definition sequences from our groundtruth database (B and I) does not stabilize until a higher value of TH , as compared to the
standard-definition video sequences. Due to higher resolution and larger video-frame dimensions,
high-definition image features will be more susceptible to noise introduced by radial distortion
from the calibrated bronchoscope. As such, the value of TH should be sufficiently large to cover
both high-definition and standard-definition sequences. Yet, the value for TH should be as
low as possible to increase the probability that our method estimates stable, well-conditioned
homographies. From the data shown in Figure 3.34, we have finalized the condition-number
threshold for bronchoscopic-shot segmentation at TH = 102400.
To ensure that other aspects of our video-analysis solution are not negatively affected by
the final condition-number threshold, three additional statistics were collected during shotsegmentation testing: 1) average condition number for all shot frames; 2) average number of shots
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Figure 3.34: Results from condition-number parameter-sensitivity testing on ground-truth
endobronchial video sequences. The X-axis represents the condition-number threshold TH value
used for an individual five-run experiment, and the Y -axis measures the average accuracy. There
are nine plotted lines of different color representing the first nine video sequences from Table 3.1.
per video sequence; and 3) average number of frames per shot. Figure 3.35 presents graphical
plots for each of these three statistics, supporting the finalized condition-number threshold. From
this figure, notice that the average condition number of all intra-shot frames remains comparably
small for all video sequences until approximately a value of 12800. Moreover, after this value,
the data for Sequences H and I are similar to an exponential-growth curve, implying that shots
are successively composed of a larger percentage of less well-conditioned homographies. At
the finalized condition-number threshold, the average condition number shows well-conditioned
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Figure 3.35: Additional statistics collected during parameter-sensitivity testing of the conditionnumber threshold TH . The X-axis for all plots represents the condition-number threshold TH
value used for an individual five-run experiment. The left graph shows the average condition
number for all shot frames. The upper-right graph displays the average number of shots. The
lower-right graph depicts the average number of frames per shot. Each graph contains nine
plotted lines of different color representing the first nine video sequences from our ground-truth
database (Table 3.1).
homographies for all video sequences. Additionally, the average number of shots and average
frames per shot show consistent results for all sequences at a condition-number threshold of
TH ≥ 102400.
The next testing parameter for shot segmentation was TM , the minimum number of features
matches. The absolute minimum number of feature matches between two frames is eight —
the required number of feature correspondences between two frames in order to estimate a
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fundamental matrix. We experimentally determined a testing range from TM = 8 to TM = 83,
increasing the value by five for each testing iteration. As with condition-number testing, we
performed shot segmentation five times for each value of TM . Next, the average accuracy of
the segmentation output was calculated, as compared to our ground-truth video sequences.
Figure 3.36 illustrates these results and strongly implies that there is no benefit to increasing
the minimum number of feature matches required for matching. The average accuracy of shot
segmentation remains constant or decreases as TM increases, with the notable exception of
Sequence C that does yield higher accuracy as TM is increased from to 8 to 33. The reason for
this increase in accuracy is due to a subsequence of low-quality frames in the range from I103
V to
I148
V . A majority of these frames were manually labeled as “uninformative” in our ground-truth

Figure 3.36: Results from TM parameter-sensitivity testing on ground-truth endobronchial video
sequences. The X-axis represents the minimum number of feature matches TM used for an
individual five-run experiment. The Y -axis measures the average accuracy over five runs of
shot segmentation for the specific value of TM used for that iteration of testing. There are nine
plotted lines of different color representing the first nine video sequences from our ground-truth
database (Table 3.1).
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database. As seen in Figure 3.37, the selected frames in this range are blurry and/or contain
larges areas of low-contrast dark regions. Consequently, few feature matches are found. Higher
values of TM result in automatic exclusion of these frames from any shot. Thus, the overall
accuracy increases as these frames are labeled “uninformative.” However, these low-quality frames
do show persistent structure and should not necessarily be automatically excluded from shot
segmentation, especially considering that higher values of TM will cause a decrease in accuracy
for most sequences in the ground-truth database.
To measure other aspects of our video-analysis solution with regards to TM parameter
sensitivity, three additional statistics were collected during shot-segmentation testing: 1) average
condition number for all shot frames; 2) average number of shots per video sequence; and 3)
average number of frames per shot. As seen in Figure 3.38, although the average condition number
decreases as TM increases, a corresponding rise in the average number of shots occurs. Moreover,
a substantial decrease in the average frames per shot is seen as TM increases. This decrease far
surpasses what should be seen if the same number of frames were included in shot-segmentation

(a) I103
V

(b) I108
V

(c) I120
V

(d) I145
V

Figure 3.37: Example low-quality frames from an endobronchial video sequence for human case
study 20349.65 (Sequence C in Table 3.1). Feature correspondences are indicated by blue arrows.
The tails of the arrows start at feature coordinates in the preceding intra-shot frame and their
heads point to the matched locations in the displayed frame.
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Figure 3.38: Additional statistics collected during parameter-sensitivity testing of TM . The
X-axis for all plots represents the TM value used for an individual five-run experiment. The left
graph shows the average condition number for all shot frames. The upper-right graph displays
the average number of shots. The lower-right graph depicts the average number of frames per
shot. Each graph contains nine plotted lines of different color representing the first nine video
sequences from our ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
output, only distributed over more shots. Thus, more frames are being excluded from the final
shot segmentation output, and shots are successively shorter and more frequent. Considering the
results of Figures 3.36 and 3.38, we finalize the minimum number of feature matches at TM = 8.
Finally, utilizing optimized parameters (TH = 102400 and TM = 8), statistics for five-run
shot-segmentation experiments on each video in the ground-truth database are compiled in Table
3.9. Moreover, the results in this table were obtained using the BRIEF feature-extraction method
and a minimum-size shot constraint of 3. These statistics reveal that our segmentation method
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consistently produces high-accuracy results with all videos in the ground-truth database, with one
exception at 83.1% for Sequence C — the reason for this was previously discussed and pertains
to low-contrast dark frames. Standard-definition sequences repeatedly result in a minimal-size
shot set Ψ and are processed quickly. Note that except for Sequence H, all standard-definition
sequences require ≤ 3.3 seconds, on average, for processing. Similar to Sequence C, Sequence
H contains many low-contrast dark images that result in small feature-match sets between
consecutive frames. Depending on the number and length of these low-quality subsequences, this
scenario results in repeated feature-match attempts within a δ-frame neighborhood, substantially
increasing processing time. Unfortunately, high-definition endobronchial video sequences take
significantly more time to process, depending on the their frame size and low-quality frame
composition. As seen in Table 3.9, the increase in processing time is approximately an order of
magnitude (20x — 30x).
We conclude this section by portraying two examples of shot-segmentation results obtained
from endobronchial video sequences in the ground-truth database (Table 3.1). As the groundtruth video sequences are short in duration, most segment into a single shot containing all frames
in the respective sequence. However, Figure 3.39 portrays results for two lung-cancer patient
procedural videos, cases 20349.65 (Sequence C) and 20349.90 (Sequence I), that are ideal for
illustration purposes. Note that an optimized BRIEF feature-extraction method was employed
for processing case 20349.90 to decrease the number of segmented shots.
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Table 3.9: Shot-segmentation results for ground-truth endobronchial video sequences. For each
ground-truth sequence, shot segmentation was performed five times in order to compile the
following statistics: “Video Sequence” refers to the single-letter designation for each video in
Table 3.1, “Frame” equals the number of frames in the sequence, “# of Shots” specifies the
number of shots segmented from the input video, “Shot Length” is the average number of frames
contained in each shot, “Accuracy” refers to the percentage of all video frames labels (informative
/ uninformative) matching the ground truth, and “Segmentation Time” gives the total amount
of time required for shot segmentation. All results are given as the average value ± standard
deviation for the five-run experiment.
Video Sequence # Frames
A
144
B
333
C
167
D
226
E
132
F
197
G
257
286
H
I
342
J
225

3.5.3

# of Shots
1±0
1±0
2.2 ± 0.98
2±0
1±0
1±0
1±0
7.2 ± 0.40
9.8 ± 0.75
12.4 ± 1

Shot Length Accuracy (%) Segmentation Time (s)
143.8 ± 0.40 98.5 ± 0.28
2.6 ± 0.031
331.6 ± 1.74 97.5 ± 0.29
63.9 ± 0.47
78.5 ± 33.1
83.1 ± 2.5
3.3 ± 1.3
108.2 ± 0.68 92.8 ± 0.51
2.5 ± 0.060
132 ± 0
100 ± 0
0.86 ± 0.023
197 ± 0
98.5 ± 0
1.7 ± 0.016
257 ± 0
100 ± 0
2.1 ± 0.024
26.4 ± 1.3
95 ± 0.40
39.6 ± 1.8
20.6 ± 1.5
98.6 ± 0
61.3 ± 0.55
12.9 ± 0.65
90.1 ± 3.4
106 ± 4.1

Bronchoscope-Motion Analysis Tests

In this section we perform parameter-sensitivity testing on the motion-analysis phase of our
video-analysis approach. There are only two parameters that effect the output of motion analysis:
1. Forward-motion Threshold TF — For frame pairs with a distribution statistic (3.31)
below this value, the latter frame is considered to be the result of forward motion of the
bronchoscope.
2. Backward-motion Threshold TB — For frame pairs with a distribution statistic (3.31)
above this value, the latter frame is considered to be the result of backward motion of the
bronchoscope.
As described in Section 3.3, these thresholds are used to discriminate between three categories of
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(a) Case Study 20349.65 (Sequence C)

(b) Case Study 20349.90 (Sequence I)
Figure 3.39: Illustration of shot-segmentation results for human case studies 20349.65 and
20349.90 (Sequences C and I, respectively, in Table 3.1). The two sequences were segmented into
shots that are designated by surface color in both figures; i.e., green = shot 1, teal = shot 2,
blue = shot 3, and magenta = shot 4. Example frames are shown for all shots.
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bronchoscope motion: forward; backward; and hovering. To evaluate the accuracy of this assigned
motion, we calculate the percentage of correct motion labels as compared to our manually defined
ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
The first parameter under consideration is the backward-motion threshold TB . We experimentally established a testing range for this threshold starting at TB = 0.1 and ending at
TB = 8.0. For each value of TB , motion analysis was performed on identical shot-segmentation
output and motion labels were assigned for each segmented frame. After each experiment,
TB was incremented by 0.1 for the next iteration of testing. Additionally, any informative
frames in our ground-truth database that were excluded in bronchoscopic-shot segmentation
were automatically considered as an incorrect motion label. Figure 3.40 displays the average
accuracy of our generated motion labels and the corresponding total number of true positives
(correct motion labels as compared to the ground-truth database) over the tested range of TB .
As seen in this figure, there is a clear peak in the number of true-positive motion labels for all
ground-truth video sequences at a value of TB = 1.7.
Using the optimal (highest number of true positives from Figure 3.40) backward-motion
threshold of TB = 1.7, we now evaluate the forward-motion threshold TF . We experimentally
established a testing range for this threshold starting at TF = −0.1 and ending at TF = −8.0,
decrementing the value by 0.1 between each iteration of testing. For all values of TF we
used the same bronchoscopic-shot segmentation results and generated motion labels for each
segmented frame. Again, any informative frames from the ground-truth database not included
in bronchoscopic-shot segmentation were automatically considered an incorrect motion label.
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(a) Accuracy of motion-labels vs. TB

(b) Total number of true-positive motion labels vs. TB
Figure 3.40: Results of TB parameter-sensitivity testing. For both graphs (a and b), the X-axis
represents the backward-motion threshold TB value used for an individual experiment. In (a),
the Y -axis measures the accuracy of motion analysis for the ground-truth video sequences (the
first nine sequences from Table 3.1). In (b), the Y -axis measures the corresponding total number
of true-positive motion labels for all sequences.
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Figure 3.41 displays the average accuracy of our generated motion labels and the corresponding
total number of true positives (correct motion labels as compared to the ground-truth database)
over the tested range of TF . As seen in this figure, the number of true-positive motion labels
reaches a maximum for the ground-truth video sequences at a value of TF = −1.9.
From the results shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.41, reasonable accuracy was obtained for all
ground-truth video sequences using the optimal motion thresholds TB = 1.7 and TF = −1.9.
Note that motion-analysis timing statistics are negligible, requiring ≤ .61 seconds for all testing
sequences.

3.5.4

Keyframe-Selection Tests

In this section we perform parameter-sensitivity testing on the keyframe-selection phase of our
video-analysis method (Section 3.4). There are two parameters that significantly affect the
output by our method:
1. Maximum distance threshold TG — The maximum allowable distance between frames in our
initially selected keyframe sets {Φi }N
i=1 , with each set Φi corresponding to bronchoscopic
shot Si .
2. Redundancy threshold TR — The maximum value of our redundancy metric (3.41) for two
frames to be considered redundant. Redundancy is measured between all keyframe pairs
in initial keyframe set Φi .
In order to test these thresholds and judge the effectiveness of a given keyframe set, we measure the
surface area visible in the entire video sequence and the keyframe set. As previously mentioned,
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(a) accuracy of motion-labels vs. TF

(b) Total number of true-positive motion labels vs. TF
Figure 3.41: Results of TF parameter-sensitivity testing. For both graphs (a and b), the X-axis
represents the forward-motion threshold TF value used for an individual experiment. In (a), the
Y -axis measures the accuracy of motion analysis for the ground-truth video sequences (the first
nine sequences from Table 3.1). In (b), the Y -axis measures the corresponding total number of
true-positive motion labels.
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we manually registered the video sequences in our ground-truth database to CT-derived virtual
endoluminal surfaces. Registration was accomplished by adjusting the pose of a virtual camera
within the CT coordinate space so that both the displayed virtual endoluminal surface and
corresponding video frame in the given sequence were matched as well as possible (see examples
in Figure 3.24). By identifying the visible triangles in the rendered virtual surface mesh for
each CT-video frame pair — the virtual endoluminal surface and associated video frame — we
were able to calculate the surface area captured by each registered frame. The total surface
coverage for a given video sequence is then defined as the sum of surface areas contained in all
identified surface-mesh triangles for each frame in the video stream. To evaluate each parameter,
we calculate surface coverage of the output keyframe set and compare it to the total coverage of
the registered video sequence.
As a means of comparing the video coverages of V and Φ , we will consider a sequence
reconstruction error E (· , ·) defined as the set difference between the video coverages of the two
sequences; i.e.,
E (V, Φ) = KV − KΦ

(3.42)

where “−” represents set difference and KV and KΦ are the video coverages of sequences V and
Φ , respectively, per (3.7) [195, 208].
Figure 3.42 illustrates the use of surface coverage as a basis for judging keyframe-selection
effectiveness, portraying both example CT-video frame pairs and an extra-luminal view of a
CT-derived airway-tree model for Sequence A of Table 3.1. Note that, in this sequence, the
bronchoscope travels from the main carina to the distal end of the left main bronchus.
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(a) frame 0

(b) frame 75

(c) frame 143

(d)frame 0 - MC

(e) frame 75 - MC

(f) frame 143 - LMB

(g) Visible Surfaces

Figure 3.42: Illustration of total visible surface coverage for a registered endobronchial-video
sequence.In (a)-(c), the beginning, middle, and ending frames from endobronchial-video sequence
A (Table 3.1) are shown. Similarly, (d)-(f) show the virtual endoluminal surfaces that have been
manually registered to the frames in (a)-(c). Using the aligned virtual surfaces, we are able to
mark all visible surfaces captured in the registered video sequence. An extra-luminal view of a
CT-derived airway-tree model for this case is shown in (g) to display the total surface coverage —
green surfaces were visible on the associated video sequence, and red surfaces were not.
Although the calculation of the visible surface coverage shown in this figure is rather straightforward, there is a noticeable cause for concern. Because the endoluminal surfaces are virtual, any
part of the CT-derived model shown in Figure 3.42(d)-(f) is marked as part of the total visible
surface coverage. The associated real video frames displayed in Figure 3.42(a)-(c), however, do
not contain quality information past a certain depth with respect to the current location of the
camera within the phantom airway-tree model. There are numerous reasons for this lack of
information, such as material properties of the reflecting surface, geometry with respect to the
light source, and most notably the sharp attenuation of light within the phantom as a function
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of distance from the camera’s light source.
Anecdotally, we have found that, on average, for a given depth past the current location of the
camera, there is not enough light and/or resolution of recorded video to meaningfully include the
captured surface as part of the total visible surface coverage. For these reasons, we have decided
to place restrictions on the areas of registered endoluminal surfaces that we consider a part of
the total visible surface coverage. As a result of extracting the CT-derived airway-tree model,
there is an associated value for the diameter of the airway tree for any location within the model.
We experimentally determined that a depth of twice the current airway diameter reasonably
aligned with what we subjectively judged should be included in the total visible surface coverage.
Figure 3.43 is purposely almost identical to Figure 3.42, except that airway-diameter-based
depth limiting has been included in the calculation of the total visible surface coverage for the
endobronchial-video sequence.
There is a sharp contrast between the extra-luminal views shown in Figure 3.42(g) (no depth
limit) and Figure 3.43(g) (depth limited). The most apparent difference is the extent of the right
main bronchus (RMB) visible in Figure 3.42(g). One of the best views of the RMB recorded
during endobronchial-video sequence A is captured in frame 0 (Figures 3.42(a) and 3.43(a)). In
this view of the RMB, the bifurcation marking the beginning of the right upper-lobe bronchus
and right intermediate bronchus is barely visible in the distance (middle-left darker region of
the bottom half of frame 0). Although this bifurcation is visible, it is a low-quality dark region
of the image that is clearly at the boundary of what can be considered diagnostically-relevant
information. While Figure 3.43(g) reflects the lack of diagnostic-utility at this depth, Figure
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(a) frame 0

(b) frame 75

(c) frame 143

(d) frame 0 - MC

(e) frame 75 - MC

(f) frame 143 - LMB

(g) Visible Surfaces

Figure 3.43: Illustration of depth-limited visible surface coverage for the same registered
endobronchial-video sequence used in Figure 3.42. In (d)-(f), endoluminal surfaces are aligned as
in Figure 3.42(d)-(f), except that not all surfaces are included in the total visible surface coverage.
Green surfaces indicate inclusion in the visible surface coverage and red surfaces are not included
as they are past the depth threshold (twice the current airway diameter). An extra-luminal view
of the depth-limited total visible surface coverage is shown (g).
3.42(g) includes small sections of the right middle-lobe bronchus and right lower-lobe bronchus,
almost 3 airway generations deeper within the airway tree. A similar scenario exists for the
visible surface coverage in the left lung of the airway phantom, with Figure 3.42(g) including
several airway generations past what should be considered useful information recorded by the
video. By limiting the depth for inclusion in the visible surface coverage, we have a more realistic
data set by which to judge the quality of keyframe sets generated by our method.
As a final note on depth limiting, we additionally required that any view within the CTderived airway-tree model can not see surfaces past another view located more distally toward
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the airway-tree periphery. This constraint is needed due to the fact that the airway tree widens
just prior to a bifurcation. Thus, when using the depth-limiting rule of twice the current airway
diameter, a common occurrence is that a view near a bifurcation can see farther down an
associated daughter branch than a view just inside that respective branch.
In addition to depth limiting, we also pruned the visible surface coverage using a minimumvalue constraint on the luminance value of associated registered video frame. We experimentally
determined that luminance values less than 33 (8-bit value ranging from 0 to 255) were too
dark to be diagnostically relevant. Figure 3.44 demonstrates an example video frame with large
regions of low-contrast dark regions and the associated visible surface coverage with and without
a luminance constraint.
To better understand the relevance of the number of keyframes and surface coverage, we
further tested all sequences in the ground-truth database to determine the approximate best
surface coverage for a fixed number of keyframes. To accomplish this, we performed a series
of tests on each ground-truth sequence using a fixed number of keyframes. For these tests, we

(a) I27
(b) Visible Surface
(c) I92
(d) Visible Surface
V
V
Figure 3.44: Examples of luminance-constrained visible surface coverage for two frames of an
endobronchial video sequence from case study 20349.65 (Sequence C in Table 3.1). In (a) and (c),
two frames are displayed showing different degrees of dark content. The associated depth-limited
luminance-constrained visible surface meshes for each frame are shown in (b) and (d), respectively.
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experimentally determined a range of fixed keyframes from 1 to 35. For each value of fixed
keyframes, the following procedure is employed:
1. The current fixed number of keyframes is selected evenly throughout each ground-truth
video sequence from among all intra-shot frames.
2. The evenly-spread keyframe set serves as a starting point from which we iteratively search
for a set of final keyframes that maximizes surface-coverage area.
3. The iterative search begins with the first keyframe in the starting set. All frames within
the range from the previous keyframe to the next keyframe are tested. The frame that
maximizes surface coverage is chosen to replace the original keyframe from the starting set.
4. The remaining keyframes in the starting set are then successively tested in an identical
fashion.
5. If the starting keyframe set was modified (surface-coverage area increased), then testing is
repeated, using the modified keyframe set as the new starting set.
This process continues until no increase in surface-coverage area is found, resulting in the final
iterative-best keyframe set.
Figure 3.45 shows two plots for the iteratively-determined best surface coverage using a
range of fixed keyframes. This figure demonstrates that the video sequences in our groundtruth database are highly redundant. Because these sequences were recorded from a diverse
array of phantom and human procedures, it is reasonable to assume that endobronchial-video
sequences, in general, will show a similar level of redundancy. From Figure 3.45(a) we see that,
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(a) iterative-best coverage versus number of fixed keyframes

(b) iterative-best coverage versus percentage of total frames
Figure 3.45: Iterative-best surface coverage versus: (a) a fixed number of keyframes; and (b) a
fixed number of keyframes as a percentage of total frames in the corresponding video sequence.
Each plot contains ten plotted lines of different color representing all video sequences from our
ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
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independent of the specific video sequence, ≥ 95% of the visible surface coverage is captured by
a set of ≥ 11 iteratively-chosen keyframes. To more precisely quantify this redundancy, Figure
3.45(b) normalizes the data from Figure 3.45(a) in terms of the percentage of total frames for
each video sequence. As seen in this figure, we can infer that ≥ 95% of the visible surfaces
captured by the ground-truth endobronchial-video sequences can be summarized by ≤ 10%
of the total frames. Thus, the quantified redundancy demonstrated in Figure 3.45(b) is an
empirically-derived reasonable expectation for the output of the keyframe-selection phase of our
video-analysis approach.
Now that we have established a framework for evaluating keyframe selection and a reasonable
expectation to fine-tune our method towards, parameter-sensitivity testing begins with the
maximum-distance threshold TG . This threshold represents the maximum allowable distance,
in frames, between two sequential keyframes in an initial keyframe set Φi . We experimentally
established a testing range from TG = 1 to TG = 35. At each value of TG , keyframe selection was
performed, with TG incremented by 1 between testing iterations. For each test, the following
statistics were recorded: 1) size of the initial keyframe set; and 2) surface coverage of the initial
keyframe set.
Figure 3.46 illustrates results from testing of the ground-truth video sequences, showing that
the maximum-distance threshold effects both the size and surface-coverage area of initial keyframe
sets within the range from TG = 1 to TG = 32. At the trivial value of TG = 1, every frame in the
video sequence is added to the initial keyframe set, resulting in 100% surface coverage for each
video sequence. At values of TG ≥ 32 frames, the keyframe-selection method, without enforcing
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(a) Number of keyframes versus Maximum-Distance Threshold TG

(b) Keyframe surface coverage versus Maximum-Distance Threshold TG
Figure 3.46: TG threshold-testing results. For both plots the X-axis represents the testing range
of TG , the maximum distance, in frames, between keyframes in the initial set. In (a), the Y -axis
measures the size of the initial keyframe sets. In (b), the Y -axis measures the surface-area
coverage of the initial keyframe sets. Each plotted line is a result from one of the ten video
sequences in our ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
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a maximum distance between frames, always chooses keyframes that are ≤ 32 frames apart for
all ground-truth sequences. As the maximum distance rises from TG = 1 to TG = 32, the surface
coverage percentages drop from 100% down to ≥ 89.4% for all tested sequences. At a value of
TG = 5, all initial keyframe sets measure visible surface coverage ≥ 94.9% of the total coverage
for the respective sequence. As this value closely matches our previously-specified reasonable
expectation of ≥ 95% surface coverage, we use TG = 5 as the final parameter value for the
maximum-distance threshold.
The final testing parameter for keyframe selection is the redundancy threshold TR . This
threshold is the maximum value (per Eq. 3.41) at which one frame is considered redundant when
compared to another frame. Thus, as described in Section 3.4, one of the redundant frames
is removed from the final keyframe set. We experimentally determined a testing range from
TR = 1.0 to TR = 351.0. At each testing value of TR , keyframe selection was performed seven
times to account for randomness. TR was incremented by 10.0 between testing iterations. For
each test we recorded the number of final keyframes output by our method, as well as the surface
coverage for that set of frames.
Figure 3.47 displays plots of the average values of the TR -testing results, showing two correlated
trends. First, as TR is increased, fewer keyframes (Figure 3.47a), in general, are output by our
method. Second, as the average number of keyframes decrease, the average surface coverage
of the keyframe set also decreases. Toward the lower-end of the redundancy-threshold testing
range, TR = 1.0 through TR = 51.0, the average surface coverage (Figure 3.47b) gradually and
monotonically decreases as TR increases. As the redundancy threshold increases past TR ≥ 51.0,
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(a) Average number of final keyframes versus redundancy threshold TR

(b) Average keyframe surface coverage versus redundancy threshold TR
Figure 3.47: TR threshold-testing results. For both plots the X-axis represents the testing range
of the redundancy threshold TR . In (a), the average size of the final keyframe sets versus TR is
shown. The corresponding average surface coverage is shown in (b). Each plotted line is a result
from one of the ten video sequences in our ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
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we see that a general decreasing trend is still present, but that the output is dominated by
random fluctuations due to the use of RANSAC in our frame-matching method. From Figures
3.47a and 3.47b, notice that at a value of TR = 41.0, the average final keyframe surface coverage
measures ≥ 85.6% using ≤ 38.3% of the total number of frames in the respective video sequence.
Although these values are far from our previously-derived reasonable expectation, the overall
averages, when considering the entire ground-truth database, are not. More specifically, the
average number of final keyframes for all 2309 ground-truth video frames is 7.2%, or about 166
frames. Furthermore, the average surface coverage for all ten ground-truth video sequences is on
the order of 91.9%. As these averages are close to the reasonable expectation, we use TR = 41.0
as the final parameter value for the redundancy threshold.

3.5.5

Repeatability and Robustness

Because RANSAC introduces a stochastic element into our video-analysis method, various data
from shot segmentation and keyframe selection may exhibit fluctuations between different runs
of video processing. For this reason, we performed two tests to evaluate the reproducibility
and robustness of our method. First, results for six trials on video sequence A (Table 3.1)
are summarized below in Table 3.10. Second, six video-processing runs were executed on the
endobronchial video sequence recorded during human case study 20349.65 (the same sequence
using for image-feature extraction tests in Section 3.5.1).
Video sequence A (Table 3.1) was recorded under highly controlled conditions in a phantom
airway-tree model. All frames in this sequence are of relatively high quality, with some sporadic
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motion blur during bronchoscope movement. As expected, the results in Table 3.10 show that
the same keyframes are consistently chosen, with exceptions being tightly clustered in narrow
time windows. Additionally, every trial run results in exactly one shot that includes all 144 input
video frames. Moreover, an average of 12 ± 1.3 keyframes is selected from the video over all runs,
yielding an abstraction ratio from (3.5) of 0.08. This abstraction ratio implies a 92% reduction
in the number of video frames required to summarize this sequence.
The endobronchial video sequence from human case study 20349.65 provides a more comprehensive testing scenario for our method. The video is approximately 42 seconds in duration (29.97
fps), and comprised of 1268 frames. The recording begins in the MC and traverses to the distal
end of the right middle-lobe bronchus, including several subsequences of poor lighting conditions
and obstructed views. Six video-processing trials were performed on the video sequence, resulting
in an average of 75.5 ± 4.9 keyframes selected and abstraction ratio of 0.06. To evaluate the
repeatability of keyframe selection, we constructed a 1D array consisting of all selected keyframe
Table 3.10: Reproducibility of video-parsing method on an endobronchial video sequence from a
phantom human airway-tree model over six trials (sequence A, Table 3.1). “Run” denotes the
trial number, “# of Shots” specifies the number of shots segmented from the input video, “Shot
Length” is the average number of frames contained in each shot, “% Matched” refers to the
percentage of all video frames included in a shot, “# of Keyframes” gives the number of selected
keyframes, and “KeyFrame Indexes” lists the frame indexes for all output keyframes. Note that
video-frame indexes for these results start at zero instead of one.
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6

# of Shot
%
# of
Keyframe Indexes
Shots Length Matched Keyframes
1
144
100
13
0 8 16 25 36 58 75 81 92 103 119 130 140
1
144
100
10
0 16 36 75 86 92 103 119 125 143
1
144
100
11
0 16 36 58 75 86 92 103 119 127 140
1
144
100
12
0 5 16 25 36 58 75 86 103 119 130 140
1
144
100
14
0 16 25 33 58 75 86 92 103 119 125 131 136 143
1
144
100
12
0 6 16 36 58 75 80 92 110 119 127 140
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Figure 3.48: Results from six processing trials on the endobronchial video sequence recorded
during human case study 20349.65. Estimated Gaussian probability distributions are shown from
K-means clustering of keyframe indexes from all trials. The X-axis represents the frame number
of the input video sequence. The straight vertical stems with an amplitude on one represent
keyframes that were selected for all six trial processing runs. The remaining distributions are
fitted Gaussian PDFs about the mean and standard deviation for each cluster.
indexes, with multiple entries for each index determined by the number of times each was selected
over the six runs. Next, K-means clustering was performed on the constructed array with K = 75,
the truncated-integer value of the average number of selected keyframes. Finally, a Gaussian
probability distribution was estimated for each of the K clusters, illustrated in Figure 3.48.
The results from both experiments in this section show that our method consistently selects
similar keyframes that span the entire input video sequence, whether in controlled phantom
experiments or real-world bronchoscopy scenarios. Many keyframes indexes are repeatedly
selected over multiple processing trials, with the remaining keyframes chosen from narrow time
windows, as shown from the distributions in Figure 3.48.

3.5.6

Comparison to Other Methods

In this section we compare the results of our optimized video-analysis method to several alternative
methods:
1. Random Sampling — Random selection of keyframes from a video sequence.
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2. Uniform Sampling — Keyframes are selected uniformly (constant distance / spacing
between keyframes) throughout an input endobronchial-video sequence.
3. ORB-based bronchoscopic-keyframe selection — A recent method in the literature is
implemented and used to generate keyframes from an input video sequence [40].
To evaluate our video-analysis methods with regards to alternative methods, video sequences
from four lung-cancer procedures were processed. These sequences are summarized below in
Table 3.11, and are substantially longer than the videos in the ground-truth database (Table 3.1).
Table 3.11: Details for endobronchial video sequences recorded during four lung-cancer patient
procedures. “Case Study” is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study,
“Description” denotes the airway-tree branches traversed during the sequence (MC = main carina,
RMB = right main bronchus, RLLB = right lower-lobe broncus, RMLB = right middle-lobe
bronchus, RIB = right intermediate broncus, LMB = left main bronchus, LULB = left upper-lobe
bronchus, LSDB = left superior-division bronchus, LLB = left lingular bronchus, and RULB
= right upper-lobe bronchus), “Frame” equals the number of frames in the sequence, “FPS”
specifies the rate (frames per second) at which the video sequence is played, “Dimensions” gives
the width and height of all frames in the sequence, and “Endoluminal Region” gives the actual
dimensions of the visible endoluminal region from each frame after distortion correction.
Case
Study
20349.65

Description

MC, RMB, RIB,
RLLB, RMLB
20349.66
MC, RMB, RIB,
RLLB, RMLB
Right B4 (lateral),
Right B5 (medial)
20349.75
MC, LMB, LULB, LSDB,
Left B3 (anterior), LLB
20349.91
MC, RMB, RULB, RIB,
RLLB, RMLB
Right B8 (anterior basal),
Right B7 (medial basal),
Right B6 (superior lower lobe),
LMB, LLLB,
Left B6 (superior lower lobe),
LULB, LLB, LSDB

Frames FPS Dimensions Endoluminal Region
1268

29.97 640 × 480

424 × 446

6734

29.97 640 × 480

428 × 446

7457

29.97 720 × 480

428 × 446

8844

29.97 1920×1080

809 × 824
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The reason for this is that we expect similar performance from all methods on short-duration
videos, due to the large amount of redundancy in endobronchial video sequences — demonstrated
through the iterative-best surface-coverage tests in Section 3.5.4. Although redundancy will also
make comparisons difficult with longer sequences of real-world data, differences between methods
should become more apparent.
We applied our video-analysis approach to the sequences in Table 3.11 and compiled associated
statistics in Table 3.12. Additionally, Figure 3.49 displays graphical shot-segmentation results
for each sequence. Note that processing of each video utilized the optimized SURF feature
extractor and BRIEF descriptor, as describe in Section 3.5.1. Additionally, the minimum-size
shot parameter was set to 15, in order to decrease the number of small shots in the segmentation
output. From these results, we see that video sequences from cases 20349.66 and 20349.75 show a
low percentage of total segmented frames, 77.1% and 73.3%, respectively. Both sequences contain
a large amount of uninformative frames due to obstructed views by various real-world scenarios,
Table 3.12: Video-analysis details for the video sequences of Table 3.11. Video analysis was
performed five times for each video sequence, and the following statistics collected: “Case Study”
is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study, “Keyframes” equals the
number of selected keyframes, “# of Shots” denotes the number of segmented shots, “Frames /
Shot” specifies the average number of frames in each shot, “% Matched” gives the percentage of
input video frames included in segmented shots, “Video Abstraction Ratio” is the result of (3.5),
and “% Surface Coverage” represents the percentage of the derived surface mesh covered by the
keyframe set. All results are formatted as: average value ± standard deviation.
Case
Study
20349.65
20349.66
20349.75
20349.91

Keyframes # of Shots Matched
(%)

Video
Surface
Total Time
Abstraction Coverage (%) (min)
Ratio
48.6 ± 3.4 2 ± .63 99.4 ± .19 .038 ± .0027 86.1 ± 5.3 11.4 ± 2.3
212 ± 7.6 21.2 ± 1.3 65.2 ± .43 .031 ± .0011 93.6 ± .56 45.2 ± 1.7
328 ± 16 27.4 ± 3.5 71.30 ± .61 .044 ± .0022 91.3 ± 2.4 60.1 ± 1.5
667 ± 0
41 ± 0
81.9 ± 0
.075 ± .0
93.1 ± 0
92.6 ± 0
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(a) Case 20349.65

(b) Case 20349.66

(c) Case 20349.75

(d) Case 20349.91
Figure 3.49: Shot-segmentation results for the sequences of Table 3.11.
such as mucus and orientation of the bronchoscope toward airway walls. Additionally, a bronchial
alveolar lavage (BAL) was performed in both cases: 20349.66) spanning frames 1940 to 4200
(75.4 seconds); and 20349.75) lasting from frame 2100 to 3600 (50.1 seconds). One strength of our
method is the exclusion of many of these subsequences from the final shot-segmentation results.
Figure 3.50 shows example frames from uninformative subsequences that were excluded from
shot segmentation. The remaining videos from cases 20349.65 and 20349.91 are comparatively
composed of less uninformative frames, including 99.2% and 86.4% of the total frames for each
sequence, respectively. Indeed, case 20349.65 contains mostly clear and unobstructed views.
Moreover, the bronchoscope is maneuvered slowly within the lungs, allowing the entire video to
be segmented in one shot.
An additional comment on case 20349.65 is that it represents a potentially negative result
from using the optimized SURF and BRIEF feature-extraction method. Due to segmentation
resulting in a single shot, all keyframes are compared against each other in order to remove
redundancy. While this results in a comprehensive and minimal set of keyframes, the resulting
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(a) Frame 1496

(b) Frames 2361, 2801, and 2914 (left to right)

(c) Frame 1823
(d) Frames 2378, 2803, and 2806 (left to right)
Figure 3.50: Example frames from uninformative video subsequences. In (a) and (c), two
relatively unobstructed views are displayed: (a) the bronchoscope located in the right B5 (medial)
bronchus prior to a BAL (case 20349.66); and (c) the bronchoscope located in the left B3 (anterior)
bronchus prior to a BAL (case 20349.75). In (b) and (d), the same respective location within the
airway tree is displayed, but the view has become obstructed and the frames have been excluded
from the final shot-segmentation results.
surface coverage is approximately 6% less than when using a default-parameter SURF and
BRIEF that resulted in an increased selection of 65 keyframes. This result should be kept in
perspective, however, as the default-parameter combination yielded twice as many keyframes,
effectively doubling the video-abstraction ratio. Furthermore, common behavior of our method
produces multiple shots for typical real-world bronchoscopy video sequences.
Now that the four lung-cancer patient procedure videos from Table 3.11 have been analyzed
with our video-analysis approach, we continue by comparing these results to the keyframe output
of three alternative methods: random sampling, uniform sampling, and an ORB-based method.
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For random and uniform sampling, a similar number of keyframes were selected, as compared to
the results of Table 3.12. With regards to the ORB-based method, the number of keyframes
depends on the width of a sliding-window integrated into their approach. Thus, we tested values
of the sliding window from 3 to 10 frames and selected values that produced a comparable number
of keyframes to our method. Additionally, for random sampling, ten trials were performed in
order to measure various statistics related to the stability of its output. For uniform sampling
and the ORB-based method, only 1 trial is required, as both methods are deterministic. Results
from each method are compiled in Table 3.13.
We further tested random and uniform sampling over a range of 16 keyframes about the
number of keyframes used in Table 3.13. This test was used to determine whether the behavior of
each method varied significantly with small changes in the number of keyframes selected. Figure
Table 3.13: Keyframe-selection results for the video sequences of Table 3.11, using three alternative
methods. ‘Method" refers to the parsing method used, “J” equals the number of selected
keyframes, “Λ" is the video abstraction ratio (3.5), and “% Surface Coverage” represents the
percentage of the derived surface mesh covered by the keyframe set.
Case Study
20349.65

20349.91

20349.66

20349.75

Method
Random
Uniform
ORB-based
ORB-based
Random
Uniform
ORB-based
ORB-based
Random
Uniform
ORB-based
ORB-based
Random
Uniform
ORB-based
ORB-based

J
56
56
37
52
773
773
564
908
284
284
214
319
395
395
275
383
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Λ
.044
.044
.029
.041
.087
.087
.064
.103
.042
.042
.032
.047
.053
.053
.037
.051

% Surface Coverage
80.4 ± 4.4
82.6
76.4
77.8
91.1 ± .7
93.6
84.3
91.3
91.5 ± 1.4
92.4
91.3
93.4
80.8 ± 3.2
82.1
75.9
83.7

3.51 shows three plots for each of the four analyzed endobronchial video sequences. As seen in
this figure, both methods yield similar results as compared to Table 3.13. Note that random
sampling showed a significant range of surface coverage for each tested number of keyframes,
while uniform sampling was relatively constant.
From the results of Table 3.13 and Figure 3.51, our video-analysis approach performed
best with regards to surface coverage in all tests except one. The exception is found in case

(a) 20349.65

(b) 20349.66

(c) 20349.75

(d) 20349.91

Figure 3.51: Additional surface-coverage results from random and uniform sampling. The x-axis
for each plot displays the number of selected keyframes, and the y-axis equals the percentage of
visible surface coverage by the keyframe set. Additionally, each row displays data as follows: (top
row) box and whisker plots showing the minimum, maximum, mean, and lower and upper quartile
values from ten trials of random keyframe sampling; (middle row) average surface coverage of
random keyframe sets, with ± standard deviation; and (bottom row) average keyframe surface
coverage of uniform sampling.
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20349.65, with the uniform-sampling keyframe set covering 93.6% of the visible surface coverage,
as compared to our method covering 93.1%. This result is not surprising, given that the
associated video sequence is almost entirely composed of clear and unobstructed views of the
endoluminal airway surfaces. Moreover, bronchoscope movement was consistently slow and
uniform throughout the sequence. Despite the composition of this sequence, uniform sampling
only covered an additional 0.5% of the visible surfaces, and resulted in no intelligent selection of
keyframes. Due to the highly redundant nature of endobronchial video, this is to be expected in
scenarios similar to that of the video for 20349.91.
To further compare all methods, we constructed keyframe surface-coverage illustrations
for each case in Table 3.11. First, Figure 3.52 displays the airway locations traversed by the
bronchoscope in each case, as well as the total visible surface coverage of all registered frames in
each endobronchial video sequence. Then, Figure 3.53 portrays the keyframe surface coverage for
each sequence using all four keyframe-selection methods. As seen in this figure, our method shows
more complete coverage of the visible surfaces captured on each recorded sequence, especially
toward the distal ends of peripheral airway bronchi. Moreover, our method intelligently selects
keyframes based on video parsing and subsequent motion analysis, providing a comprehensive
summarization of each video sequence and enabling effective abstraction.
We conclude this section with a discussion on uninformative and redundant frames still
present in final keyframe sets. We evaluated the four keyframe sets generated from case 20349.66
using the four selection methods discussed in this section (i.e., random, uniform, ORB-based,
and our video-parsing approach). To do this, we selected one video-processing trial for our
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(a) 20349.65

(b) 20349.66

(c) 20349.75

(d) 20349.91

Figure 3.52: Video coverages for the sequences of Table 3.11. Screen captures from the Surface
Mapper are shown in (a) and (b), with video coverage indicated by color (red = unobserved
region, green = observed region).
video-parsing method and performed comparable keyframe-selection with the three alternative
methods. Next, we manually assessed whether each keyframe in all four keyframe sets had a
reasonably clear and unobstructed view of the endoluminal airway surfaces. If a keyframe did
not meet these criteria, we removed it from the respective keyframe set. Otherwise, the keyframe
under consideration remained in the set Φ associated with each method. Table 3.14 contains the
results of manually reviewing the four final keyframe sets. Additionally, Figure 3.54 shows the
associated keyframe surface coverage for each method.
As seen in the results of Table 3.14, the keyframe set for three methods (i.e., our video-parsing
approach, random selection, and uniform selection) was reduced by approximately one half.
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(a) Case Study 20349.65

(b) Case Study 20349.66

(c) Case Study 20349.75

(d) Case Study 20349.91
Figure 3.53: Surface-coverage comparisons of keyframe sets resulting from processing of the
endobronchial sequences from Table 3.11. Each row shows surface-coverage results from four
keyframe-selection methods, from left to right: random selection, uniform selection, ORB-based
method, and our video-analysis approach.
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Table 3.14: Results for manual assessment of four keyframe sets generated from case 20349.66.
“Method” identifies the keyframe-selection method used for testing, “Original # of Keyframes”
equals the number of keyframes generated for each method, “Final # of Keyframes” gives the
number of remaining keyframes after manually assessing each set, and “% Surface Coverage”
represents the percentage of the derived surface mesh covered by the reduced keyframe set.
Method
Ours
Random
Uniform
ORB-Based

Original # of
Keyframes
206
206
206
214

Final # of
Keyframes
112
117
119
199

% Surface
Coverage
92.2%
88.8%
90.5%
90.7%

Notably, the ORB-based method of Schoeffman et al. was comprised of mostly informative
keyframes [40]. Furthermore, the surface coverage for each method using the reduced keyframe
sets is on par with the results of Tables 3.12 and 3.13. This comparable surface coverage indicates
that the removed frames are either redundant or uninformative and do not contribute to the
respective keyframe set’s summarization of the input video sequence. The important conclusion
from this test is that, although our video-parsing method performs well with regards to keyframe
selection and surface coverage, its resulting keyframe sets still contain a large degree of redundant
and/or uninformative keyframes. As we discuss in Chapter 6, future work should focus on further
elimination of redundant and/or uninformative frames from the final keyframe set.
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(a) 117 random keyframes

(b) 119 uniform keyframes

(c) 199 Schoeffman-method keyframes

(d) 112 Keyframes from our method

Figure 3.54: Surface-coverage of manually reviewed keyframe sets from the case 20349.66
endobronchial video sequence, using four selection methods: (a) 88.8% coverage by 117 randomly
selected keyframes; (b) 90.5% coverage by 119 uniformly selected keyframes; (c) 90.7% coverage
by 119 keyframes selected by the method by Schoeffman et al.; and (d) 92.2% coverage by 112
keyframes selected using our video-analysis approach.
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Chapter

4

CT-Video Fusion
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, we have taken a significant step forward in analyzing
endobronchial video for the purpose of efficient browsing and retrieval. A critical component
still missing in the clinical workflow for bronchoscopy is a means to correlate summarized video
content to a patient’s preoperative chest CT scan (Figure 4.1).
By knowing the approximate locations of observed airway surfaces, patient information may

Figure 4.1: The real and virtual data sources illustrating the top-level goal of correlating the
video and CT (Adapted from Cornish et al. [209]).
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be utilized more effectively by linking various data from prior procedures into a single multimodal
resource. For cases involving multiple bronchoscopies, the fused data source has the potential to
improve preoperative procedure planning for successive bronchoscopies, as well as more precisely
track diagnostic regions of interest over time. Even the medical efficacy of individual procedures
may be improved by giving physicians the ability to quickly review postoperative summaries that
include vivid detail of endoluminal surfaces taken directly from recorded endobronchial video
and mapped onto an interactive 3D model.
As seen in Figure 4.1, the physical space of a patient’s chest serves as the foundation for a
real space captured by an endobronchial video stream V and a virtual space derived from a 3D
CT chest scan ICT . With regards to V, our method of Chapter 3 is used to parse the video into
endoscopic shot set Ψ (3.8) and keyframe set Φ (3.3). The set of shots and keyframes provide a
substantially reduced basis for relating the video’s local bronchoscope camera coordinate system
to the CT scan’s 3D global space of the lungs. With regards to ICT , we utilize state-of-the-art
CT scanners at The Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center to reconstruct a patient’s
preoperative chest scan to a high-resolution image volume comprised of approximately 500 2D
transverse-plane sections, with spatial resolutions on the order of 0.5-1.0 mm in the x, y, and z
dimensions [2, 75]. As discussed in Section 4.1, additional processing of ICT produces a CT-video
chest model that combines a CT-based airway-tree model and the video parsing output.
This chapter continues our work toward effective endobronchial video summarization and
abstraction. A theoretical framework and accompanying algorithms are outlined for registering
an endobronchial video stream to an associated chest CT scan. The algorithms provide a
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comprehensive mechanism for fusing the video to CT-derived virtual endoluminal surfaces and
enabling the construction of a multimodal CT-video chest model.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the CT-video
chest model that is comprised of all derived registration and video-parsing data. Section 4.2
details a semi-automatic registration method, employing both interactive CT-video alignment and
subsequent automatic frame-to-frame 3D-to-2D pose estimation. Additionally, we demonstrate
construction of the bronchoscopy path history (BPH), a temporal and positional summary of a
bronchoscope’s traversal through a patient’s airways during live bronchoscopy. Section 4.3 then
discusses our approach to CT-video mapping and creating 3D spatial linkages for associated
surfaces captured on endobronchial video to surfaces on an airway-tree model. Finally, Section
4.4 presents testing results and demonstrates our methods using a series of procedural video
sequences derived from phantom and lung-cancer patients.

4.1

CT-Video Chest Model

The CT-video chest model combines all linkages between the video and CT into a single
multimodal data structure. To begin, the framework for the chest model is an airway-tree model
extracted from a preoperative chest CT scan ICT using well-established automatic methods
developed previously by our group [13, 64, 202, 210–214]. In particular, the model is constructed
as follows:
1. ICT is analyzed via the method of Graham et al. to segment all visible airway lumen voxels
from the CT chest scan [210]. This results in a segmented airway-tree image IS .
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2. A high-resolution sub-voxel polygon mesh M is created via the method proposed by Gibbs
et al. [202]. In particular, the method applies the standard marching-cubes algorithm to
a likelihood image IL constructed from two derivatives of IS [214]: II , containing voxels
corresponding to strong airway-wall support, and IT , consisting of voxels associated with
weak airway wall support. This gives a smooth surface mesh M modeling the airways
contained in the segmented image IS and original scan ICT .
3. From surface mesh M, the method of Yu et al. defines airway centerlines that delineate
virtual-bronchoscopic trajectories through the lung airways. This gives an airway tree T comprised of a set of paths P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pN } , a set of branches B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bM } ,
and a set of view sites Vs = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vL } , where N , M , and L , are integers ≥ 1
[64, 71, 75, 213, 215]. Moreover, geometric measurements of the airway centerlines yield,
among other data, cross-sectional diameters for all view sites Vs within tree T [212].
Thus, the overall CT-based chest model consists of the 3D airway-tree segmentation IS , airway
surface mesh M , and airway trajectory model T = {P , B , Vs } . Figure 4.2 illustrates the
components of the CT-based airway-tree model. Per Figure 4.2(c), the airway centerlines are
composed of view sites spanning the lung airways. From the figure, there are L = 32 view sites and
Vs = {v1 , . . . , v32 }. Branches are collections of view sites in between airway bifurcations such
that the start of one branch (except the root branch in the trachea) always contains the terminal
view site of its parent branch. Figure 4.2(c) shows M = 11 branches and B = {b1 , . . . , b11 };
e.g., b1 = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 }, b5 = {v14 , v15 , v16 }, etc. Paths are collections of branches
that always start with b1 in the trachea and end with a terminating branch in the lung periphery.
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(a) segmented airway tree IS

(b) airway surfaces and centerlines

(c) simplified airway-tree model with labeled view sites and branches
Figure 4.2: Components of the CT-based airway-tree model (case 21405.3a). (a) The binary
mask image IS is comprised of all lumen voxels (green) segmented from ICT . (b) Airway surfaces
(tan) rendered from surface mesh M, subsequently derived airway centerlines (red), and an
example path p1 (blue). (c) Illustrative example diagram of the view sites Vs and branches B
derived from centerline analysis.
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Of the N = 6 possible paths in Figure 4.2(c), one example is p1 = {b1 , b2 , b3 }. An example
path for an actual lung-cancer patient case study is highlighted in blue in Figure 4.2(b). Finally,
the tree structure derived from airway centerline analysis is comprised of all paths, branches,
and view sites; i.e., T = {P , B , Vs }.
Our complete CT-video chest model next augments the fundamental CT-based chest model
above with four components:
1. The set of trajectories Θ per Chapter 3 associated with sequence V relative to the CT-based
chest model.
2. The BPH, a data structure summarizing the bronchoscope’s exploration of the airway tree
during the procedure captured by V.
3. Data structures SV and SM that bi-directionally link the surfaces captured by V to surface
mesh M .
4. Multi-frame texture map MV , a surface mesh textured with real endoluminal views selected
from V.
Figure 4.3 gives a top-level overview of the CT-video chest model for a phantom airway-tree
recording and associated CT chest scan. First, the set of trajectories Θ is constructed by
registering all intra-shot frames constituting shots in shot set Ψ to the global space of the
CT image volume via a semi-automatic method (Section 4.2). From the correlated positional
information contained in Θ between V and ICT , the BPH is defined from keyframe set Φ in two
parts: 1) BPHP , the sub-tree of T comprising all view site locations traversed by a bronchoscope
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during the recorded procedure; and 2) BPHT , an ordered set of view sites capturing the temporal
sequence of events during the procedure (Section 4.2). Next, as discussed in Section 4.3, spatial
linkages SV and SM are computed. For each triangle of M visible in the intra-shot frames
constituting Ψ, SV contains a record of all frames in which the respective triangle is visible.
Conversely, SM records all visible triangles of M associated with each intra-shot frame of V.
From SM , a labeling process assigns the best keyframes in Φ to each visible triangle of M . As
described in Section 4.3, these labels are utilized to map endoluminal views taken directly from
video sequence V onto the CT-derived surface mesh M, enabling rendering of novel views of the
airway tree from anywhere within the lung airways.
In summary, drawing upon video-parsing output per our method of Chapter 3, CT-video
registration data (Section 4.2), and CT-video fusion information (Section 4.3), the following
components comprise the CT-video chest model:
1. Video-parsing output comprising:
(a) Shot set Ψ = {Si , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N } per (3.8)
(b) Bronchoscope motion profile {(Qi , Mi , Ei ) , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N } per (3.9)
φ

(c) Keyframe set Φ = {IVj , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J} per (3.3)
2. A CT-derived airway-tree model containing:
(a) Airway centerlines comprising the tree structure T = {P , B , Vs }
(b) An endoluminal surface mesh M
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(a) bronchoscopy path history illustration (positional only)

(b) novel extraluminal (left) and endoluminal (right) renderings of
the chest model after multi-frame texture mapping
Figure 4.3: Visualization example of the CT-Video Chest Model (case 20349.48). (a) A CT-based
airway-tree model is shown in the center of the image. Five keyframe locations are marked
within the airway tree as green rectangles. A bronchoscopic video frame (left) and CT-derived
endoluminal rendering (right) are associated with each keyframe location (indicated via arrows).
The BPH positional summary BPHP is shown in magenta. (Note that the BPH also contains
temporal information (BPHT ) not shown here.) (b) Two novel views of the texture-mapped
CT-based airway-tree model.
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3. The registered bronchoscope trajectory Θ = {θk , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K} per (3.12) and
Section 4.2.
4. The bronchoscopy path history (BPH) consisting of:
(a) The sub-tree BPHP of T traversed by the bronchoscope during a procedure
(b) A temporally ordered set of view sites BPHT summarizing bronchoscope exploration
of a patient’s airway tree
5. Positional-correspondence data SV and SM linking the CT surfaces to video surfaces
(Section 4.3).
6. A multi-frame texture map MV epitomizing the surfaces captured by V and mapping
them onto surface mesh M (Section 4.3).
Given the overall CT-video chest model, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 detail all methods for deriving
its components. Moreover, the use of these methods as they are incorporated in a comprehensive
video-analysis system is detailed in Chapter 5.

4.2

Semi-Automatic CT-Video Registration

In this section we present a semi-automatic method to correlate an endobronchial video recording
V to the associated preoperative 3D CT chest scan ICT . To register an entire video sequence, we
revisit the local and global coordinate spaces illustrated in Figure 3.5. As previously discussed,
the bronchoscope trajectory Θ (3.12) is a collection of poses θk for each frame IkV ∈ V . Moreover,
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each pose θk within the global patient-oriented coordinate system (Figure 3.5b) entails both a
rotation Rθk (3.17) and translation Tθk (3.16). However, given V , Θ is initially unknown. One
way to derive Θ is to register frames in V to the global CT space.
To this end, consider the incremental pose change ∆θk , where

∆θk = [ α β

γ

tX

tZ ]T

tY

(4.1)

between successive video frames IkV and Ik+1
V . Moreover, if θk is known and an accurate estimate
of ∆θk between IkV and Ik+1
is available, then Rθk+1 and Tθk+1 are calculated per (3.18) and
V
(3.19). Pose θk+1 can then be recovered in two steps: 1) Euler angles (α , β , γ) are calculated
from Rθk+1 [216, 217]; and 2) translation components (tX , tY , tZ ) are taken directly from Tθk+1 .
If we denote the estimated rotation matrix Rθk+1 as


Rθk+1



r11 r12 r13



= r21 r22 r23 
 ,
r31 r32 r33

(4.2)

then
α = tan−1 (
β = tan−1 ( q

r32
),
r33

−r31
2
2
r32
+ r33

(4.3)

),

(4.4)

and
γ = tan−1 (
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r21
).
r11

(4.5)

Thus, given a known starting pose θk within the global CT coordinate space corresponding to
frame IkV and accurate incremental pose estimates between all remaining successive frames in V,
it is possible to recover Θ and register V to ICT . The goal then is to compute the incremental
poses via registration.
To find a closed-form solution for estimating the incremental pose between successive frames
(IkV , Ik+1
V ), we formulate the inverse problem to the scenario depicted in Figure 4.4 [218]. The
illustrated scenario demonstrates the 2D motion of a 3D point projected onto a camera’s image
plane as a result of known incremental 3D motion (R∆θ , T∆θ ) of the bronchoscope. In the
inverse problem, the unknown 3D motion between IkV and Ik+1
is estimated from known 2D
V
motion across the image plane and a 3D point set from one video frame. With regards to the 2D

Figure 4.4: Illustration of 2D motion of a pixel (x , y) due to small 3D movement ∆θ of the
bronchoscope. In the bronchoscope’s frame of reference, a 3D point P gets rotated by Euler angles
0
(α , β , γ) and translated by (tX , tY , tZ ) to a 3D point P . This 3D motion results in 2D motion
0
0
0
of the image of P given by (x , y) to the image of P given by (x , y ) in the bronchoscope’s
image plane (square box in figure). Figure is reproduced and modified, with permission, from
Rai et al. [87].
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motion across the image plane, the shot segmentation method presented in Section 3.2 provides
feature-match sets (Xk , Xk+1 ) between successive intra-shot video frames (IkV , Ik+1
V ) from a
parsed video sequence V. These correspondences provide known 2D motion across the image
plane between two frames resulting from the bronchoscope’s 3D motion. Regarding the 3D point
set, as we discuss below, it is possible to project 2D features to appropriate 3D locations, given a
known corresponding global pose and depth map.
Without loss of generality, assume that pose θk associated with frame IkV has been registered
to the global CT coordinate space. Moreover, assume a given feature-match set (Xk , Xk+1 )
corresponding to successive frames (IkV , Ik+1
V ). By virtue of the previously extracted airway-tree
model (Section 4.1), a depth map is obtained by rendering the polygon surface mesh M from the
registered pose θk using a virtual camera with identical parameters as the calibrated bronchoscope
(3.2) and reading the OpenGL depth buffer [219]. Figure 4.5 illustrates this scenario with a
video frame from a phantom airway-tree recording; a virtual endoluminal rendering is manually
aligned to the video frame, thus registering the video frame to the CT space. A depth map is
then generated from the known pose and matched endoluminal surface. For the remainder of
k
this chapter, a virtual endoluminal surface rendered from pose θk is referenced as IθCT
. Likewise,
k
the corresponding depth map generated from IθCT
is referenced as IθDk .

As seen in Figure 4.5, for every point (x , y) ∈ IkV , the depth map at point (x , y) gives
the corresponding 3D depth (floating-point value in mm) along the focal axis of the virtual
bronchoscope. Applying a pin-hole camera model, a 2D feature point (x , y) from Xk with an
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k
IkV
IθCT
IθDk
Figure 4.5: Example color video frame (left) from a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
After manually aligning a virtual endoluminal rendering (middle), a corresponding depth map
(right) is obtained.

associated depth Z is projected into the local camera space as 3D point P via [88]:


P =









X



=

Y 


Z

Z(x−cx )
fx
Z(y−cy )
fy

Z







(4.6)

,

where (cx , cy ) and (fx , fy ) are the known principal point and focal length of the calibrated
bronchoscope, respectively (Section 3.1) [218]. After projecting all feature matches in Xk per
(4.6), we now have a set of 3D-to-2D point correspondences between Xk and Xk+1 . Note that
these 3D and 2D feature points are in local bronchoscope camera coordinates. Registration to
the global space is discussed further in this section.
Thus, all elements required for a closed-form solution to pose estimation between successive
0

0

video frames are available. Specifically, referring to Figure 4.4, given P , (x , y) , and (x , y ) ,
for all correspondences between Xk and Xk+1 , we estimate ∆θk . First, we define a 1st -order
Taylor-series approximation of the Euler rotation matrix specified by (3.16) and estimated per
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(4.2) as [218, 220]:




1 −γ
β



≈  γ
1 −α 
 .
−β
α
1

R∆θ

(4.7)

The approximated rotation matrix (4.7) and known 3D points P associated with Xk are then
0

incorporated into (3.15) to form an expression for the 3D feature points P corresponding to
matches in Xk+1 , as follows:
0
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(4.8)

resulting in
0









X − Y γ + Zβ + tX
X



0
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P =  Y  =  Xγ + Y − Zα + tY 

0
Z
−Xβ + Y α + Z + tZ

(4.9)

Next, the 2D point set Xk+1 is projected into the 3D camera coordinate space using (4.6) to
0

yield a second expression for P :
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(4.10)

0

If we assume both expressions for Z in (4.9–4.10) are equal, then a least-squares error function
0

between both expressions of P , (4.9) and (4.10), can be formulated via

0



E(Xk , Xk+1 ) =

P

0

0

(x ,y )∈Xk+1
(x,y)∈Xk

(X − Y γ + Zβ + tX −

(x −cx )Z
fx

0

0

)2 + (Xγ + Y − Zα + tY −

(y −cy )Z
fy

0

)2



,

(4.11)
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where α , β , γ , tx , ty , and tz are unknowns for the pose increment ∆θk that must be derived
0

(and tz is encoded in Z per (4.9)).
0

We now replace Z in error function (4.11) with its value from (4.9) and calculate the partial
derivatives of the error function with respect to each of the six pose variables in ∆θk . We set all
partial derivatives to zero to estimate the pose to find the minimum of the error function. After
arranging like terms, ∆θk can be calculated as the solution to the overdetermined linear system
of equations [221]:
A∆θk = B ,

(4.12)

where A is a 6 × 6 matrix given by
 P

(g 2 + g 2 Y 2 )
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(4.13)

B is a 6 × 1 column vector given by

B = [ (gw gx Y + gu gz ) −
P

P

(gv gw + gz gy X)

P

(Y gw − Xgz ) −

P

gw −

P

gz

(gx gw + gy gz )]T ,

P

(4.14)
0

0

and every summation is over the set of all feature correspondences ((x , y ) ∈ Xk+1 , (x, y) ∈ Xk ).
In (4.13-4.14),
0

(x − cx )
gx =
,
fx
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(4.15)

0

(y − cy )
,
gy =
fy

(4.16)

gu = (Z + gy Y ) ,

(4.17)

gv = (Z + gx X) ,

(4.18)

gw = (X − gx Z) ,

(4.19)

gz = (Y − gy Z) .

(4.20)

and

Eq. (4.12) with (4.13–4.20) define an overdetermined system of linear equations in 6 unknowns
for determining incremental pose ∆θk . We employ an iterative method as encapsulated by
Algorithm 4.1 to compute ∆θk , where we utilize singular value decomposition (SVD) to
estimate successive residual increments δθ to update ∆θk at each iteration [222]. Since the
solution to (4.12) is based on an approximate linearized rotation matrix (4.7), we must iterate
until convergence. After the nth iteration, the new residual δθ is used to update the incremental
pose estimate via
R∆θk = Rδθ R∆θk ,

(4.21)

T∆θk = Rδθ T∆θk + Tδθ .

(4.22)

and

The optimization terminates when the residual ||δθ|| ≤ 10−6 .
Our method for computing ∆θk derives inspiration from the work of Rai et al., with major
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modifications [176, 218]. First, we use previously determined robust matched feature sets derived
from a rigorous frame-matching process (versus a fixed number of SIFT features), based on the
fundamental matrix F and homography H. Secondly, we only consider matched frames, grouped
into shots, thereby enabling more robust registration over a large number of contiguous frames.
After convergence of (4.21–4.22), the global rotation and translation are calculated as

Rθk+1 = R∆θk Rθk ,

(4.23)

Tθk+1 = R∆θk Tθk + T∆θk .

(4.24)

and

Finally, global pose θk+1 is recovered from (4.23-4.24) per (4.2-4.5). Algorithm 4.1 formalizes
the described procedure for estimating the incremental pose between two frames.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates an example pose estimation using virtual endoluminal surfaces
rendered from known poses, θ1 and θ2 , within the global CT space. Specifically, pose estimation
was performed according to Algorithm 4.1 using θ1 as the known pose, where

θ1 = [ −8.62◦

− 8.11◦

14.26◦

165.17 mm 185.60 mm 74.36 mm ]T

− 11.05◦

3.01◦

165.72 mm 185.26 mm 77.15 mm ]T .

and
θ2 = [ −5.91◦

Between poses θ1 and θ2 , the virtual bronchoscope was pushed forward ≈ 3 mm and rotated
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Algorithm 4.1 : 3D-to-2D Incremental Pose Estimation Between Frames IkV and Ik+1
V
1: Input:
matched-feature sets (Xk , Xk+1 ) for (IkV , Ik+1
V )
depth map IθDk for IkV
2: // Initialization
−−→
→
−
3: ∆θk = 0
4: Compute R∆θk and T∆θk using (3.16–3.17)
5: for all (x , y) ∈ Xk do
6:
Z = IθDk (x , y)
7:
Calculate PORIG (x , y) = [ X Y Z ]T per (4.6)
8: do // Optimization
9:
A = 06×6 , B = 06×1
0
0
10:
for all 2D features (x , y ) ∈ Xk+1 and 3D point correspondences PORIG (x , y) do
11:
P(x , y) = R∆θk PORIG (x , y) + T∆θk
0
0
12:
Update A and B for (x , y ) and P(x , y) using (4.13–4.20)
13:
// Estimate incremental pose update per (4.12) using SVD
14:
δθ ← SV D(A, B)
15:
Compute (Rδθ , Tδθ ) using (3.16–3.17)
16:
R∆θk = Rδθ R∆θk
17:
T∆θk = Rδθ T∆θk + Tδθ
18: while ||δθ|| > 10−6
−−→
19: ∆θk recovered from (R∆θk , T∆θk ) per (4.2–4.5)
−−→
20: Output: ∆θk
1
2
positively about the z−axis ≈ 11◦ . The two virtual endoluminal surfaces IθCT
and IθCT
were

used in lieu of actual RGB video frames. In the example, 45 SURF feature matches were found
between the two surfaces and used to determine the incremental pose change between them. Pose
estimation converged in six iterations of Algorithm 4.1, with ||δθ|| = 1.15 × 10−8 . Moreover,
using the calculated pose change ∆θ1 to determine the estimate of θ2 per (4.23-4.24) and (4.2-4.5)
yields

θc2 = [ −5.87◦

− 11.20◦

2.80◦

165.82 mm 185.29 mm 77.19 mm ]T ,
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1
Figure 4.6: Matlab example of pose estimation between two virtual endoluminal surfaces IθCT
θ2
(top left) and ICT (top middle). SURF features are highlighted on both surfaces as blue circles,
with 45 correspondences indicated by connecting lines. The two bottom-left images represent the
corresponding depth maps IθD1 and IθD2 for both surfaces. Pose estimation yields an incremental
1
2
pose change ∆θ1 between IθCT
and IθCT
. The resulting R∆θ1 and T∆θ1 are applied to all points of
d
c
θ1
θ1
2
2
ICT and ID to generate an estimate (IθCT
, IθD2 ) of IθCT
and IθD2 , shown right.

with a difference between the known and estimated values of θ2 given by

θ2 − θc2 = [ 0.03◦

− 0.16◦

− 0.21◦

0.14 mm 0.04 mm 0.05 mm ]T ,

where ||θ2 − θc2 || is specified in two parts: 1) positional = 0.15mm ; and 2) angular = 0.27◦ . This
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2
trivial difference is obvious from the visibly accurate alignment between IθCT
and the estimate of
2
IθCT
shown in Figure 4.6.

The method for estimating the incremental pose change between successive video frames, as
given by Algorithm 4.1, is now incorporated into a comprehensive procedure for registering all
intra-shot frames from an analyzed endobronchial video stream:
1. Interactive registration: A user utilizes the VNS Video-Analysis Subsystem tools (Chapter
5) to interactively align virtual endoluminal surfaces to at least one keyframe in Φ for each
endoscopic shot Si in Ψ. Note that the keyframe selected for each shot must be contained
in that shot.
2. Shot registration: All frames constituting each shot are automatically registered to ICT
using pose estimation between successive intra-shot frames. Registration proceeds from
the known interactively registered keyframe pose for the respective shot in two phases,
described further in this section.
3. BPH calculation: After all intra-shot frames are registered to ICT , the bronchoscopy path
history — comprised of a positional summary BPHP and temporal summary BPHT — is
derived from all updated keyframe poses.
Complete details appear below.
Using the summarized video content output derived from video parsing, a user interactively
aligns at least one keyframe per segmented ni -frame shot Si ∈ Ψ to the virtual CT-based airwaytree model, as shown in Figure 4.7. This manual registration yields a pose θφj for each keyframe
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(a) shot segmentation results

frame 437 at pose θ437

frame 959 at pose θ959

frame 1581 at pose θ1581
(b) keyframes per shot
(c) manual registration
Figure 4.7: Example of semi-automatic CT-video registration workflow using a phantom case
study (20349.3.48). (a) The 2,111-frame video stream is segmented into three shots. (b) The video
is summarized by 72 keyframes. (c) Manual registration is performed for one keyframe in each of
the three shots (highlighted in green), yielding three corresponding poses. (15 frames-per-shot
minimum imposed during shot segmentation.)
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φ

IVj aligned by the user. Assume that φj is located at the l1th index of shot Si such that Si (l1 ) = φj .
Note that to improve registration accuracy, a user may choose to manually align additional
intra-shot frames, where these frames need not be keyframes. Given M manual registrations
for shot Si , their corresponding locations are referenced as {Si (lm ) , m = 1 , 2 , . . . , M } and
l1 < l2 < . . . < lM .
For shot registration, iterative pose estimation for the other frames constituting each shot
is then performed per Algorithm 4.1 between all manually registered poses in shot Si in two
phases:
S (l1 )

1. Backward registration: A pose estimate is calculated between frame IVi

associated

S (l1 −1)

with the current registered pose θSi (l1 ) and the previous intra-shot frame IVi

. The

bronchoscope trajectory Θ is updated to reflect the newly registered pose θSi (l1 −1) . The
θS

same process is applied between IV i

(l1 −1)

θS

and the next previous intra-shot frame IV i

(l1 −2)

.

Pose estimation continues in this manner until reaching the beginning of shot Si (i.e.,
Si (1)) , updating Θ with each new registered pose.
If more than one pose has been manually registered by the user, then backward
registration proceeds as follows:
(a) For each of the M manually registered poses in shot Si , perform backward registration
S (lm )

starting from frame IVi

.

S (l1 )

(b) If the starting frame is IVi

, then backward registration continues until reaching the

beginning of shot Si .
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(c) Otherwise, backward registration continues until the midway point to the previous
manually registered pose θSi (lm−1 ) in the shot; i.e., the midway point is specified by the
index Si (lm − d lm −l2m−1 e) , where dxe is the ceiling operator that returns the closest
integer ≥ x .
2. Forward registration: The same methodology used for backward registration above is
employed in this phase, except moving forward through the video stream. Pose estimation
is performed successively between consecutive intra-shot frames, stopping when the end of
the shot is reached (i.e., Si (ni )).
If more than one pose has been manually registered by the user, then forward registration
proceeds as follows:
(a) For each of the M manually registered poses in shot Si , perform forward registration
S (lm )

starting from frame IVi

.

S (lM )

(b) If the starting frame is IVi

, then forward registration continues until reaching the

end of shot Si .
(c) Otherwise, forward registration continues until the midway point to the next manually
registered pose θSi (lm+1 ) in the shot; i.e., the midway point is specified by the index
Si (lm + b lm+12−lm c) , where bxc is the floor operator that returns the closest integer
≤ x.
After completing the procedure described above for every endoscopic shot Si in Ψ , the
bronchoscope trajectory Θ has been successfully calculated and all intra-shot frames IkV ∈ V
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have been registered to the global CT space. Note that all non-informative frames excluded from
Ψ have an undefined or zero-valued (06×1 ) pose. Figure 4.8 shows an illustrative pose-estimation
example for registering all frames in a shot.
Finally, as a consequence of the completed bronchoscope trajectory Θ, the BPH is now
calculated directly from all registered keyframes using their corresponding poses. The BPH
contains two data structures:
1. BPHP : A record of all locations traversed within the lungs during an endobronchial video.
2. BPHT : A temporal summary of bronchoscope exploration during the procedure.
Both elements of the BPH are calculated in a straight forward search process through the tree
structure T derived from airway-centerline analysis (Figure 4.2), as detailed in Algorithm 4.2.

(a) pose estimation using a single interactively registered keyframe

(b) pose estimation using two interactively registered frames
Figure 4.8: Illustrative example of iterative pose estimation of ni -frame endoscopic shot Si . (a)
S (l )
A single keyframe IVi 1 (highlighted by a dashed green box) has been manually registered to
S (l )
S (l )
ICT to obtain pose θSi (l1 ) . (b) Two frames IVi 1 and IVi 2 have been manually registered to the
global CT space. For both figures, iterative pose estimation is performed between successive
video frames. Red arrows indicate pose estimation per Algorithm 4.1, with direction indicating
backward or forward registration.
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Algorithm 4.2 : BPH Construction
1: Input:
φ
Keyframe set Φ = {IVj , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J}
Bronchoscope trajectory Θ = { θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK }
2: BPHP = BPHT = {∅} // Initialize data structures
φj
3: for all {IV , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J} ∈ Φ do
4:
vkey = FindClosestViewsite(θφj )
5:
pkey = GetPath(vkey )
6:
ikey = GetOffset(vkey , pkey )
7:
for l = 1 : ikey do
8:
vcurr = pkey [l]
9:
if vcurr ∈
/ BPHP then
10:
BPHP = {BPHP , vcurr } // Append to list
φ
11:
if IVj is first keyframe IφV1 then
12:
for l = 1 : ikey do
13:
vcurr = pkey [l]
14:
BPHT = {BPHT , vcurr } // Append to list
15:
else
16:
vprev = FindClosestViewsite(θφj−1 )
17:
pprev = GetPath(vprev )
18:
iprev = GetOffset(vprev , pprev )
19:
if pkey == pprev then
20:
for l = iprev : ikey do
21:
vcurr = pkey [l]
22:
BPHT = {BPHT , vcurr } // Append to list
23:
else
24:
vcom = FindCommonViewsite(pkey , pprev )
25:
icom = GetOffset(vcom , pprev )
26:
for l = iprev : icom do
27:
vcurr = pprev [l]
28:
BPHT = {BPHT , vcurr } // Append to list
29:
icom = GetOffset(vcom , pkey )
30:
for l = icom : ikey do
31:
vcurr = pkey [l]
32:
BPHT = {BPHT , vcurr } // Append to list
φj
33:
if IV is last keyframe IφVJ then
34:
for l = ikey : 1 do
35:
vcurr = pkey [l]
36:
BPHT = {BPHT , vcurr } // Append to list
37: Output: BPHT , BPHP
Given keyframe set Φ and trajectory Θ , Algorithm 4.2 returns the positional BPH summary
BPHP and temporal summary BPHT . Four functions are computed during calculation of BPHP
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and BPHT : FindClosestViewsite(·) takes a global camera pose as input and returns the
closest view site from the airway-tree model, GetPath(·) returns the first path, constituting
an array of view sites, associated with an input view site, GetOffset(· , ·) takes a view site
and path and returns the array index along the given path for the specified view site, and
FindCommonViewsite(· , ·) takes two paths and finds the most distal commonly shared view
site between them. Note that a view site along a path p at index i is referenced by p[i] .
φ

The positional summary BPHP is calculated between lines 4 and 6. Each keyframe IVj in
Φ serves as a terminal view site in the airway-tree model. The algorithm then iteratively traces
its way back to the root view site in the tree structure, adding any view sites to BPHP that are
not already present.
The remaining portion of Algorithm 4.2 is responsible for generating the temporal summary BPHT . Note that BPHT summarizes the sequence of bronchoscope traversals during a
procedure, thus, ordering of view sites within the summary is critical. Naturally, the starting
point of the temporal summary is the root view site in the tree structure. Thus, lines 11 to 14
add all view sites from the root view site to the corresponding view site of the first keyframe IφV1 .
Similarly, the ending point of the temporal summary is also the root view site. Hence, lines 33
to 36 add all view sites from the last keyframe IφVJ down to the root view site. Between the
start and end of the temporal summary, lines 16 through 32 simply determine the view sites
traversed between the previous and current keyframes and add the appropriate view sites in the
proper order.
Figure 4.9 depicts an illustrative example of both the positional and temporal BPH summaries.
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From this figure, we see the purpose of the bronchoscopy path history. First, the positional
summary BPHP collects all view sites traversed during the live procedure. This enables an
efficient representation of areas visited within the lung airways that can be quickly understood.
Second, the temporal summary BPHT contains the ordered set of view sites visited during the
associated bronchoscopy. This enables a virtual playback of the procedure that can be viewed
using our video-analysis system described in Chapter 5. Finally, Figure 4.10 depicts the positional

Figure 4.9: Illustration of both the positional (BPHP ) and temporal (BPHT ) bronchoscopy
path history summaries. An airway-tree model is shown for both summaries. For both figures,
two keyframes are indicated via the dashed green box surrounding view sites v8 and v21 . (left)
All view sites comprising the positional summary BPHP are circled, with red circles indicating
view sites that were actually traversed by the bronchoscope during the live procedure. Moreover,
the blue circle highlights the assumed view sites the bronchoscope logically had to travel in order
to reach the recorded regions of the airways. (right) All view sites, in order, traversed during the
recorded procedure captured by video stream V. The blue arrows represent the assumed path
of the bronchoscope to reach the regions recorded by V, and the purple arrow represents the
sequence of events during the live procedure.
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BPHP summaries for two phantom case studies and one lung-cancer patient procedural video.

21405.3a

20349.48
20349.91
Figure 4.10: Illustration of the BPH for three case studies. The CT-derived airway-tree model is
shown for each study, with the BPH highlighted in magenta and registered-keyframe locations
indicated by green squares.
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4.3

CT-Video Fusion

The work in this section builds upon previous research in the MIPL on CT-video fusion by Rai
et al., who employed a CT-video registration method that interleaved periodic simplex-based
registration of endobronchial video frames with optical flow tracking to create textured virtual
endoluminal surfaces [86, 176, 218, 221]. In their work, short segments of video on the order of
300 frames were registered to a pre-operative CT chest scan, but a comprehensive means for
processing an entire video stream was lacking.
Our combination of video parsing (Chapter 3) and semi-automatic CT-video registration
(Section 4.2) addresses this problem and enables CT-video fusion between a CT chest scan ICT
and a bronchoscopic video stream. In particular, we utilize the results of CT-video registration to
define spatial linkages between a CT-based virtual endoluminal surface mesh M and a processed
video stream V to create a multi-frame texture map [176, 218]. As summarized in Section 4.1,
these positional linkages and multi-frame texture map constitute part of the CT-video chest
model.
As we demonstrate more fully in Chapter 5, these structures enable exploration of a patient’s
airway tree in an interactive 3D virtual environment, where real endoluminal views are taken
directly from a recorded endobronchial video stream and mapped onto a CT-derived airway
tree model. A physician navigating through the chest model receives real-time feedback on the
endoluminal surface captured by video stream V and may define diagnostic ROIs within the
global 3D CT space of the lungs. Additionally, coordinates of the textured chest model are linked
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to the processed input video, allowing definition of ROIs on video frames to also correspond to
locations in the global coordinate system.
To begin, CT-video fusion takes as inputs a 3D CT chest scan ICT , the CT-derived endoluminal
surface mesh M, input video stream V , the computed bronchoscope trajectory Θ (Section 4.2),
and keyframe-set Φ (Section 3.4), and proceeds as follows:
1. Spatial linkages SV and SM are generated by analyzing each registered intra-shot frame IkV
k
at pose θk ∈ Θ and the corresponding virtual endoluminal surfaces IθCT
generated from

M , as follows:
θk
(a) Visible triangles from M are determined from a visibility mesh MVis
for each registered

pose θk , producing sub-meshes Mθk .
(b) A depth-limiting process eliminates visible triangles of Mθk farther than an empirically
determined depth in the airway tree for each pose θk .
(c) Gray-scale luminance values from video frames IkV are used to further reduce the
visible triangles of Mθk by eliminating dark and bright pixels.
(d) SV is constructed as the union of all sub-meshes Mθk .
(e) SM is created by processing each sub-mesh Mθk and noting all frame numbers
associated with a specific visible triangle. Note that SM maintains a list of associated
frames for each visible triangle of SV .
2. A multi-frame texture map MV is created from keyframe-set Φ , trajectory Θ , positional
linkage data SV , and the CT-based virtual endoluminal surface mesh M [86, 176].
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The remainder of this section gives full details on this top-level workflow.
To derive spatial linkages between ICT and V, all informative frames IkV ∈ Ψ are used in
conjunction with their corresponding registered poses θk ∈ Θ . To do this, we first construct a
modified version of endoluminal surface mesh M, referred to as visibility mesh MVis , to facilitate
the identification of all triangles T l of M that are visible from a specific pose θk . All triangles in
M have a unique integer identification value (ID) l ; i.e.,

M = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T L } ≡ {T l , l = 1 , 2 , . . . , L} .

To identify the sub-mesh Mθk ⊂ M visible from pose θk , we construct MVis using all triangles
T l ∈ M and assigning each triangle a unique OpenGL RGB color triplet from l per

R = l % 256 , G = bl/256c % 256 , B = b(bl/256c)/256c % 256 ,

where % is the modulo operator that gives the integer remainder after division of one number
by another and b c is the floor operator that returns the integer part of the given number. By
rendering the visibility mesh MVis from pose θk , we produce the modified virtual endoluminal
k
rendering IθVis
. Visible triangles are then identified by reading all pixels in the OpenGL color

buffer and mapping RGB color values back to their corresponding triangle IDs according to [219]:

l = R + (256 × G) + (2562 × B) .
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The sub-mesh Mθk is then constructed from M as the subset of all triangles visible from pose θk
k
per IθVis
. Additionally, visible triangles must be fully contained within 5 pixels of the image border

to prevent partial triangle mappings. Figure 4.11 illustrates the visibility mesh constructed from
96
a phantom airway-tree video frame and corresponding view IθVis
after assigning RGB color values

from triangle IDs.
96
Figure 4.12 depicts the sub-mesh Mθk obtained from the visibility image IθVis
shown in Figure

4.11. Notice that an unreasonable depth within the CT-derived airway-tree model is covered
by sub-mesh Mθ96 . As briefly introduced in the keyframe-coverage results of Chapter 3 (see
Figures 3.42 through 3.44), depth-limiting is required due to the unlimited depth visible in
registered virtual endoluminal surfaces; i.e., deep spots are lossy / useless video information.
For this reason, a depth-limiting process is now performed on each sub-mesh Mθk such that
all visible triangles farther than twice the associated airway diameter of the closest airway-tree
view site are removed. Note that for our work, we also ensure that no sub-mesh contains visible
triangles reaching farther in the airway-tree model than any daughter view sites of its closest
associated view site. This is necessary due to widening of the airways immediately prior to an
airway bifurcation. Figure 4.13 shows the surface mesh of Figure 4.12 after depth limiting has
been performed.
Continuing, we now remove all visible triangles from sub-meshes Mθk that correspond to
pixels that are too dark or too bright in the gray-scale version of RGB video frames IkV . For our
work, we eliminate visible triangles corresponding to luminance values < 35 or > 220 . Figure
4.14 demonstrates the sub-mesh produced after depth limiting and luminance thresholding of an
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Figure 4.11: After assigning RGB color values from triangle IDs for surface mesh M , the visibility
mesh MVis may be rendered from any pose θk to determine the visible triangles appearing in
the scene. Frame I96
V is shown (top) from a phantom recording (case 21405.3a) along with the its
96
96
corresponding virtual endoluminal surface IθCT
(bottom left) and visibility rendering IθVis
(bottom
96
right). There are four triangles outlined in blue with corresponding locations in both IθCT
and
θ96
IVis indicated via arrows.
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96
Figure 4.12: After determining visible triangle IDs from the visibility image IθVis
(top) and excludθ96
ing border triangles, the sub-mesh M is constructed. Shown left is the virtual endoluminal
96
rendering IθCT
and the overlaid sub-mesh Mθ96 . The same four triangles from Figure 4.11 are
outlined in blue, as well as a dashed light-blue rectangle indicating a 5-pixel border. Shown
bottom is an extra-luminal view of the CT-derived airway-tree model with red outlines drawn
around all triangles in Mθ96 .
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Figure 4.13: Shown left is the sub-mesh Mθ96 of Figure 4.12 overlaid on top of virtual endoluminal
surface I96
V after removing all visible triangles deeper than twice the associated current airway
diameter. Shown right is an extra-luminal view of the associated airway-tree model with red
outlines drawn around all triangles associated with Mθ96 .
example video frame from a lung-cancer patient procedural video. (For the example of Figures
4.11–4.13, virtually no additional triangles are deleted by this operation. Hence, we don’t give
this example.)
The final sub-meshes Mθk are now added to SV such that:

SV = {Mθk , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K}

and uninformative frames (i.e., pose θk = 06×1 or not defined) produce an empty corresponding
sub-mesh. In addition to SV , SM is defined such that for every visible triangle in SV , SM
contains a record of all associated frames IkV for that triangle. By incorporating these spatial
linkage data SV and SM into the CT-video chest model, all visible surfaces captured by the
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Figure 4.14: Example of luminance-constrained visible surface coverage for an example video
frame from a lung-cancer patient procedural video (case 20349.73). Shown left is frame I35
V.
35
Shown right is the corresponding virtual endoluminal surface rendering IθCT
with the overlaid
sub-mesh Mθ35 . On both images, areas of dark and bright pixel coverage are highlighted by
blue circles.
parsed endobronchial video stream V are correlated to the triangles of M , and, likewise, all
visible triangles of M are correlated to individual frames of V .
The next step in CT-video fusion is the generation of a multi-frame texture map. As outlined
in the beginning of this section, we follow the multi-frame texture mapping method of Rai et al.,
as follows [86, 176]:
1. data generation.
2. triangle packing.
3. projection of each texel to all views.
4. texel color determination.
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5. view generation.
However, we constrain the method in two critical ways:
1. The keyframe-set Φ is input as the only available video from V .
2. The depth-limited luminance-constrained surface mesh SV is specified as the only available
triangle-mesh of M.
With regards to “data generation,” all visible triangles are specified by SV and correspond to
φ

keyframes IVj ∈ Φ with registered poses θφj ∈ Θ . From these input data, visible triangles in
φ

SV are assigned to a specific keyframe IVj based on the largest projective area of the respective
triangle. Projective area is used as a criterion to minimize overlap between neighboring triangles
and capture the maximum resolution view for each triangle associated with the recorded video.
With regards to “triangle packing,” an appropriately-sized texture space is allocated in GPU
memory to contain the RGB color information for all visible triangles. This texture space is
essentially an RGB image stored in video memory and accessed during rendering of the CT-video
chest model per the information stored in the multi-frame texture map MV . In order to optimize
memory storage, triangles are packed using a sub-optimal linear-time method proposed by Carr
et al. [223]. In this packing method, uniform scaling of triangles is performed (30 texels per mm)
to ensure integrity of color information. Additionally, triangles are uniformly rotated and sorted
by size.
Regarding “projection of each texel to all views” and “texel color determination,” all triangles
in the texture space are projected onto all available video frames and a weighted average of all
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RGB color values is determined from all keyframes. Moreover, due to discontinuities between
textured triangles from different video frames, smoothing values are estimated between each
triangle vertex in the texture space [86].
Finally, “view generation” is accomplished simply by rendering the CT-video chest model
from any pose θk . As MV contains mapping information for coloring all visible triangles of the
CT-video chest model from the texture space stored in memory, OpenGL automatically creates
novels views from any pose θk . Figure 4.15 shows several novel views of the CT-video chest
model using data derived from a phantom case study. A segment of the final multi-frame texture
map used is shown in Figure 4.16, illustrating triangle packing.
As a final note, single-frame texture mapping is a special case of multi-frame texture mapping,
whereby only a single frame is used to create a texture space. Single-frame texture mapping
could be very useful for two reasons:
1. If a local abnormal mucosal site is known, then the single-frame map focused at this
location could provide the highest-fidelity view here.
2. As is well-known, multi-frame texture mapping is fraught with error in continuity, and
hence, is difficult to use well currently [43, 86].
Due to discontinuities between neighboring regions of MV resulting from mappings from
different video frames, the rendered information may be significantly distorted at these locations.
Single-frame texture mapping eliminates this problem by using the color information from only
one video frame. The texture space is generated from a single video frame IkV by projecting
the visible-triangle 3D vertex locations onto the image plane and assigning the resulting 2D
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(a) extraluminal view of the CT-video chest model

(b) I184
V (left) and a rendering of the CT-video chest model from pose θ184 (right)

(c) I270
V (left) and a rendering of the CT-video chest model from pose θ270 (right)
Figure 4.15: Visualization example of the CT-video chest model using a 333-frame high-definition
phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a). The multi-frame texture map MV was created
from 37 keyframes automatically selected from the parsed video sequence (Section 3.4). Novel
views of the chest model can be rendered from anywhere within the 3D coordinated space
established by the CT volume, as demonstrated by the extraluminal and endoluminal views
shown in (a) through (c). The red lines on all renderings indicate CT-derived airway paths
through the lungs. Note that, as seen in (a), we utilize OpenGL’s triangle back-side culling.
Thus, endoluminal views are possible from an extra-luminal camera position.
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Figure 4.16: Segment of the final multi-frame texture map for the example in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.17: A video frame I6V from a phantom recording (left) has been mapped onto a
corresponding airway-tree model (case 21405.3a). The middle image shows the a rendered view
of the CT-video chest model using single-frame texture mapping at pose θ6 corresponding to
frame I6V . The right image shows a novel rendering of the chest model from a slightly modified
pose, illustrating unobserved regions.
texture-mapping coordinates and RGB colors from the video to the virtual endoluminal surface
mesh M in OpenGL. Figure 4.17 shows a single-frame texture mapping example from a phantom
recording with two corresponding texture-mapped views of the airway-tree model.
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4.4

Semi-Automatic CT-Video Registration Tests

In this section we present results on the semi-automatic CT-video registration and BPHextraction methods discussed in Section 4.2. Moreover, results are provided for surface-linkage
calculations and CT-video fusion methods detailed in Section 4.3. To test these methods we
utilize the ground-truth (GT) database (Table 3.1) presented in the video-analysis results of
Section 3.5.
The GT database provides manually registered frame poses for ten sequences. Using these
data, we tested CT-video registration as follows:
1. For each GT sequence, we performed video parsing (Chapter 3) and manually registered
one keyframe per segmented shot. The frame was chosen to be centrally located within the
shot to minimize drift error during subsequent automatic registration.
2. CT-video registration was performed and estimated poses θbi were calculated for all intrashot video frames. The intra-shot frame-pose error eθbi was calculated as the difference
between poses θbi and their corresponding GT poses θi via

eθbi = θbi − θi .

(4.25)

To track the mean and standard deviation of all pose error for each of the 6 elements of a
pose (α , β , γ , tx , ty , tz ), we recorded the absolute value |eθbi | for all intra-shot frames.
3. Additional interactive keyframe registrations were performed until a subjectively-determined
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reasonable registration of the video sequence was obtained.
4. Finally, BPHP was computed as the set of non-repeating view sites closest to each GT
\P per Algorithm 4.2 from the estimated keyframe poses
frame pose, as well as BPH
\P was measured as the
obtained from semi-automatic registration. The accuracy of BPH
\P , per
percentage of overlap between the two view-site sets BPHP and BPH

\P ∩ BPHP |
|BPH
× 100% ,
|BPHP |

(4.26)

where |x| returns the number of elements in x .
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 below present the results of these tests, reporting the mean and standard
deviation for each of the 6 elements comprising an estimated pose.

Additionally, Table 4.4

provides alternative measurements of pose error in terms of positional (tx , ty , and tz ) and angular
(α, β, and γ) components, similar to results given by Merritt et al., as follows [224]:
1. Positional error
ep = ||pi − pG || ,

(4.27)

where pi is the point (tx , ty , tz ) from pose θbi , and ep is the euclidean distance between pi
and the ground-truth point pG from θi .
2. Direction error
ed = cos−1 (vi · vG ) ,

(4.28)

where vi is the direction vector (α , β , γ) , in degrees, from pose θbi , and ed is defined as
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Table 4.1: Testing results for semi-automatic CT-video registration method of Section 4.2. “Video
Sequence” is the letter designation of ground-truth sequences per Table 3.1, “# Int. Reg.” equals
the number of interactively registered video frames in the sequence, “Int. Reg. Time” specifies
the amount of time spent manually registered frames, “CT-Video Reg. Time” gives the total
time for automatic registration of remaining intra-shot video frames, “Pose Error” reports the
mean and standard deviation for the difference between estimated and ground-truth intra-shot
frame poses, and “BPH Accuracy” gives the percentage of ground-truth BPH view sites covered
by the keyframe-derived BPH.
Video

# Int.

Sequence

Reg.

A

1
3

B

1
5

C

1
7

D

2
5

E

1
3

Pose Error
BPH
(tx , ty , tz ) mm
Reg. Time Reg. Time
Accuracy
(α , β , γ) ◦
0.4 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.5
73 sec
1.0 sec
98.4 %
1.1 ± 1.2 3.9 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 1.4
0.3 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.4
124 sec
1.1 sec
98.4 %
1.0 ± 1.3 2.5 ± 1.5 2.0 ± 1.2
1.6 ± 1.3 0.8 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 2.8
104 sec
11.9 sec
99 %
6.2 ± 7.0 4.0 ± 2.6 6.2 ± 6.1
0.8 ± 0.8 0.5 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 1.4
411 sec
11.6 sec
99 %
2.1 ± 3.5 1.6 ± 2.1 2.2 ± 3.2
3.3 ± 2.5 2.0 ± 1.1 7.2 ± 8.1
68 sec
0.9 sec
94.1 %
11.0 ± 16.4 16.8 ± 21.7 14.3 ± 21.2
1.4 ± 1.8 0.8 ± 1.1 1.8 ± 2.4
389 sec
1.1 sec
94.1 %
5.2 ± 11.3 5.0 ± 8.5 4.5 ± 7.1
1.3 ± 1.0 0.8 ± 0.8 1.9 ± 1.2
122 sec
1.3 sec
96.3 %
3.5 ± 2.3 2.9 ± 3.4 2.6 ± 3.5
1.2 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 0.8 1.3 ± 1.2
310 sec
1.5 sec
96.3 %
3.6 ± 3.5 2.9 ± 3.7 2.6 ± 3.5
0.9 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 1.0 0.9 ± 0.9
35 sec
0.9 sec
94.9 %
2.3 ± 2.4 4.5 ± 1.5 3.4 ± 3.8
1.3 ± 1.3 0.6 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 1.2
144 sec
1.0 sec
94.9 %
5.0 ± 4.5 3.1 ± 1.9 3.9 ± 4.5
Int.

CT-Video

the angle between the direction vectors of θbi and θi .
3. Roll error
er = cos−1 (uG · uied ) ,

(4.29)

defined as the angle required to align the up vectors uG and uied , of θi and θbi , after their
direction vectors have been aligned.
Note that, in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4, there are two rows corresponding to each tested ground203

Table 4.2: Additional testing results for semi-automatic CT-video registration method of Section
4.2. Heading descriptions are the same as in Table 4.1.
Video

# Int.

Sequence

Reg.

F

1

56 sec

1.3 sec

3

156 sec

1.4 sec

1

71 sec

1.8 sec

3

169 sec

1.8 sec

7

329 sec

1.7 sec

9

470 sec

1.8 sec

11

424 sec

3.6 sec

14

524 sec

3.7 sec

1

490 sec

5.1 sec

3

627 sec

5.1 sec

G

H

I

J

Int.

CT-Video

Reg. Time Reg. Time

Pose Error
(tx , ty , tz ) mm
(α , β , γ) ◦
0.9 ± 1.1 0.7 ± 0.8 0.8 ± 0.8
2.3 ± 3.3 5.0 ± 1.7 4.5 ± 3.3
1.7 ± 1.5 0.6 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 1.3
3.2 ± 4.2 4.5 ± 2.5 4.3 ± 2.0
0.8 ± 1.0 0.4 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 1.1
4.5 ± 4.0 3.4 ± 3.1 1.9 ± 2.6
0.4 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.9
4.9 ± 5.3 2.6 ± 2.9 2.7 ± 3.8
1.1 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 1.2 1.2 ± 1.6
4.2 ± 5.3 4.0 ± 5.1 4.8 ± 5.8
0.8 ± 1.0 0.7 ± 1.0 0.4 ± 0.7
4.2 ± 5.0 3.7 ± 4.6 3.0 ± 4.2
1.0 ± 1.4 0.6 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 1.2
3.3 ± 3.2 2.8 ± 2.4 2.7 ± 3.0
1.1 ± 1.4 0.6 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 1.2
3.0 ± 3.1 2.5 ± 2.3 2.5 ± 3.0
1.7 ± 2.4 1.4 ± 1.9 2.6 ± 3.8
4.7 ± 5.6 5.9 ± 7.4 4.7 ± 6.2
1.7 ± 2.3 1.2 ± 1.5 2.3 ± 3.2
4.2 ± 5.2 5.0 ± 6.5 4.6 ± 6.2

BPH
Accuracy
96.6 %
96.6 %
97.3 %
97.3 %
96.0 %
96.0 %
97.8 %
97.8 %
99.6 %
99.6 %

truth sequence. The first row represents results for exactly one manual keyframe registration per
segmented shot. The second row reports results after additional manual registrations. Moreover,
Figures 4.20 through 4.29, included toward the end of this section, illustrate intra-shot frame
pose error for every intra-shot frame in all testing sequences, as reported in Table 4.4. Appendix
C contains similar graphs for the results of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (Figures C.1 through C.10).
Note that for all intra-shot frames in the ground-truth database, pose estimation typically
converged in 4–7 iterations (Algorithm 4.1). Thus, further testing of the convergence value was
deemed unnecessary.
The total combined overall results for Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are given by Tables 4.3. Likewise,
Table 4.5 contains the overall results for Table 4.4. Note that, although the results of Tables 4.1
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Table 4.3: Overall results for the data of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. “Reg. Type” specified whether one
keyframe per was registered or multiple frames per shot, “Total Frames” equals the total number
of video frames in the sequence, “# Shot Frames” specifies the total number of informative
intra-shot frames included from shot segmentation, and the remaining descriptions are the same
as in Table 4.1.
Reg.
Type

Total

# Shot # Int.

Frames Frames

Reg.

Int.

CT-Video

Pose Error
(tx , ty , tz ) mm
(α , β , γ) ◦

Reg. Reg. Time
Time

Single

2309

1937

41

1772

29.6

Multi

2309

1937

71

3324

30.0

1.28 ± 1.30
4.38 ± 4.90
1.01 ± 1.06
3.52 ± 4.02

0.88 ± 0.82
4.85 ± 6.78
0.64 ± 0.60
3.15 ± 3.18

1.93 ± 2.25
4.68 ± 7.13
1.07 ± 1.23
3.07 ± 3.16

and 4.2 give valuable information on performance of CT-video registration with respect to each
of the individual pose variables, the pose error measurements specified by Table 4.4 enable more
intuitive interpretation of CT-video registration performance. Thus, for the remainder of this
section, we will discuss the results of Table 4.4 only.
The first notable result of Table 4.4 is that the BPH accuracy for all tested sequences is high.
Indeed, the lowest accuracy was 94.1%, resulting from registration of Sequence C. The average
accuracy was 97%. For all test sequences, only a small number of view sites were excluded from
the ground-truth BPH by the keyframe-based BPH derivation. Thus, we conclude that using
all intra-shot frame poses to derive BPHP is unnecessary. Figure 4.18 shows an example from a
lung-cancer patient case study, where only a small number of view sites near the trachea are
excluded by BPHP as compared to the ground-truth data.
Continuing, Table 4.5 shows several pertinent data related to CT-video registration performance. For a total of 2, 309 video frames in the ground-truth database, shot segmentation resulted
in 1, 937 intra-shot frames across 41 shots. To manually register a single frame per segmented
shot required 1, 772 seconds, at an average time of 43.2 seconds per frame. Additionally, for all
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Table 4.4: Testing results for semi-automatic CT-video registration method of Section 4.2 using
alternative pose-error evaluation criteria. All headings are as described in Table 4.1, except
“Pose Error” is calculated per eqs. (4.27–4.29).
Video
# Int.
Int.
CT-Video
Sequence Reg. Reg. Time Reg. Time
A
1
73 sec
1.0 sec
3
124 sec
1.1 sec
B
1
104 sec
11.9 sec
5
411 sec
11.6 sec
C
1
68 sec
0.9 sec
7
389 sec
1.1 sec
D
2
122 sec
1.3 sec
5
310 sec
1.5 sec
E
1
35 sec
0.9 sec
3
144 sec
1.0 sec
F
1
56 sec
1.3 sec
3
156 sec
1.4 sec
G
1
71 sec
1.8 sec
3
169 sec
1.8 sec
H
7
329 sec
1.7 sec
9
470 sec
1.8 sec
I
11
424 sec
3.6 sec
14
524 sec
3.7 sec
J
1
490 sec
5.1 sec
3
627 sec
5.1 sec

Pose Error
ep
ed
1.3 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 1.3
0.9 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 1.3
3.3 ± 1.3 9.6 ± 3.4
1.5 ± 1.0 3.2 ± 3.3
8.5 ± 4.1 17.0 ± 11.7
2.6 ± 2.1 7.7 ± 10.5
2.5 ± 0.8 4.7 ± 2.9
2.1 ± 1.3 4.7 ± 3.2
1.7 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 1.1
2.0 ± 0.7 6.6 ± 2.2
1.7 ± 0.8 6.8 ± 2.6
2.3 ± 1.2 6.4 ± 2.3
1.8 ± 0.8 5.5 ± 3.8
1.1 ± 0.6 5.3 ± 2.9
2.2 ± 1.5 6.2 ± 4.0
1.4 ± 1.0 5.5 ± 4.0
1.9 ± 1.0 3.9 ± 1.8
1.8 ± 1.0 3.7 ± 1.7
3.8 ± 3.2 6.8 ± 4.3
3.4 ± 2.8 5.9 ± 3.6

BPH
Accuracy
er
98.4 %
4.8 ± 1.4
98.4 %
2.4 ± 1.4
99 %
5.5 ± 6.0
99 %
2.0 ± 2.9
17.0 ± 29.3 94.1 %
94.1 %
4.3 ± 7.7
96.3 %
2.2 ± 3.1
96.3 %
2.2 ± 3.0
94.9 %
5.1 ± 1.7
94.9 %
3.7 ± 1.5
96.6 %
4.0 ± 1.4
96.6 %
3.4 ± 1.9
97.3 %
2.6 ± 1.5
97.3 %
2.1 ± 1.5
96.0 %
2.9 ± 3.8
96.0 %
2.2 ± 3.2
97.8 %
2.4 ± 2.2
97.8 %
2.2 ± 2.2
99.6 %
5.3 ± 6.9
99.6 %
5.1 ± 6.7

Table 4.5: Overall results for the data of Table 4.4. “Reg. Type” specified whether one keyframe
per was registered or multiple frames per shot, “Total Frames” equals the total number of video
frames in the sequence, “# Shot Frames” specifies the total number of informative intra-shot
frames included from shot segmentation, and the remaining descriptions are the same as in Table
4.4.
Reg.
Type
Single
Multi

Total # Shot # Int.
Frames Frames Reg.
2309
2309

1937
1937

41
71

Int. CT-Video
Pose Error
Reg. Reg. Time
ep
ed
er
Time
1772
29.6
2.76 ± 2.43 6.75 ± 5.53 4.77 ± 8.93
3324
30.0
1.84 ± 1.48 4.93 ± 4.23 2.77 ± 2.98

intra-shot frames, CT-video registration time ran for 29.6 seconds, translating to a frame rate of
approximately 65.4 frames per second. Although the time required for interactive registration
and CT-video registration appears relatively minimal, physician and technician time is expensive.
Thus, as we discuss in Chapter 6, future work should attempt to minimize both the number of
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Figure 4.18: Ground-truth and keyframe-derived BPHP for a lung-cancer patient case study
(Table 3.1, Sequence J). As seen, only a small number of view sites have been excluded near the
main carina.
required interactive registrations and the overall performance of subsequent automatic CT-video
registration.
Notice from Table 4.5, the overall pose error shrank by a factor of ≈ 1.5 when manually
registering multiple frames per shot, as compared to using only a single frame per shot. Recall
from Figure 3.7, only minimal differences between two frames were noticeable for translations up
to 3.36 mm and rotations up to 3.95◦ . The overall positional error for all tested ground-truth
sequences was 2.76 ± 2.43 mm, but improved to 1.84 ± 1.48 mm using multiple frames per
shot. Likewise, direction- and roll-angle error improved, respectively, from 6.75◦ ± 5.53◦ to
4.93◦ ± 4.23◦ and 4.77◦ ± 8.93◦ to 2.77◦ ± 2.98◦ . From these results, we recommend multiple
manually registered frames per shot when performing semi-automatic CT-video registration.
However, for quicker video analysis, results are still demonstrably acceptable for single-frame
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Table 4.6: CT-video fusion results for the ground-truth endobronchial video sequences of Table
3.1. “Video Sequence” is the letter designation of ground-truth sequences per Table 3.1, “Total
Frames” equals the total number of video frames in the sequence, “Keyframes” specifies the
final number of keyframes, “Surface Linkage Time” gives the total time for linking CT surfaces
to video surfaces, “Texture Mapping Time” reports the time required for mapping keyframe
surfaces onto the virtual endoluminal surfaces, and “Total CT-Video Fusion Time” gives the
total overall time for all CT-video fusion steps.
Video
Total
Key- Keyframe
Surface
Sequence Frames frames Coverage Linkage Time
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Total:

144
333
167
226
132
197
257
286
342
225
2309

12
37
13
11
11
7
11
22
39
40
403

92.0
97.2
88.6
95.4
88.1
92.6
74.4
88.9
96.7
98.8

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

4.7 sec
59.3 sec
4.3 sec
6.4 sec
3.7 sec
5.8 sec
8.8 sec
6.7 sec
37.5 sec
26.3 sec
163.5 sec

Texture Total CT-Video
Mapping
Fusion Time
Time
2.9 sec
7.6 sec
10.5 sec
69.8 sec
2.8 sec
7.1 sec
1.5 sec
7.8 sec
1.5 sec
5.2 sec
2.3 sec
8.1 sec
1.9 sec
10.7 sec
3.5 sec
10.1 sec
8.2 sec
45.8 sec
8.0 sec
34.3 sec
43.1 sec
206.5

registration. Furthermore, as we discuss later in this section, multiple manual registrations per
shot produces less noticeable discontinuities in multi-frame texture mapping results.
For the multiple-frames-per-shot results of Table 4.4, we next performed surface-linkage
calculations and CT-video fusion. Table 4.6 reports the results for these tests. Figures 4.30
through 4.39, presented toward the end of this section, illustrate the texture-mapped CT-video
chest model for each ground-truth video sequence, as well as the positional bronchoscopy path
history BPHP .
From the results of Table 4.6, ten multi-frame texture-mapped CT-video chest models have
been constructed in a total time of 206.5 seconds, an average of about 21 seconds per ground-truth
sequence. A noticeable problem with the texture maps generated are that sharp discontinuities
in CT-video registration also produce visible discontinuities in the resulting multi-frame texture
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(a) I56
V

(b) CT-video chest model at θ56

Figure 4.19: Example discontinuities in the CT-video chest model constructed for a lung-cancer
patient case study (Table 3.1, Sequence H). Frame I56
V is displayed in (a), illustrating a low-quality
frame segmented from the video. In (b), the CT-video chest model has been rendered from the
corresponding pose θ56 . Several discontinuities are clearly visible, resulting from poor CT-video
registration (see Figure 4.27).
map. Figure 4.19 below illustrates an example of these discontinuities. In the figure, we see
that a low-quality video frame and poor corresponding CT-video registration results (see Figure
4.27) have produced noticeable problems in the texture map. Despite these problems, the
ground-truth sequences all have reasonably accurate multi-frame texture maps as shown in
Figures 4.30 through 4.39. As we discuss in Chapter 6, future work should aim to minimize
the sharp discontinuities in CT-video registration by, for example, implementing some type of
global pose-error minimization and smoothing. Additionally, an attempt to further eliminate
poor-quality non-informative frames for a processed video may also help to assuage problems in
its resulting CT-video chest model.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I90
V

120
90
(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes I17
V , IV , and IV

Figure 4.20: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence A). In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was
interactively registered for the single segmented 144-frame shot. In (b), three keyframes (indicated
by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered for the same shot. The remaining
intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to the iterative pose estimation method
of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error,
in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate
angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I166
V

(b) pose error from 5 interactively registered keyframes:
99
166
223
290
I15
V , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure 4.21: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence B). In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was
interactively registered. In (b), five keyframes (indicated by 5 vertical lines on both plots) were
manually registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically
registered according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown
in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated
and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I72
V

(b) pose error from 7 interactively registered keyframes:
39
72
96
124
150
161
I16
V , IV , IV , *IV , IV , *IV , and IV
Figure 4.22: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a lung-cancer patient video (Table 3.1,
Sequence C). In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively
registered. In (b), seven keyframes (indicated by 7 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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151
(a) pose error from 2 interactively registered keyframes I41
V and IV

(b) pose error from 5 interactively registered keyframes:
41
80
151
181
I12
V , IV , *IV , IV , and *IV
Figure 4.23: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1,
Sequence D). In (a), two keyframes (indicated by 2 vertical lines on both plots) were interactively
registered. In (b), five keyframes (indicated by 5 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I68
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
68
102
I30
V , IV , and IV
Figure 4.24: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence E). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively
registered. In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I119
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
119
174
I35
V , IV , and IV
Figure 4.25: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence F). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively
registered. In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I122
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
122
211
I26
V , IV , and IV
Figure 4.26: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence G). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively
registered. In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 7 interactively registered keyframes:
246
190
138
102
98
56
I31
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

(b) pose error from 9 interactively registered keyframes:
56
98
102
138
190
221
246
262
I31
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure 4.27: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence H). In (a), seven keyframes (indicated by 7 vertical lines on both plots) were
interactively registered. In (b), nine keyframes (indicated by 9 vertical lines on both plots) were
manually registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically
registered according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown
in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated
and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 11 interactively registered keyframes:
315
273
254
237
212
178
113
86
50
I9V , I35
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

(b) pose error from 14 interactively registered keyframes:
50
86
100
113
178
194
212
237
254
262
273
315
I9V , I35
,
V IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure 4.28: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence I). In (a), eleven keyframes (indicated by 11 vertical lines on both plots) were
interactively registered. In (b), fourteen keyframes (indicated by 14 vertical lines on both plots)
were manually registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically
registered according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown
in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated
and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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36
(a) pose error from 15 interactively registered keyframes: I1V , I15
V , IV ,
221
204
195
165
149
125
116
104
88
76
67
I54
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

I36
V

,

29
(b) pose error from 19 interactively registered keyframes: I1V , I15
V , IV ,
67
71
76
88
104
116
125
149
165
177
195
204
213
, IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and I221
V

I54
V

Figure 4.29: Intra-shot frame pose error (4.27–4.29) for a phantom case study recording (Table
3.1, Sequence J). In (a), fifteen keyframes (indicated by 15 vertical lines on both plots) were
interactively registered. In (b), nineteen keyframes (indicated by 19 vertical lines on both plots)
were manually registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically
registered according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown
in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated
and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ144

Figure 4.30: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence A of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ333

Figure 4.31: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence B of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ167

Figure 4.32: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence C of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ226

Figure 4.33: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence D of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ132

Figure 4.34: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence E of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ197

Figure 4.35: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence F of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ257

Figure 4.36: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence G of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ286

Figure 4.37: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence H of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ342

Figure 4.38: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence I of Table 3.1.
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(a) BPHP

(b) extra-luminal view

(c) CT-video chest model at θ1

(d) CT-video chest model at θ225

Figure 4.39: Multi-frame texture mapping and BPH examples for Sequence J of Table 3.1.
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Chapter

5

Endobronchial Video-Analysis System
Thus far, this thesis has presented a robust method for parsing an input video stream (Chapter
3) and demonstrated an effective semi-automatic method for CT-video fusion (Chapter 4). The
parsed video enables the possibility of more effective browsing and retrieval of its summarized
contents and could make routine postoperative review practical. Follow-up procedures often
required in cancer assessment or asthma treatment could significantly benefit from parsed and
summarized video. The fusion of a parsed video stream and an associated preoperative CT chest
scan provides a potentially marked upgrade to current state-of-the-art bronchoscopic workflow
for tracking diagnostic ROIs and possibly better equips physicians to detect early airway-wall
cancer or improve asthma treatments, such as bronchial thermoplasty [3, 225]. However, the
methods of Chapter 3 and 4 must first be incorporated into a user-friendly platform that can be
inserted with minimal impact into the current workflow for bronchoscopy.
To address this need, we now present a video-analysis system for analyzing endobronchial
video and utilizing the extracted data for the purpose of postoperative analysis. We integrated
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the system into an existing image-guided intervention system developed by our lab, known as
the Virtual Navigator System (VNS). This new video-analysis system, the VNS Video Analysis
Subsystem, accepts a recorded bronchoscopic procedural video V and high-resolution chest CT
scan ICT as inputs [226]. A suite of analysis tools provides a variety of operational modes for
interactive visualization and manipulation of data structures derived from the analyzed video
and CT.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives an overview of the
VNS Video Analysis Subsystem and its associated tool suite. Specific applications for our system
are detailed in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 demonstrates our system’s potential for five
lung-cancer patient case studies that include both video and an associated CT chest scan.

5.1

System Implementation and Overview

The VNS Video Analysis Subsystem was implemented using C++ and Visual Studio 2012.
Development and testing of the system were performed on a dual 2.8 GHz six-core Dell Precision
T5500 PC running under the Windows 7 OS and utilizing 24 GB RAM and an nVidia Quadro
4000 2GB PCIe graphics card. Moreover, the OpenCV 2.4.11 open-source computer-vision C++
library was utilized for various image-processing and computer-vision tasks (e.g., implemented
feature-extraction methods, SVD linear system solving, etc.) [201]. Additionally, decoding and
playback of high-definition video files employs NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA). Furthermore, MFC and QT were utilized for the myriad graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
designed for our system.
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At a top level, the software components of the VN system are as follows:
1. A case study software object that receives multimodal data as input, integrates methods
for processing these data, and stores subsequently derived data structures.
2. System tools that utilize the derived data structures for graphical displays, bronchoscopic
guidance, procedure planning, additional processing, etc.
Our video-analysis system augments this top-level organization with an additional case study
object, referred to as the video-analysis data module, and additional tools for manipulating
derived data, such as summarized video content and CT-video data linkages. Figure 5.1 depicts
overall top-level system organization.
In order to fully utilize our system, a patient’s high-resolution preoperative chest CT scan
and a recorded endobronchial video sequence are processed as follows:
1. An automatic video-parsing method segments the video into shots, derives a bronchoscopemotion profile, and selects salient representative keyframes (Chapter 3).
2. A semi-automatic CT-video registration method is employed to create data linkages between
the CT-based airway-tree model and the parsed video (Chapter 4).
3. The CT-video data linkages are used to construct a CT-video chest model comprised
of a bronchoscopy path history (BPH) — defining all airway locations visited during a
procedure — and texture-mapping information for rendering registered video frames onto
the airway-tree model (Chapter 4).
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Figure 5.1: Top-level system organization of the Virtual Navigator System with the newly
incorporated Video Analysis Subsystem.
Figure 5.2 displays a screen capture of our system for lung-cancer patient 20349.3.73. For this
case, a preoperative chest CT scan comprised of 760 2D slices (dimensions: 512 × 512, resolution:
∆X = ∆Y = 0.67mm, and ∆Z = 0.5mm) and a recorded endobronchial video segment consisting
of 257 frames (dimensions: 640 × 480, frame rate: 29.97 fps) were inputs to the system.
As seen in Figure 5.2, several tools comprise our video-analysis software suite:
1. Video Analyzer — The main interface for the Video Analysis Subsystem. Shot segmentation, motion analysis, keyframe selection, CT-video registration, and CT-video chest
model construction are all initiated from this dialog (Figure 5.2B).
2. Video Browser — A graphical overview of video-parsing results via a video TOC (Figure
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Figure 5.2: A montage of our video-analysis system illustrating the suite of tools used on a
human case study (20349.3.73): (A) Case Study Tool; (B) Video Analyzer; (C) ROI Tool; (D)
CT-Video Analyzer; (E) 3D Surface Analyzer; (F) Video Inspector; (G) Surface Mapper; and
(H) Video Browser.
5.2H). The video TOC gives the user quick feedback on the results of endoscopic-shot
segmentation. Each shot is listed on an individual row, with small thumbnails for each
keyframe from that shot shown immediately below. A larger thumbnail for every keyframe
from the video is shown on the bottom of the tool, allowing the user to scroll through
the summarized video without consideration of shots. Additionally, a queries tab provides
for search functionality of the analyzed video based on duration of a continuous motion
sequence or distance from a defined ROI. Finally, the interactive summaries panel shows up
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to four graphs, conveying shot-segmentation results and the bronchoscope motion profile.
3. CT-Video Analyzer — A tool for registering individual video frames to CT-based
endoluminal renderings (Figure 5.2D). For any processed case, a minimum of one frame
per segmented shot is manually registered. This allows all intra-shot frames from the input
video to subsequently be automatically registered to the CT-based airway-tree model.
4. 3D Surface Analyzer — Shows the BPH to the user via a 3D environment in the
same coordinate space as the preoperative CT (Figure 5.2E, with the BPH drawn as the
magenta path). Renderings are shown for the BPH, CT-based airway-tree model, system
ROIs, and airway centerlines. A virtual bronchoscope camera indicates position within
the airway tree of registered endobronchial video frames. Additionally, the user may freely
orient the 3D space to better visualize the rendered data.
5. Video Inspector — A video player that controls system coordination between the various
video-analysis tools (Figure 5.2F). Derived data may be superimposed on the video stream,
such as motion vectors and/or extracted image features and statistics, Video play-back can
synchronously update all analysis tools with associated CT-video data linkages for each
frame. Moreover, sequences can be played in a loop for user inspection of interesting video
segments. Additionally, ROI definition is initiated in this tool.
6. Surface Mapper — Displays virtual endoluminal surfaces in various operational modes,
such as single- and multi-frame texture-mapping (Figure 5.2G). Visible surfaces from the
registered video are correlated to associated endoluminal surfaces. Additionally, this tool
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receives user-defined ROIs from the Video Inspector and constructs a connected endoluminal
sub-mesh in order to create a system ROI entry (Figure 5.2C).
After initial processing, our system can effectively convey a summarized view of an input video’s
contents and its relationship to the patient’s airway tree through the CT scan. In the next
section, we provide detailed descriptions of all uses of our system.

5.2

System Applications

In this section, we detail various applications of our system:
1. Video Parsing: An input endobronchial video sequence is parsed for the purpose of browsing
and retrieval.
2. CT-Video Registration: A user interacts with the Video Analysis Subsystem to semiautomatically register a parsed video sequence to an associated preoperative chest CT
scan.
3. CT-Video Fusion: Summarized video content and CT-video spatial-linkage data are combined to construct a CT-video chest model.
4. ROI Definition: A user defines regions of interest on the input video, resulting in a system
ROI viewable in fused CT-video space.
5. Video Browsing and Retrieval: A user interacts with the system to view summarized video
content, motion and keyframe data, and search the indexed video stream based on motion
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and proximity to defined system ROIs.
6. CT-Video Chest Model Exploration: System tools provide novel renderings of the chest
model comprised of the BPH and texture-mapped virtual endoluminal surfaces.
A summary of these applications is presented below, with Section 5.3 giving system-application
results. Appendix B gives more exhaustive detail on all tools and system usage.

5.2.1

Video Parsing

The Video Analyzer (Figure 5.2B) provides the central location for invoking all video-parsing
related processing. As seen in Figure 5.3, three control dialogs within the Video Analyzer
enable a user to perform shot segmentation, motion analysis, and keyframe selection.
Default parameters are set within each dialog to the values specified in Chapter 3. These
values are adjustable, but typically are only changed for shot segmentation, depending on the
length and quality of an input video sequence. Specifically, longer sequences that contain adverse
events (mucus occlusion, significant airway deformation, airway-wall views, etc.) are typically
processed with the “BRIEF Optimized” feature-extraction method and a “Minimum Size Shot”
value of 15. The increase in the number of matched features using “BRIEF Optimized” and
exclusion of shots in duration of less than 0.5 seconds minimizes the number of shots, particularly
those containing poor-quality low-information video content. Shorter sequences of high-quality
video are typically parsed well using the “BRIEF” feature-extraction method and a “Minimum
Size Shot” value of 3. As shown in Section 3.5, default parameters perform well over a number
of tested video sequences.
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Figure 5.3: Control dialogs in the Video Analyzer associated with the three steps of bronchoscopic
video parsing: shot segmentation; motion analysis; and keyframe selection.
Note that the steps of video parsing must be performed in order: 1) shot segmentation; 2)
motion analysis; and 3) keyframe selection. After each processing step is complete, the user
may save all relevant derived data to disk. Please refer to Appendix B for more thorough
documentation of the Video Analyzer.

5.2.2

CT-Video Registration

CT-video registration is accomplished through use of three Video Analysis Subsystem tools: 1)
Video Analyzer; 2) CT-Video Analyzer; and 3) Surface Mapper. To begin, the user opens
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Figure 5.4: CT-video registration setup in the VN Video Analysis Subsystem for case study
20349.90. The Video Analyzer is used to launch the CT-Video Registration Control Dialog and
BPH Inspection Dialog. The CT-Video Analyzer enables fast manual registration of video
frames and the Surface Mapper contains the methods responsible for semi-automatic CT-video
registration.
all three tools, and two dialogs within the Video Analyzer, as shown in Figure 5.4. Continuing,
the navigation controls in both the BPH Inspection Dialog and CT-Video Registration Dialog
are used to update the current frame in the CT-Video Analyzer. Additionally, if a registered
pose for the selected frame is already available, then the VNS system pose used for rendering
virtual endoluminal renderings is also updated.
Once the user decides on a frame to manually register, the CT-Video Analyzer is used to
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interactively align its virtual endoluminal rendering to the current video frame. After manual
registration, the BPH Inspection Dialog and/or CT-Video Registration Dialog are used to update
pose information for the video. Typically, the user manually registers at least one frame per
segmented shot resulting from video parsing. However, at any point after registering at least
one frame, CT-video registration may be invoked via the CT-Video Registration Dialog. After
automatic registration per the methods of Chapter 4, any derived data may be saved, and
calculated poses may be viewed in the CT-Video Registration Dialog. Moreover, the calculated
poses can be used to update any undefined keyframe poses in the BPH Inspection Dialog. Please
refer to Appendix B for more thorough documentation of the CT-Video Analyzer and Surface
Mapper.

5.2.3

CT-Video Fusion

Assuming video-parsing and CT-video registration data are available, the CT-Video Fusion
Dialog within the Video Analyzer, in conjunction with the Surface Mapper, enables final
construction of a CT-video chest model in two steps: 1) surface-linkage calculation; and 2)
multi-frame texture map generation. As shown in Figure 5.5, both steps of CT-video fusion are
initiated via the CT-Video Fusion Dialog. The user proceeds as follows:
1. Initiate surface-linkage calculations via the “Link CT Surfaces to Video” button.
2. Generate the multi-frame texture map by pressing the “Generate Multiframe Texture Map”
button.
After surface-linkage calculations are complete, all derived data may be saved. Note, the multi240

Figure 5.5: VNS configuration after linking the virtual endoluminal surfaces and registered
intra-shot frames for case study 20349.90.
frame texture map is saved to a different file and must be manually saved or loaded. This
provides system flexibility for generating and loading any number of texture maps for the same
parsed video and associated CT-video registration data.

5.2.4

ROI Definition

Another important application of our system is ROI definition. After all video-parsing and
CT-video fusion data are generated, a user may define regions of interest via the Video Inspector
and Surface Mapper. Figure 5.6 illustrates the process of defining a video ROI for a human
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case study (case 20349.3.73). The user highlights an area in the Video Inspector (Figure 5.6a),
which then triggers the Surface Mapper (Figure 5.6b) to analyze the registered endoluminal
surface mesh and create a connected mesh in the vicinity of the selection. A system ROI entry is
then created in the ROI Tool (Figure 5.6c). Note that the 3D Surface Analyzer can be used
to visualize a system ROI in the fused CT-video space, as shown in Figure 5.10.

5.2.5

Video Browsing and Retrieval

After performing all steps of video parsing, the summarized content of an input video sequence
may be browsed using the Video Browser. Figure 5.7 displays the Video Browser’s Video
TOC and Queries tabs, and Figure 5.8 shows the un-docked Interactive Summaries panel.
Based on the presented video-analysis results in these figures, we see the following information:
• A 342-frame endobronchial video sequence has been summarized via 9 shots and 37
keyframes — a reduction of 89.2% in the number of frames required to represent the
sequence. (Λ = 0.11 per (3.5).)
• There are six sequences of continuous “hover” motion lasting longer than 0.5 seconds, an
indication of possible ROIs to the bronchoscopist.
• The Interactive Summaries panel gives quick visual feedback on shot-segmentation results
for the entire video sequence (Figure 5.8, top). Moreover, the motion-profile graphs indicate
relative movement speed (via amplitude of motion energy and/or running motion, per the
middle two graphs of Figure 5.8), while the cumulative-motion graph gives an overview of
motion throughout the sequence (Figure 5.8, bottom).
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(a) Video Inspector

(b) Surface Mapper

(c) ROI Tool
Figure 5.6: Example of video-ROI definition from a human case study (20349.3.73). A video ROI
is created by the combined effort of several system tools. First, the Video Inspector (a) is used
to select a region of interest on a video frame by highlighting a rectangular area with the mouse
(turquoise rectangle in (a)). Next, the Surface Mapper (b) is automatically invoked to scan
the endoluminal surface mesh for an appropriately connected sub-mesh within the user-defined
region. An ROI entry is then created in the ROI Tool (c). The ROI Tool allows associated
information to be edited and also provides functionality to generate ROI surfaces for rendering.
Figure 5.10 shows renderings of this ROI in the fused CT-video space via the 3D Surface
Analyzer.
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The Video Browser also coordinates specifically with the Video Inspector tool and
indirectly with the VN system. When the user double-clicks the left mouse button on any
keyframes, motion sequences, shot-segmentation regions, or search query results, the Video
Inspector automatically begins a short sequence playback centered about the associated frame
index of the selected item. The sequence playback continually loops until canceled by the user.
If CT-video registration information is available, then the Video Inspector will update the VN
system pose. Thus, any tools generating graphical output based on the system pose will also
update their displays synchronously with the Video Inspector.

5.2.6

CT-Video Chest Model Exploration

With a complete CT-video chest model comprised of video-parsing data, CT-video registration
data, spatial linkages between the video and virtual endoluminal surface mesh, and a generated
multi-frame texture map, the user may fully explore the chest model in an interactive 3D
environment. Figure 5.9 shows images from the Surface Analyzer and Surface Mapper. In
this figure, we see the bronchoscopy path history’s positional summary recovered from the recorded
endobronchial video for case 20349.90. Moreover, the Surface Mapper displays an extraluminal
view of the CT-based airway tree indicating the specific surfaces covered by the registered video.
Additionally, assuming associated surface volumes have been generated using the VNS ROI
Tool, the Surface Analyzer generates visualizations of any system ROIs requested by the
user (Figure 5.10). Finally, Figure 5.11 shows several screen captures of the Video Analysis
Subsystem virtual bronchoscopy playback functionality. As seen in this figure, the system utilizes
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(a) Table of Contents (TOC)

(b) Search Queries

Figure 5.7: The Video Browser has two main tabs providing information extracted during endobronchial video analysis: a) Video TOC; and b) Queries. The images in this figure were produced
after analyzing video recorded from an Olympus Evis Exera BF-XT160 videobronchoscope during
a human case study (20349.3.90).
the bronchoscopy path history’s temporal summary to emulate the sequence of events captured
by a processed procedural video. The Surface Mapper has been configured by the user to use
the generated multi-frame texture map and the Surface Analyzer shows the current system
location during playback.
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Figure 5.8: The Video Browser’s interactive summaries panel for lung-cancer patient 20349.3.90.
Keyframes are indicated on the shot-segmentation summary (top) by black lines at their corresponding frame number, and by black circles on the running-motion summary (third figure from
top).
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(a) Surface Analyzer

(b) Surface Mapper

Figure 5.9: Summary information for lung-cancer patient 20349.3.90, provided by the Surface
Analyzer and Surface Mapper. In (a), we see the path of the bronchoscope through the
airway tree (BPH in magenta) with keyframe locations highlighted by green squares along the
BPH path. For (b), the CT-derived airway-tree surface is colored to indicate visible surfaces
captured by the endobronchial video sequence (red = “unobserved” and green = “observed”).
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(a) endoluminal view

(b) extraluminal view

Figure 5.10: ROI visualization in the 3D Surface Analyzer for the ROI created in Figure 5.6
(case 20349.73). The user freely maneuvers within the 3D space, providing for better inspection
of the rendered ROI.
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(a) beginning of virtual bronchoscopy playback

(b) end of virtual bronchoscopy playback
Figure 5.11: Two screen captures of the Video Analysis Subsystem during virtual bronchoscopy
playback (case 20349.90). In both images, the Surface Analyzer is shown left, and the
Surface Mapper is shown right. The Surface Analyzer shows the BPH positional summary
in magenta and keyframe locations in the airway tree are drawn as green rectangles. The Surface
Mapper renders the multi-frame texture map from the current registered VNS system pose and
airway centerlines are drawn in red.
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5.3

Results

In this section, we demonstrate our system’s potential using seven procedural studies drawn
from five lung-cancer patients. The associated endobronchial video recordings for each case are
described in Table 5.1 below.
All sequences were recorded during standard airway examinations performed by collaborating
pulmonologists at the Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. Moreover, three bronchoscopic imaging modalities were employed: 1) white light bronchoscopy (WLB); 2) narrow band
imaging (NBI); and 3) autofluorescence imaging (AFI). NBI uses filtered narrow-band light to
enable enhanced visualization of the epithelium’s vessel structure. AFI highlights autofluorescence
differences between the normal epithelium and developing epithelial lesions. Clinical studies
suggest that combining WLB with AFI and/or NBI potentially offers (1) enhanced sensitivity
for detecting epithelial lesions and (2) higher specificity for characterizing cancer sites over WLB
alone [227–229].
Table 5.1: Seven lung-cancer patient procedural videos. “Case Study” is the assigned IRB
identification number for each human case study, “Modality” describes the bronchoscopic imaging
modality used for the procedural video, “Frames” equals the number of frames in the sequence,
and “Endoluminal Region” denotes the resolution of the endoluminal viewing region of the
endobronchial video stream.
Case Study
21405.140
20349.86
20349.91
20349.93
20349.94
Total

Modality
AFI
WLB
WLB
WLB
NBI
WLB
NBI

Frames
27325
11380
8843
13719
6378
2495
4714
74854
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Endoluminal Region
300 x 288
812 x 826
809 x 824
1240 x 1066
1240 x 1066
1240 x 1066
1240 x 1066

For each sequence, we parsed the video using the “BRIEF Optimized” feature-extraction
method and a minimum-size shot constraint of 15. Next, semi-automatic CT-video registration
and CT-video fusion were performed. Finally, a variety of screen shots were captured during use
of the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem per the different applications summarized in Section 5.2.
As seen in Table 5.1, two case studies contain multiple video sequences. Thus, we divide the
results of this section into two parts. First, the single-modality video sequences are processed and
the respective results are given in Section 5.3.1. Finally, in Section 5.3.2, we present similar results
for the dual-modality case studies along with ROI comparisons for both recorded modalities.

5.3.1

Airway-Examination Procedural Video Results

In this section, we present results from the three single-modality case studies in Table 5.1. For
each sequence, video parsing was performed as described in Chapter 3. Table 5.2 gives the results
of video parsing for the three sequences. As expected, parsing of the single-modality sequences
produced similar results as compared to the longer sequences tested in Chapter 3.
Table 5.2: Video-parsing results for three patient airway-examination video sequences. “Case
Study” is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study, “Shots” denotes
the number of segmented endoscopic shots, “Intra-Shot Frames” equals the percentage of frames
contained in all shots, “Keyframes” is the number of representative frames selected to summarize
the video sequence, “Λ” is the video abstraction ratio per (3.5), “Keyframe Surface Coverage”
measures the percentage of the visible surfaces captured by the input video that are also covered
by the keyframe set, and “Parsing Time” gives the total processing time for all phases of video
parsing.
Case Study Shots Intra-Shot Keyframes
Frames
21405.140
20349.86
20349.91

150
52
41

59.5%
75 %
81.9 %

772
1084
667
251

Λ

.028
.095
.075

Keyframe
Surface
Coverage
90.9 %
97 %
93.2 %

Parsing Time
(mins)
27.2
146.9
92.6

Next, we performed semi-automatic CT-video registration using the parsing results for each
sequence. At least one keyframe per shot was manually registered and the time required for
registering each frame was recorded. After semi-automatic CT-video registration was completed,
spatial-linkage data was extracted and CT-video fusion performed. Table 5.3, below, compiles
relevant information with regards to CT-video registration and fusion.
Note that, for all sequences, we did not register keyframes for shots that we subjectively
determined contained poor-quality video frames. The assessment of shot quality was easily
accomplished using the Video Browser’s Video TOC view to quickly decide whether informative
frames were present in a shot. Figure 5.12 illustrates several poor-quality shots visible in the
Video Browser for a procedural study. This figure also demonstrates that, although our
parsing method eliminates a large percentage of uninformative video frames, it does not filter
low-information sequences that contain persistent structure (e.g., mucous, water, airway-wall
views). Including these low-quality shots in CT-video registration would unnecessarily increase
the amount of time to register a video sequence and introduce erroneous texture into the
Table 5.3: CT-video registration and fusion results for three patient airway-examination video
sequences. “Case Study” is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study,
“# Int. Reg.” denotes the number of manual registrations performed for the sequence, “Int. Reg.
Time” equals the time required for all interactive registrations, “CT-Video Reg. Time” is the
execution time for CT-video registration, “Spatial-Linkage Time” specified the time required to
calculate spatial-linkage data, “CT-Video Fusion Time” measures the time required for generating
the multi-frame texture map, and “Total Time” gives the total processing time for steps in
CT-video fusion.
Case Study # Int. Int. Reg. CT-Video Reg. Spatial-Linkage
CT-Video
Total Time
Reg. Time (s)
Time (s)
Time (s)
Fusion Time (s)
(mins)
21405.140
51
1692
18.9
178.3
14.6
31.7
20349.86
44
1634
87.8
546.7
203.4
41.2
20349.91
56
1948
90.9
622.4
146.2
46.8
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Figure 5.12: The Video Browser TOC view (left) shows several poor-quality shots that were
excluded from semi-automatic CT-video registration for case study 20349.93.
subsequently generated multi-frame texture map.
For case 21405.140, AFI was used during the 15-minute airway examination. This video
modality typically produces low-contrast predominantly green- or blue-colored images in the
presence of healthy bronchial tissue, but changes to brownish red, red, purple, or magenta when
abnormal tissues are present [228]. The combination of low-contrast and low-resolution video
(300 x 288) images produces significantly fewer feature matches per frame as compared to WLB.
Consequently, shot segmentation produced a higher number of shots than might be expected
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for a similar length WLB video. Indeed, video parsing of this case produced an average of 41.8
correspondences per frame and 108 frames per shot. For comparison, case 20349.86 resulted
in an average of 192.3 feature matches per frame and 164 frames per shot. Despite the lower
average features per frame, video parsing was capable of segmenting 59.5% of all frames from this
sequence into 150 shots. Figure 5.13 displays a screen shot of the Video Browser tool showing
video parsing information for case 21405.140. From the figure, we see the shot composition
of the processed video, keyframes contained in a portion of shot set Ψ, and graphs conveying
information from the bronchoscope motion profile extracted from the sequence.
Next, as seen in Table 5.3, we performed semi-automatic CT-video registration by first
manually registering 51 frames in approximately 28.2 minutes. Subsequent automatic registration
of the remaining intra-shot frames required 18.9 seconds. Finally, spatial-linkage data was
calculated and a multi-frame texture map was generated. All phases of CT-video registration and
CT-video fusion required 31.7 minutes. Figure 5.14 shows the derived BPH positional summary,
an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video chest model, visible surface coverage, and
the keyframe coverage for this sequence.
Finally, we defined one ROI for a clearly visible lesion on frame 2964 located at the terminal
end of the superior-division bronchus in the left upper lobe. Surprisingly, the multi-frame texture
map rendered from the corresponding pose θ2964 arguably shows a higher resolution view of the
lesion than the video itself. Figures 5.15 shows a system montage from the VNS Video Analysis
Subsystem for case 21405.140. In this figure, the Video Inspector is used to highlight the
lesion on frame 2964 and the Surface Mapper creates a connected sub mesh in the vicinity
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Figure 5.13: Video-parsing results for case 21405.140 visualized using the Video Browser.
(top) The Shot Segmentation interactive summary has been un-docked from the main panel and
depicts the shot composition of the processed video. (bottom left) the Video TOC tab within
the Video Browser shows a portion of shot set Ψ and associated keyframe thumbnail icons
for the visible shots. (bottom right) The Interactive Summaries panel portraying three graphs
derived from the bronchoscope motion profile extracted from the input video.
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(d) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.14: CT-video fusion results for case 21405.140. The BPH positional summary is shown
in (a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CTvideo chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface coverage of
the input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The keyframe
surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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(a) ROI definition using the Video Inspector and Surface Mapper

(b) ROI views from the Surface Analyzer in fused CT-video space
Figure 5.15: ROI definition for case 21405.140. In (a), a lesion is clearly visible on frame 2964 in
the Video Inspector (left). The area is highlighted and the Surface Mapper (right) constructs
a connected sub mesh within the vicinity of the ROI. In (b), an extraluminal view of the ROI
in the Surface Analyzer (left) shows the lesion at the terminal end of the superior-division
bronchus in the left upper lobe and the virtual camera (tan cylinder) at the registered pose θ2964 .
Additionally, an endoluminal view is shown within the fused CT-video space (right).
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of the ROI. The Surface Analyzer then places the ROI in the fused CT-video space and an
extraluminal and endoluminal view are shown to illustrate its location.
Continuing, we performed the same video-analysis workflow on the 6.3-minute endobronchial
video recording associated with case 20349.86. From Table 5.2, parsing of this sequence required
approximately 2.4 hours and resulted in 75% of the input video being segmented into 52 shots
and 1084 keyframes. Moreover, the Λ value of 0.095 indicates that, of the 11, 380 original frames,
a reduction of roughly 90% (1084 keyframes) adequately summarizes the video sequence. As
further evidence for the validity of this number, the keyframe set Φ for this sequence covered
97% of the visible surfaces captured by the input video. Figures 5.17 illustrates video-parsing
results for this case using the Video Browser.
Next, for semi-automatic CT-video registration, we manually registered 44 keyframes in
27.2 minutes. We note that this case had remarkable visible agreement between the video and
CT-based endoluminal surface renderings. The airways were markedly patent throughout the
entire airway exam and showed only minimal deformation. Consequently, subsequent automatic
registration of the remaining intra-shot video frames resulted in incredibly accurate alignment
between all segmented video frames and corresponding endoluminal surface renderings. Figure
5.16, below, shows an example manual registration using the CT-Video Analyzer and an
accurate automatic registration for an informative frame in the same shot. Total time for all
phases of CT-video registration and fusion took approximately 41.2 minutes. Figures 5.18 depicts
the derived BPH positional summary, an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video
chest model, visible surface coverage, and the keyframe coverage for this sequence.
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Figure 5.16: Example of manual registration and alignment of a subsequently automatically
registered intra-shot frame for case study 20349.86. (top right) The CT-Video Analyzer is
used to interactively align frame 7100 (keyframe 720) of the input video sequence. (top left) The
corresponding texture-mapped CT-video chest model rendered at pose θ7100 within the Surface
Mapper. (bottom right) Subsequent automatic CT-video registration produces reasonably
accurate alignment of frame 7253 at over 150 frames from the manually registered keyframe.
(bottom left) The Surface Mapper rendering the chest model at pose θ7253 . Note that, even
with the accurate CT-video registration within this shot, there is a noticeable error on the
multi-frame texture map. In particular, a distant bifurcation view has been mapped incorrectly
onto the airway wall.
Finally, we defined a single ROI for an area of possible inflammation on the airway wall
visible on frame 3552, located at the terminal end of the right main bronchus. Figures 5.19
shows a system montage from the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem for case 20349.86. In this
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figure, the Video Inspector is used to highlight the potential region of inflammation on frame
3552 and the Surface Mapper creates a connected sub mesh in the vicinity of the ROI. The
Surface Analyzer then places the ROI in the fused CT-video space and an extraluminal and
endoluminal view are shown to illustrate its location.

Figure 5.17: Video-parsing results for case 20349.86 using the Video Browser: (top) shot
segmentation; (bottom left) Video TOC tab; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.18: CT-video fusion results for case 20349.86. The BPH positional summary is shown in
(a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video
chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface coverage of the
input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The keyframe
surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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(a) ROI definition using the Video Inspector and Surface Mapper

(b) ROI views from the Surface Analyzer in fused CT-video space
Figure 5.19: ROI definition for case 20349.86. In (a), a potential area of inflammation is visible
on frame 3552 in the Video Inspector (left). The area is highlighted and the Surface Mapper
(right) constructs a connected sub mesh within the vicinity of the ROI. In (b), an extraluminal
view of the ROI in the Surface Analyzer (left) shows the inflammation near the terminal end
of the right main bronchus in the right upper lobe and the virtual camera (tan cylinder) at the
registered pose θ3552 . Additionally, an endoluminal view is shown within the fused CT-video
space (right).
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Finally, we performed video analysis on the 4.9-minute endobronchial video sequence for case
study 20349.91. From Table 5.2, the video was parsed in approximately 1.5 hours and resulted
in 82% of the input video being segmented into 41 shots and 667 keyframes. Moreover, the
keyframe set covered 93.2% of the visible surfaces captured by the input video. Figures 5.21
illustrates video-parsing results for this case using the Video Browser.
Next, for semi-automatic CT-video registration, we manually registered 56 keyframes in 32.5
minutes. In contrast to the high degree of visible CT-video agreement in case 20349.86, this
sequence had poor agreement between the video and CT. We theorize a possible reason for this
is a poor calibration for the Olympus BF-XT160 bronchovideoscope used during the airway
examination. Additionally, the patient airways may have been highly deformed throughout
the duration of the procedure. As a consequence of the poor CT-video agreement, subsequent
automatic registration of the remaining intra-shot video frames resulted in a large amount
of registration error occurring within small distances from the manually registered keyframes.
Figure 5.20, below, shows an example manual registration using the CT-Video Analyzer and
an accurate automatic registration for an informative frame in the same shot. In total, all phases
of CT-video registration and fusion required approximately 46.8 minutes. Figures 5.22 depicts
the derived BPH positional summary, an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video
chest model, visible surface coverage, and the keyframe coverage for this sequence.
Finally, we defined a single ROI for a possible growth on the airway wall visible on frame 3486,
located at the proximal end of the lower lobe bronchus in the left lower lobe. Figure 5.23 shows
a system montage from the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem for case 20349.91. In this figure,
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the Video Inspector is used to highlight the potential growth on frame 3486 and the Surface
Mapper creates a connected sub mesh in the vicinity of the ROI. The Surface Analyzer then
places the ROI in the fused CT-video space and an extraluminal and endoluminal view are shown
to illustrate its location.

Figure 5.20: Example of manual registration and alignment of a subsequently automatically
registered intra-shot frame for case study 20349.91. (top right) The CT-Video Analyzer is
used to interactively align frame 573 (keyframe 28) of the input video sequence. (top left) The
corresponding texture-mapped CT-video chest model rendered at pose θ573 within the Surface
Mapper. (bottom right) Subsequent automatic CT-video registration produces poor alignment
of frame 615 at a distance of only 42 frames from the manually registered keyframe. (bottom
left) The Surface Mapper rendering the chest model at pose θ615 . Note that, the inaccurate
CT-video registration within this shot results in several gross errors on the multi-frame texture
map.
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Figure 5.21: Video-parsing results for case 20349.91 using the Video Browser: (top) shot
segmentation; (bottom left) Video TOC tab; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.22: CT-video fusion results for case 20349.91. The BPH positional summary is shown in
(a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video
chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface coverage of the
input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The keyframe
surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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(a) ROI definition using the Video Inspector and Surface Mapper

(b) ROI views from the Surface Analyzer in fused CT-video space
Figure 5.23: ROI definition for case 20349.91. In (a), a growth is clearly visible on frame
3486 in the Video Inspector (left). The area is highlighted and the Surface Mapper (right)
constructs a connected sub mesh within the vicinity of the ROI. In (b), an extraluminal view of
the ROI in the Surface Analyzer (left) shows the growth location at the proximal end of the
lower lobe bronchus in the left lower lobe and the virtual camera (tan cylinder) at the registered
pose θ3486 . Additionally, an endoluminal view is shown within the fused CT-video space (right).
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5.3.2

Proof-of-Concept Multiple Bronchoscopy Application

In this section, we perform all stages of video analysis on the last two case studies in Table
5.1, comprised of four testing sequences. Each case study contains both a WLB and NBI
airway examination recording. Each individual sequence demonstrates the potential of our
system for enhancing the clinical workflow for bronchoscopy by incorporating processed video
into post-operative analysis. However, as previously mentioned, clinical studies suggest that
combining WLB with NBI may synergistically enhance the medical efficacy of both modalities
[227–229]. These studies represent, to the best of our knowledge, the first quantitative spatial
analysis between two bronchoscopic imaging modalities performed via a bronchoscopic video
analysis system.
For each sequence, video parsing was performed as described in Chapter 3. Table 5.4 gives
the results of video parsing for the three sequences.
Table 5.4: Video-parsing results for four patient airway-examination video sequences. “Case
Study” is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study, “Modality” indicates
the bronchoscopic imaging modality used for the sequence (WLB = white light bronchoscopy,
and NBI = narrow band imaging), “Shots” denotes the number of segmented endoscopic shots,
“Intra-Shot Frames” equals the percentage of frames contained in all shots, “Keyframes” is the
number of representative frames selected to summarize the video sequence, “Λ” is the video
abstraction ratio per (3.5), “Keyframe Surface Coverage” measures the percentage of the visible
surfaces captured by the input video that are also covered by the keyframe set, and “Parsing
Time” gives the total processing time for all phases of video parsing.
Case Study

Modality

Shots

20349.93

WLB
NBI
WLB
NBI

80
36
25
55

20349.94

IntraShot
Frames
65.9 %
89.8 %
37.9 %
60.7 %

Keyframes

Λ

1027
749
192
493

.075
.117
.077
.105
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Keyframe
Surface
Coverage
98.1 %
97.8 %
96.2 %
89.9 %

Parsing Time
(mins)
348.3
174.1
118.7
151.8

Next, we performed semi-automatic CT-video registration using the parsing results for each
sequence. At least one keyframe per shot was manually registered, recording the amount of
time required for each frame. As in Section 5.3.1, we did not register keyframes for shots that
contained poor quality-video frames. After semi-automatic CT-video registration was completed,
spatial-linkage data was extracted and CT-video fusion performed on each single-modality
airway-examination video sequence. Table 5.5 compiles relevant information with regards to
CT-video registration and fusion.
For case study 20349.93, we performed video analysis on the 7.6-minute WLB and 3.5-minute
NBI endobronchial video sequences. From Table 5.4, the WLB video was parsed in approximately
5.8 hours and resulted in 65.9% of the input video being segmented into 80 shots and 1027
keyframes. Additionally, the NBI sequences was parsed in 2.9 hours and segmented 89.8% of the
video into 36 shots. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 illustrate video-parsing results for this case using the
Video Browser.
Table 5.5: CT-video registration and fusion results for three patient airway-examination video
sequences. “Case Study” is the assigned IRB identification number for each human case study,
“# Int. Reg.” denotes the number of manual registrations performed for the sequence, “Int. Reg.
Time” equals the time required for all interactive registrations, “CT-Video Reg. Time” is the
execution time for CT-video registration, “Spatial-Linkage Time” specified the time required to
calculate spatial-linkage data, “CT-Video Fusion Time” measures the time required for generating
the multi-frame texture map, and “Total Time” gives the total processing time for steps in
CT-video fusion.
Case Study Modality # Int. Int. Reg. CT-Video
Reg. Time (s) Reg. Time
(s)
20349.93
WLB
44
1628
163.9
NBI
34
1191
145.2
20349.94
WLB
26
1350
25.2
NBI
28
1078
40.2
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SpatialLinkage
Time (s)
977.1
783.5
153.7
254.8

CT-Video Total Time
Fusion
(mins)
Time (s)
208.6
49.6
107.6
37.1
47.7
26.3
78.2
24.2

Next, for semi-automatic CT-video registration, we manually registered 44 keyframes from
the WLB sequence in 27.1 minutes. Additionally, for the NBI video recording, we interactively
aligned 34 keyframes in roughly 19.9 minutes. In total, all phases of CT-video registration and
fusion for both videos required approximately 86.7 minutes. Figures 5.26 and 5.27 depict the
derived BPH positional summary, an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video chest
model, visible surface coverage, and the keyframe coverage for both sequences. As seen in these
figures, the BPH covers roughly the same locations in the airway tree for both cases, except
that the NBI video sequence did not quite reach as far within the tree as the WLB. The slight
disparity in coverage is also noticeable on the visible surfaces of Figures 5.26(c) and 5.27(c).
Finally, we defined one ROI for the NBI video recording for case study 20349.93 and illustrated
the spatial linkage between both bronchoscopic imaging modalities via the fused CT-video space.
The Video Browser’s ROI-distance search query was used in the associated WLB aiway-exam
sequence to find a similar location near the NBI-defined ROI. Figure 5.28 shows results for
viewing the ROI within the fused CT-video space for both the WLB and NBI sequences of the
same case study. As seen in this figure, a true quantitative analysis between both the WLB
and NBI imaging modalities is possible with the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem. As is typical
with high coverage of the airways, the multi-frame texture map loses fine detail with regards
to the endoluminal surfaces. Thus, the user inspects ROI surfaces with the Surface Mapper
in a single-frame texture map mode. With single-frame textures, no loss of detail occurs. The
system viewing poses may be adjusted to any location within the CT-video chest model, and
only texture from a single video frame is mapped onto the model.
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Figure 5.24: WLB video-parsing results for case 20349.93: (top) shot segmentation; (bottom
left) TOC; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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Figure 5.25: NBI video-parsing results for case 20349.93: (top) shot segmentation; (bottom left)
TOC; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.26: WLB CT-video fusion results for case 20349.93. The BPH positional summary is
shown in (a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped
CT-video chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface
coverage of the input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The
keyframe surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.27: NBI CT-video fusion results for case 20349.93. The BPH positional summary is
shown in (a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped
CT-video chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface
coverage of the input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The
keyframe surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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Figure 5.28: Joint WLB/NBI ROI localization for case 20349.93. An ROI is first defined in
the WLB video. The ROI is added to the fused CT-video space and NBI video frames are
automatically located within the vicinity of the system ROI. Views from both imaging modalities
are shown with interesting regions highlighted.
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For case study 20349.94, we performed video analysis on the 1.4-minute WLB and 2.6-minute
NBI endobronchial video sequences. From Table 5.4, the WLB video was parsed in approximately
2.0 hours and resulted in 37.9% of the input video being segmented into 25 shots and 192
keyframes. Additionally, the NBI sequences was parsed in 2.5 hours and segmented 60.7% of the
video into 55 shots. Figures 5.29 and 5.30 illustrate video-parsing results for this case using the
Video Browser.
Next, for semi-automatic CT-video registration, we manually registered 26 keyframes from
the WLB sequence in 22.5 minutes. Additionally, for the NBI video recording, we interactively
aligned 28 keyframes in roughly 18 minutes. In total, all phases of CT-video registration and
fusion for both videos required approximately 50.5 minutes. Figures 5.31 and 5.32 depict the
derived BPH positional summary, an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped CT-video chest
model, visible surface coverage, and the keyframe coverage for both sequences.
Finally, we defined one ROI for the NBI video recording for case study 20349.94 and illustrated
the spatial linkage between both bronchoscopic imaging modalities via the fused CT-video space.
The Video Browser’s ROI-distance search query was used in the associated WLB aiway-exam
sequence to find a similar location near the NBI-defined ROI. Similar to case 20349.93, Figure
5.33 demonstrates a true quantitative spatial analysis between both the WLB and NBI imaging
modalities for case 20349.94 For this example, the NBI video did not get as close a view of the
ROI as was seen in the WLB video sequence. However, single-frame texture mode does enable a
closer look at the defined ROI without the loss of detail apparent in the multi-frame texture
map.
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Figure 5.29: WLB video-parsing results for case 20349.94: (top) shot segmentation; (bottom
left) TOC; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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Figure 5.30: NBI video-parsing results for case 20349.94: (top) shot segmentation; (bottom left)
TOC; (bottom right) interactive summaries panel.
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.31: WLB CT-video fusion results for case 20349.94. The BPH positional summary is
shown in (a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped
CT-video chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface
coverage of the input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The
keyframe surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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(a) BPHP

(b) texture-mapped CT chest model

(c) visible coverage

(b) keyframe coverage

Figure 5.32: NBI CT-video fusion results for case 20349.94. The BPH positional summary is
shown in (a) using the Surface Analyzer. In (b), an extraluminal view of the texture-mapped
CT-video chest model is portrayed with the Surface Mapper. In (c), the visible surface
coverage of the input video is shown (green = observed surfaces, red = unobserved regions). The
keyframe surface coverage is shown in (d) (magenta = keyframe observed surface).
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Figure 5.33: Joint WLB/NBI ROI localization for case 20349.94. An ROI is first defined in
the WLB video. The ROI is added to the fused CT-video space and NBI video frames are
automatically located within the vicinity of the system ROI. Views from both imaging modalities
are shown with interesting regions highlighted.
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Chapter

6

Conclusion
This thesis presented a multi-modal video-analysis system that incorporates methods for video
parsing and subsequent CT-video fusion to synergistically combine CT and endobronchial video.
In Section 6.1, we summarize the contributions of this thesis. Section 6.2 discusses further areas
of potential research. Finally, Section 6.3 lists publications by the author.

6.1

Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, we have constructed the first comprehensive system for endobronchial video analysis based on effective video parsing, CT-video registration, and data
visualization. In particular, we made contributions in the following areas:
1. We developed automatic methods for parsing an input endobronchial video sequence into a
set of bronchoscopic shots, a derived bronchoscope motion profile, and a set of of salient
representative keyframes. Our approach performs better than competing methods for
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selecting keyframes from endoscopic video and produces a parsed and indexed video stream.
2. We devised a semi-automatic registration method that utilizes a parsed video sequence,
along with interactive user registration of a small number of intra-shot video frames, to
produce spatial-linkage data between an input video and an associated CT chest scan.
Given an appropriate number of manual registrations, our method is capable of registering
an entire video sequence, regardless of its duration. This is a stark improvement over
previous work that registered only small segments of input endobronchial video [86].
3. We incorporated parsed video and CT-video registration data into a multi-frame texturemap generation method that enables real-time exploration within an interactive 3D environment based on a CT-video chest model utilizing real endoluminal views of the lung
airways taken directly from associated endobronchial video. This work represents the first
comprehensive data abstraction of endobronchial video, whereby the majority of informative
content from a processed video sequence is correlated to an associated 3D CT chest scan
and facilitates efficient browsing, retrieval, and post-operative analysis.
4. We have developed a video-analysis system that quickly conveys the summarized contents
of a processed endobronchial video sequence to a user. This system represents the first
truly comprehensive endobronchial video analysis system that enables true CT-video fusion
and practical post-operative analysis of a procedural video. Regions of interest (ROIs)
may be defined within the global 3D CT space of the chest and linked to video surfaces.
Search queries may be executed on the parsed video based on motion-sequence duration
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and ROI-distance criteria. Moreover, the system provides a full suite of analysis tools for
visualizing and manipulating a constructed CT-video chest model containing spatial-linkage
data between the input video and a preoperative CT scan of the chest.
5. We demonstrated a proof-of-concept multiple-bronchoscopy application for the VNS Video
Analysis Subsystem using two case studies that have associated multi-modal data sets
comprised of white light and NBI bronchoscopic imaging modalities. This novel application
represents the first quantitative graphical linkage between multiple modalities within the
workflow for bronchoscopy.
To demonstrate these contributions, we performed video parsing and CT-video fusion on seven
full-length airway examinations obtained during lung-cancer patient procedures. Results from
video processing demonstrated that our system could potentially improve current state-of-the-art
bronchoscopic workflow by making routine post-operative analysis that incorporates recorded
procedural video practical.

6.2

Future Work

Throughout this thesis, we have mentioned several potential future improvements to our system
and methods, summarized as follows:
1. In Chapter 3, we presented numerous results showing high-percentage coverage of an input
video sequence using automatically selected salient representative keyframes. However, as
we conclude from the results of Table 3.14, many of these keyframes are redundant and do
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not add greatly to the overall coverage of the input video sequence. Therefore, an improved
method for both detecting redundant keyframes and characterizing the information available
in intra-shot frames is needed. Color analysis of RGB video frames may offer a solution to
removing non-informative frames from consideration prior to keyframe selection. Moreover,
more sophisticated methods for redundancy analysis may further reduce a keyframe set
with minimal impact on its overall coverage of the input video.
2. In Chapter 4, we commented on the results of Tables 4.3 and 4.5 that intra-shot frame
pose error frequently improves from additional interactive user registrations. However,
for a non-trivial subset of ground-truth video sequences, additional registrations cause a
drastic increase in intra-shot frame pose error in portions of the respective video stream.
Additional attention to estimated intra-shot frame poses may benefit substantially from
a global minimization of error using, for example, a 6D B-spline interpolation over all
estimated poses. While this approach may result in increased pose error for some individual
frames, an overall decrease in pose error for an entire video sequence should result, as
well as a total elimination of sharp discontinuities between frame-to-frame pose change.
Note that these sharp discontinuities may lead directly to poor-quality multi-frame texture
maps, as also noted in the results of Chapter 4.
3. The multi-frame video texture-mapping approach we devised clearly gives many artifacts
and does not account for what is the “best” video looks for a particular surface location.
In addition, the multi-frame views exhibit many discontinuities and washed out details.
Further work here is needed to improve these issues.
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4. In Chapter 5, we concluded that, although the methods incorporated into our video-analysis
system demonstrate a substantially improved framework for managing endobronchial video,
the time for processing the video is still too large. Due to the financial constraints of physician and technician time, a fully automatic system for processing an input endobronchial
video and constructing an associated CT-video chest model is needed to make routine
post-operative analysis feasible and seamlessly incorporate our system into the current
workflow for bronchoscopy.
In addition to the potential benefits from the improvements described above, a real-time
implementation of our methods could enable drastic improvements to standard airway exams,
bronchial thermoplasty treatment of asthma patients, and the management of other pulmonary
disorders, by portraying a current visual record of all locations visited in the lung to the physician
during a procedure.
Real-time improvements should concentrate on the following elements of the presented
methods: 1) a parallel implementation of shot segmentation that processes multiple sub-sequences
of an input video simultaneously instead of the purely sequential method presented in Section
3.2; 2) automatic global registration of an input video frame to the CT space without the need
for manual user intervention; and 3) enhancements to CT-video registration and fusion that
increase overall speed. An immediate focus on off-loading as much method implementation as
possible to the GPU may make great strides toward a feasible real-time implementation.
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6.3

Publications

Publications by the author include:
1. Methods for endobronchial video analysis - [155, 184, 230, 231]
2. Image-guided Intervention System for bronchoscopy - [32, 33, 78–83]
3. Additionally, we are currently working on a submission to IEEE TMI related to the VNS
Video Analysis Subsystem that also covers semi-automatic CT-video registration.
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Appendix

A

Step-by-Step Video-Analysis Example
In this section, we give full details on the workflow involved in processing an endobronchial
video sequence using the methods described in Chapters 3 and 4, as they are implemented in
the video-analysis system presented in Chapter 5. The remainder of this section is organized
as follows. Section A.1 discusses how video is initially recorded and prepared prior to being
input into the VNS. Section A.2 then describes each step of processing a video using the VNS’
newly integrated video analysis software suite. Finally, Section A.3 utilizes the processed video
to demonstrate several examples of our system’s capabilities. A more exhaustive discussion of
the video analysis system is given by Chapter 5 and Appendix B. Note that each section serves
as a “cookbook” example. The same endobronchial video sequence is used in every section, but
generated data files can be loaded to work through each step independently.
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A.1

Video Pre-Processing

To record endobronchial video, we use an Atomos Shogun digital video recorder (DVR) (Figure
A.1). The DVR interfaces with an Olympus Evis Exera III CV-190 bronchoscopic video system via
an HD-SDI video signal. High-definition video recorded on the DVR requires further processing
in order to make it compatible with the VNS, store the video at a reasonable file size, and to
remove any patient identifiers (PHI). The following free software packages are used to accomplish
these goals:
1. HandBrake 0.10.5.0 - 64bit Version
2. VirtualDub 1.10.4 (build 35491/release-AMD64) by Avery Lee
3. AviSynth 2.5.8 MT and x64 (Built on 3/09/2010 with ICC 11) by JoshyD
Note that the MIPL maintains copies of these software packages, as well as documentation

Figure A.1: The Atomos Shogun DVR. The front display shows a single frame of video taken
during the procedure for case study 20349.86 using an Olympus BF-UC180F EBUS Bronchoscope.
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related to their installation and use (MIPL Lab Manual, Section 2.10). The remainder of this
section illustrates the pre-processing workflow for preparing an endobronchial video sequence for
use in the VNS. Specifically, we use a procedural video recorded during a patient airway exam
for case study 20349.90.
To begin, the recorded video is moved from the Shogun DVR to a local working directory via
the Shogun’s USB 3.0 hard drive caddy. As seen in Figure A.2, the DVR encodes video at a bit
rate of 220 mbps (compressed using the Avid DNxHD codec). Such a high bit rate results in
extremely large file sizes. Additionally, the VNS can not process video encoded with the Avid
codec. Thus, it must be converted to a usable format at a lower bit rate.
The software package HandBrake - an open source video transcoder - is used to convert the
Avid-encoded video to an H.264-encoded constant-framerate video at a bit rate of approximately
15 mbps. First, the video is opened in HandBrake, as shown in Figure A.3. Please note that

Figure A.2: Shogun video file details for the airway exam recording from case study 20349.90.
The exam lasts approximately 13.5 minutes and yields an incredible 22.4 GB file size.
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Figure A.3: Main GUI for HandBrake showing the loaded airway exam video file for case
20349.90.
HandBrake is oriented more toward commercial entertainment video and will attempt to find an
appropriate cropping area to reduce the output file size. If an automatic cropping area has been
detected, non-zero margin values will be listed in the “Picture” tab, under “Cropping.” Adjust
these values to 0 by selecting “Custom” under “Cropping.” After zeroing all cropping values,
adjust the “Width” value under “Size” to 1920.
Continuing, the remaining tabs in HandBrake must be configured. By default, the “Chapters”
tab should contain only one chapter spanning the entire input video. The HD-SDI signal recorded
from the Olympus video processor contains no audio, so delete any tracks or subtitles listed under
the “Audio” and “Subtitles” tabs. Configure the “Filters” tab to use only a default Decomb filter
to remove interlacing artifacts caused by the interlaced 1080i60 HD-SDI video signal. Ensure that
all other filtering is disabled. Finally, the “Video” tab is configured to transcode the input video
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Figure A.4: Configuration of all tabs in HandBrake for transcoding the input endobronchial
video. Note, the “Picture” tab is configured as shown in Figure A.3
using an H.264 codec set to a medium optimization level and a bit rate of 15 mbps. Additionally,
the framerate is set to a constant 29.97 fps. Figure A.4 illustrates the appropriate configuration
for each tab.
The final step before transcoding the input video is to make sure that the “Output Settings”
indicate an “MP4” container and that both check boxes are unchecked (Figure A.3). Additionally,
a directory and filename must be selected for the output video. For our example in this section,
we choose our local working directory and name the file: AirwayExam.mp4. The “Start” button
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can now be pressed to initiate video transcoding.
The transcoded video file still represents an intermediate product in our pre-processing
workflow. The next step is to edit the video in VirtualDub to select a video sub-sequence for
input into the VNS. Additionally, if any patient identifiers are present, then they must be removed
to comply with strict HIPAA guidelines. Typical airway exam recordings do not contain PHI
data due to a lack of on-screen overlay information, as compared to the example EBUS output
shown in Figure A.1. If any PHI identifiers are found, the MIPL maintains documentation
that includes instructions for annonymizing video in their manual, “The Virtual Navigator
System (VNS) Project At The Penn State Hershey Medical Center - Procedures
and Equipment.”
To load the video in VirtualDub, we construct an AviSynth file that points to the intermediate
video file in our local working directory (Figure A.5). After loading the script file in VirtualDub, a
short sub-sequence is identified containing mostly unobstructed views of the endoluminal surfaces.
As seen in Figure A.6(a), the selected segment is a 7-second 239-frame video sub-sequence
spanning frames 3019 to 3258. Typically, when processing a lung-cancer patient procedural video,
we are interesting in selecting a majority of the procedure. In fact, usually only the beginning

Figure A.5: AviSynth script file pointing to the transcoded video file. The script can be run in
VirtualDub to edit MP4 files.
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and end of the procedure are removed from the final output in order to exclude any out-of-patient
sequences. However, for this section, a small sequence enables fast processing and serves as a
good example of the video-analysis workflow.
Before saving the final AVI video file, several parameters are configured as follows:
1. Under the “Audio” tab, “No audio” should be selected.
2. Under the “Video” tab, select “Frame Rate...” to open the “Video frame rate control”
dialog. If the frame rate is not 29.970, then select “Change frame rate to (fps):” and enter
29.970 and click “Ok.”
3. Under the “Video” tab, click on “Compression...” to launch the “Select video compression”
dialog. For maximum compatibility with the VNS, we use the Xvid MPEG-4 Codec. The
target bit rate is then adjusted by selecting “Configure” and setting “Target bitrate (kbps)”
to 15000.
Figure A.6(b) depicts screen shots of all VirtualDub menus used to configure the parameters
discussed above.
Finally, select “Save as AVI...” under the “File” menu and save the file in our local working
directory as: AirwayExam.avi. At this point, we now have a compatible endobronchial video
recording for use in the VNS, as discussed in the next section.
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(a) VirtualDub main GUI

(b) configuration parameters
Figure A.6: The main GUI of VirtualDub is shown after loading the AviSynth script file shown
in Figure A.5 and selecting a 239-frame video sub-sequence ((a) right). In (b), screen captures
are shown of the various menus explored in VirtualDub while setting configuration parameters.

A.2

Video Processing

In this section, the VNS’ video analysis tool suite is used to process the endobronchial video
sequence created in Section A.1. Before loading any video, a case study is first created using an
associated CT chest scan, resulting in a segmented airway tree, airway centerlines and derived
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paths, virtual endoluminal surfaces, and quantified airway statistics [72]. To create a case study
for the VNS, please refer to the MIPL’s manuals, “The Virtual Navigator System” and
‘‘Offline Tools for the Virtual Navigator System.”
After a case study has been created, the desired video file must be copied to the sub-folder
“video” under the case study root directory. As shown in Figure A.7(a), create a folder named
“video” within the root directory for case study 20349.90 and copy the previously created file,
“AirwayExam.avi,” into it. Open the VNS and load the new case study. The video file is

(a) the “video” sub-folder holds all case study videos

(b) the “Video source” dialog in VNS
Figure A.7: All videos associated with a case study are copied into the sub-folder “video” within
the root directory. In (a), the endobronchial video sequence created in Section A.1 is copied to
this directory for case study 20349.90. In (b), AirwayExam.avi has been added to the VNS case
study via the “Video source” dialog (launch icon circled in red).
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added to the case study by launching the “Video source” dialog (Figure A.7(b)). Add the file
“AirwayExam.avi” as an input and then select “BF-XT160 2300796.vdf,” located in the case study
root directory, as the calibration file. This calibration file corresponds to the Olympus EVIS
EXERA Bronchovideoscope (BF-XT160) used during the procedure for case study 20349.90.
Note that video processing for any case study requires appropriate calibration data for the
specific bronchoscope used during a procedure - these data are acquired and maintained by the
MIPL on a periodic schedule.
The VNS is now ready to process the input video according to the methods described in
Chapters 3 and 4:
1. Bronchoscopic video parsing (Chapter 3)
(a) Shot segmentation (Section 3.2)
(b) Motion analysis (Section 3.3)
(c) Keyframe selection (Section 3.4)
2. CT-video chest model construction (Chapter 4)
(a) CT-video registration (Section 4.2)
(b) CT-video fusion (Section 4.3)
The main control interface for performing the steps above is located in the Video Analyzer
tool, which can be opened under the “Tools” menu by selecting “Video Analyzer” under the
“Video Analysis” tool group (Figure A.8). Since this is a new case with an unprocessed video, no
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data elements are available. As the input video is processed, the red X next to each data element
will change to a either a green or yellow check mark. Additionally, if other Video Analysis tools
are opened, then the red X next to each tool will change to a green check mark indicating that a
communication channel is available.
The first phase in the video analysis workflow is to perform bronchoscopic video parsing
in three steps: 1) shot segmentation; 2) motion analysis; and 3) keyframe selection. Open the
control dialogs for each of these steps by pressing the “Controls” icon to the right of each data

Figure A.8: Opening the Video Analyzer in the VNS. The main GUI for the Video Analyzer
is shown with major components highlighted in red.
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element on the Video Analyzer GUI. Figure A.9 depicts a labeled screen shot of each of these
dialogs. Under the Shot Segmentation Control Dialog, enter 4294967295 into the edit box to
the right of “Update RNG seed” and press “Update RNG Seed.” Consequently, the value to the
right of “Current RNG Seed” will change to match the value just entered. Due to randomness in
our feature-matching method (Section 3.2), setting the RNG seed to a known value is necessary
to replicate the results presented in this section. Shot segmentation for this example uses only
default parameters, so “Perform Shot Segmentation” can now be pressed. While performing
segmentation, user feedback regarding current progress is presented via the standard console

Figure A.9: Control dialogs in the Video Analyzer associated with the three steps of bronchoscopic
video parsing.
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window that launches along with the VNS. As seen in Figure A.10(a), segmentation produces
three endoscopic shots extracted in approximately one minute. After the process is finished,
the user is asked to save a BPH data file. The system automatically suggests the file name
“AirwayExam.bph” located in the newly created sub-folder “AirwayExam” under the “video”
directory for case study 20349.90 (Figure A.10(b)). By convention, this sub-folder name always
matches the video file name. Along with the BPH file, another file, “AirwayExam09.ftr,” is
generated in the same directory and contains all feature data generated by the selected method.
If the case study is closed at this point, the same system state can be reached again by loading
“AirwayExam.bph” in the Video Analyzer - the “Current RNG Seed” is automatically set to its
current value of 11726906599604677562.
Continuing, the “Perform Bronchoscope Motion Analysis” button on the Motion Analysis
Control Dialog (Figure A.9 - Step 2) is now enabled (the button is disabled when shot segmentation

(a) console window output

(b) new sub-folder and data files

Figure A.10: In (a), we see some of the user feedback output to the standard console during shot
segmentation. In (b), the “AirwayExam” sub-folder has been created in the “video” directory
for case study 20349.90. Additionally, two data files have been generated: 1) AirwayExam.bph,
containing all relevant data generated by shot segmentation; and 2) AirwayExam09.ftr, containing
all extracted feature information from the selected method (09 is the index of the selected method).
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data is missing). Using the default parameters in the Motion Analysis Control Dialog, press the
“Perform Bronchoscope Motion Analysis” button to initiate motion analysis. Once finished, the
user will be asked to save the BPH data file to “AirwayExam.bph.”
The final step in bronchoscopic video parsing is keyframe selection. For this example, all
default parameters on the Keyframe Selection Control Dialog are used, except for “Run in Parallel.”
When this option is checked, OpenMP multi-threading is implemented in the keyframe-selection
algorithm. This improves the speed at which the method operates, but is non-deterministic with
regards to the state of the RNG seed. Therefore, to recreate the results of this example, uncheck
“Run in Parallel.” Finally, initiate keyframe selection by pressing the “Keyframe Selection” button
(button is enabled only with available shot-segmentation and motion-analysis data). After
keyframe selection is complete, the user is asked again to save “AirwayExam.bph.” For this
example, 43 keyframes have been produced. This is more than twice as many keyframes as is
expected given the results of Chapters 3 and 5. A likely reason for this is that a large portion of
the airway tree is traversed in a very short time duration. There is arguably a correspondingly
higher amount of information than compared to the average video sequence. As shown in Figure
A.11, all keyframes are stored in the same sub-directory as “AirwayExam.bph.” This enables
expedient loading of keyframes when loading a BPH data file.
At this point, the first phase of video analysis is complete and the Video Analyzer displays
green check marks next to the three data elements produced. The VNS contains tools for
visualizing this data that will be presented in Section A.3.
The next phase of the video analysis workflow is construction of CT-video chest model
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Figure A.11: Keyframes are stored in the “video/AirwayExam” sub-folder under the the root
directory for case study 20349.90.
described in Chapter 4, accomplished in two steps: 1) CT-video registration; and 2) CT-video
fusion. CT-video registration is controlled via the CT-Video Registration Control Dialog and
requires the use of the BPH Inspection Dialog and two video analysis tools: 1) the Surface
Mapper, launched under the “Tools” menu by selecting “Surface Mapper” within the “Video
Analysis” tool group; and 2) the CT-Video Analyzer, launched under the “Tools” menu by
clicking on “CT-Video Analyzer” within the “Video Analysis” tool group. Figure A.12 shows the
VNS’ configuration for accomplishing CT-video registration.
CT-video registration requires that at least one frame per segmented shot be manually
registered to the CT coordinate space. Note that registration may be performed after only one
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Figure A.12: CT-video registration setup in the VNS for case study 20349.90. The Video
Analyzer is used to launch the CT-Video Registration Control Dialog and BPH Inspection
Dialog. The CT-Video Analyzer enables fast manual registration of video frames and the
Surface Mapper contains the methods responsible for semi-automatic CT-video registration.
frame has been manually registered, but only frames in the same shot will be registered. To
register keyframes, the navigation controls in the BPH Inspection Dialog’s are used, assuming
the check box, ““Go To Current Frame” after navigation selection,” is checked. These controls
will automatically update the CT-Video Analyzer to the appropriate frame and pose. Note
that as no registration information is available yet, the system pose will update to the zero vector
when navigating. Figure A.13 illustrates the navigation controls for the BPH Inspection Dialog
and subsequent update of the CT-Video Analyzer.
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Figure A.13: Example navigation using the BPH Inspection Dialog. After pressing the forward
“>” button, the system pose is updated to the zero vector and the current frame is updated to 4.
The CT-Video Analyzer updates its current frame and pose accordingly.
For the example in this section, we manually register keyframes 9, 24, and 36. These frames
are roughly located in the middle range of each shot and correspond, respectively, to frames
40, 119, and 210. Launch the Helm dialog by selecting “Helm” under the “View” menu. The
Helm allows the user to manually set the system pose. Navigate to keyframe 9 in the BPH
Inspection Dialog, and then enter the corresponding pose shown in Figure A.14 into the Helm.
Once the pose is entered, click “GO” and the system pose will update, triggering an update to the
CT-Video Analyzer. In the BPH Inspection Dialog, click on “Replace Current BPH Frame”
to update the current keyframe from the pose contained in the CT-Video Analyzer. The pose
information for the current keyframe updates to match the Helm (within 2 decimal places), and
the closest system viewsite is automatically determined. The remaining two keyframes, 24 and
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Figure A.14: Manual registration of keyframe 9 in case 20349.90 via the VNS Helm dialog. The
pose shown is entered into the Helm and pressing “GO” updates the VNS system pose, affecting
the CT-Video Analyzer. Next, clicking “Replace current BPH Frame” in the BPH Inspection
Dialog updates data for the current keyframe per the CT-Video Analyzer state.
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Figure A.15: Manual poses for two keyframes in case 20349.90.
36, are updated in the same fashion according to pose information shown in Figure A.15.
Now that one keyframe per segmented shot has been manually registered, CT-video registration
is initiated by clicking on “Begin CT-Video Registration of Endoscopic-Shot Frames” on the
CT-Video Registration Control Dialog. During registration the Surface Mapper continually
updates its view as new frames are registered. Once registration is complete, the user will be
asked to save “AirwayExam.bph.” As seen in Figure A.16, the Surface Mapper remains at the
last registered frame pose and matched feature points projected into the CT coordinate space
are visible. The feature points can be cleared by pressing “c.” Now that all intra-shot frames
have associated pose information, click on “Update Keyframes from Poses” (Figure A.16) in the
CT-Video Registration Control Dialog to update all remaining keyframes with a valid pose and
system viewsite.
The next step in constructing the CT-video chest model is to open the CT-Video Fusion
Control Dialog via the Video Analyzer. This dialog is responsible for linking the virtual
endoluminal surfaces of the CT-based airway-tree model to the registered intra-shot frames of the
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Figure A.16: VNS screen capture after completion of CT-video registration for case study
20349.90.
processed video sequence. Press the “Link CT Surfaces to Video” button in the control dialog.
Once the surface linkages are calculated, the user is again asked to save “AirwayExam.bph.”
Note that an additional file “AirwayExam.smap” is saved in the same directory and contains
all linkage data. Once generated, this file is automatically loaded any time “AirwayExam.bph”
is loaded by the user. Figure A.17 shows a screen capture of the VNS after this step. Notice
that a yellow check mark is placed next to the CT-Video Fusion data element on the Video
Analyzer indicating that only surface linkages have been calculated (no multi-frame texture
map is yet available). Additionally, we see that out of the total “Video Coverage Area” listed on
the CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog, the registered keyframes cover 93.5% of these surfaces.
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Figure A.17: VNS configuration after linking the virtual endoluminal surfaces and registered
intra-shot frames for case study 20349.90.
Now that surface linkage data has been extracted, multi-frame texture mapping is performed.
Use the default parameters and press “Create Multiframe Texture Map” on the CT-Video Fusion
Control Dialog (Figure A.17). After the texture map has been calculated, press “Save Map”
on the control dialog and save “AirwayExam.mftm” in the same directory as all other video
processing data. Figure A.18 shows both the final state of the “AirwayExam” directory containing
all processing data, and the multi-frame texture map generated for for case study 20349.90.
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Figure A.18: Data files generated during all phases of video processing for case study 20349.90
(top). Additionally, an enlarged view of the multi-frame texture map is shown (bottom).

A.3

Post-Operative Video Analysis

This section presents several examples of the VNS’ capabilities using the video analysis tool
suite on the fully processed video prepared in Sections A.1 and A.2. To begin, ensure that
“AirwayExam.bph” is loaded into the case study via the Video Analyzer. Load the Video
Browser under the “Tools” menu by selecting the “Video Analysis” tool group and clicking on
“Video Browser.” Figure A.19 demonstrates the various graphical displays of the Video Browser
generated from bronchoscopic video parsing data for case study 20349.90. The video TOC
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(a) Video TOC

(b) Interactive Summaries

Figure A.19: The Video Browser’s video TOC and interactive summaries panel for case study
20349.90.
presents the user with an efficient visual breakdown of the shot and keyframe content of the
processed video. The interactive summaries panel shows the user a more detailed look at shot
segmentation results, as well as the bronchoscope motion profile derived during motion analysis.
Keeping the Video Browser open, load the “Video Inspector” tool within the “Video
Analysis” tool group under the system “Tools” menu. The Video Inspector enables playback
of the processed video stream with several available graphical overlays. Moreover, each graph
in the Video Browser’s interactive summaries panel (Figure A.19b) has selectable elements
that trigger sequence playback in the Video Inspector tool. Figure A.20 displays a screen
capture taken of the VNS with several open video analysis tools: 1) Video Analyzer; 2) Video
Inspector; and 3) Video Browser. Notice from the figure, that the Video Browser’s Queries
tab has been selected and a search for all “Forward” motion sequences lasting “Longer than
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Figure A.20: VNS screen capture showing different elements and capabilities of the Video
Inspector and Video Browser using processed video data for case study 20349.90.
(>=)” 0.50 seconds has found two sequence results: frames 55 to 70 and frames 210 to 229. Enter
this search in the Video Browser Queries tab and click on the left frame of the second result
(frames 210 to 229). The Video Inspector will begin to repeatedly loop through the chosen
sequence. Note that clicking on the same forward motion sequence in any of the motion-based
interactive summaries will also trigger the same sequence playback. Use the right mouse button
on the Video Inspector’s view to open its context menu. Under “Graphical Overlays,” select
“Feature Matches” to show overlaid feature-based motion vectors on the view. Double-click on the
Cumulative Motion and Running Motion interactive summaries to un-dock them from the Video
Browser. These un-docked summaries may be re-sized and placed anywhere on the computer
display. Right-click on the Running Motion summary and select “Show Keyframe.” Black circles
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on the summary will appear to highlight all final keyframes selected for the processed video.
Re-dock all interactive summaries and close the Video Browser. Open the Surface
Mapper in the “Video Analysis” tool group under the “Tools” menu. Additionally, open the
CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog via the Video Analyzer. The texture map for case study
20349.90, calculated in Section A.2, is loaded by clicking “Load Map” on the control dialog and
selecting “AirwayExam.mftm.” After the texture map is loaded, click on the Surface Mapper
and press “3” on the keyboard to engage “Video-textured Airways.” The virtual endoluminal
surfaces now changes to show the multi-frame texture map. Press the play button on the Video
Inspector and notice the Surface Mapper continually update its view to the registered pose
of the current intra-shot frame.
Figure A.21 shows a screen capture the VNS tool suite making use of the multi-frame texture

Figure A.21: VNS with the Video Analyzer, Surface Mapper, and Video Inspector
utilizing the multi-frame texture map for case study 20349.90. The user has selected an area of
interest (cyan rectangle) on the Video Inspector which is translated to a triangle sub-mesh in
the Surface Mapper. The user is asked whether to add this ROI to the system.
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map for case 20349.90 to define a system ROI. Replicate the results of this figure by going
to frame 61 in the Video Inspector. Highlight the darker red circular area in the left lower
quadrant of the frame by holding the left mouse button down while moving the mouse until the
rectangular outline encompasses the region of interest. Once the left mouse button is released,
the Surface Mapper will find a connected triangle sub-mesh corresponding to the selected
region in the Video Inspector. Answer “Yes” to the VNS dialog asking whether to add this
ROI to the case study.
As the final task in this section, open the ROI Tool as shown in Figure A.22 below. Select
“VidROI7” and the press “Generate Surfaces” to construct a polygon mesh for the newly created
system ROI. Next, open the Surface Analyzer under the “Tools” menu by selecting “Surface
Analyzer” within the “Video Analysis” tool group. An exterior view of the airway tree is presented

Figure A.22: After adding the system ROI (Figure A.21) the Surface Analyzer is used to view
the ROI after a polygon surface is constructed for the ROI via the ROI Tool.
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to the user. Notice the red surface ROI matching the location selected in the Video Inspector
and Surface Mapper. Also shown is the Bronchoscopy Path History (BPH), the magenta
highlights over the airway centerlines that were traversed during the procedure.
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Appendix

B

Video Analysis Tools in The Virtual
Navigator
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Video Analysis Tool Suite for the VNS is comprised of six tools.
In this section, we document these tools as follows. Section B.1 discusses the Video Analyzer.
Section B.2 describes the Video Inspector. Section B.3 details the Video Browser. Section
B.4 documents the Surface Mapper. Section B.5 discusses the Surface Analyzer. Finally,
Section B.6 describes the CT-Video Analyzer.

B.1

Video Analyzer

This section describes the usage of the Video Analyzer. Although there are six tools in the VNS’
Video Analysis tool suite, this tool represents the main control interface for video processing.
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B.1.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Video Analyzer is to provide a central location to coordinate the workflow
of video analysis. The extraction of all data elements related to video analysis begins in the
Video Analyzer. Figure B.1 illustrates how to launch the Video Analyzer within the VNS,
and also highlights the major components of its main GUI interface.

Figure B.1: Launching the Video Analyzer within the VNS and components of its main GUI.
Note that the Texture Map tool is a previous MIPL software package created by Lav Rai and
included as part of our tool suite due to its preliminary implementation of single- and multi-frame
texture mapping [86].
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B.1.2

General Usage

The Video Analyzer is geared toward initiating and controlling each phase of the videoprocessing workflow. A main BPH data file maintains records and data for each of these phases.
As seen in Figure B.1, the top of the main GUI provides functionality for saving, loading, and
inspecting the main data file. Clicking on “Save BPH File” or “Load BPH File” launches a
simple file dialog for the user to name the save file or load a pre-existing file. Note that in both
cases a filename is automatically suggested, as follows:
• By convention, all video files related to a case are stored in the “video” folder under the
root directory for that case study. For each video file that is processed, a new directory is
created under the “video” folder that matches the video file name with no extension. All
files related to video processing for that specific video file are stored in this location.
• For example, the video file “AirwayExam.avi” would result in a suggested BPH data
filename of: <root case study directory>\video\AirwayExam\AirwayExam.bph.
Clicking on “Inspect BPH” launches the BPH Inspection Dialog, discussed later in this section.
Below the main data file access area shown in Figure B.1, the “Current Video File:” indicates
the video file associated with the VNS case study. A video file must be associated with the
case in order to perform any steps, including BPH saving and loading, associated with video
processing.
The next major area of Figure B.1 is the list of video-processing data elements. Each data
element has a corresponding indicator and control dialog icon. If a data element is missing, a red
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X is drawn to the immediate right of that element, under the column called “Loaded” on the main
GUI. Otherwise, if the data have been generated, then a green check mark is displayed. Note
that for “CT-Video Fusion,” a yellow or green check mark is displayed depending on whether
one or both corresponding data elements are present. The icons under the “Controls” column of
the main GUI launch one of five non-modal dialogs:
1. Shot Segmentation Control Dialog
2. Motion Analysis Control Dialog
3. Keyframe Selection Control Dialog
4. CT-Video Registration Control Dialog
5. CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog
Further in this section, we discuss the functionality and available controls in each of these dialogs.
Note that other tools in the Video Analysis tool suite may be required when utilizing functionality
found in these control dialogs, but these scenarios are explicitly stated.
As seen in Figure B.1, the “Obey VNS” checkbox is located underneath the data elements area
of the main GUI and is checked by default. This option determines whether or not VNS system
updates will affect any of the six video analysis tools. This parameter is enforced throughout
the video analysis tool suite via communication channels. If one of the other tools is open, a
green check mark will appear next to the respective tool name in the Video Analyzer’s main
GUI. Otherwise, a red X is drawn.
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The remaining item on the main GUI is the “Testing and Experiments” button. Pressing
this button launches the Testing and Experiments Dialog. Experimental functionality researched
during the development of the thesis is relegated to this area of the Video Analyzer. Moreover,
functionality for generating figures for this thesis and other publications is located here. Complete
details on this dialog are outside the scope of this thesis, but are fully documented in the MIPL
document, “VNS Video Analysis Subsystem — Testing and Results.”

B.1.2.1

Shot Segmentation Control Dialog

As seen in Figure B.2, clicking on the control icon to the right of the “Shot Segmentation” data
element on the Video Analyzer launches the Shot Segmentation Control Dialog. This dialog
enables the user to initiate bronchoscopic shot segmentation and receive limited feedback on
associated results.
Referring to Figure B.2, the top of the Shot Segmentation Control Dialog contains functionality
and feedback related to feature extraction, as follows:
Current Video: - This is the the currently loaded video file in the VNS.
Associated Features: - If features have been processed or loaded, then this field refers to the
data file containing related information. In the figure, 21405_3a_SHORT109.ftr refers to
the data file containing all feature data for the current video. Note that the last 2-digit
code in the filename (i.e., 09) refers to the index of the method used to extract features.
Features Loaded - This check box indicates whether feature extraction has been performed or
an appropriate data file has been loaded for the feature-extraction method specified by
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Figure B.2: Overview of the Shot Segmentation Control Dialog. Shown here are various VNS
components after shot segmentation of a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
“Feature Type.” By default this check box is unchecked until features for the specified video
file are loaded. Checking this box will perform no action and when the display refreshes,
its state will be set according to the presence of loaded features for the specified video file.
Feature Type: - This field gives the method used to extract features for the current video. The
available methods are as follows: SIFT, SURF, FREAK, BRISK, BRIEF, ORB, SURF
Optimized, BRIEF Star, SIFT Optimized, BRIEF Optimized, and FREAK Optimized.
Extract Features - This button will initiate feature extraction for the current video using the
method specified next to “Type of Features:” in the “Default Parameters” area shown in
Figure B.2.
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Load Features - This button opens a simple file dialog for the user to select a data file
containing feature-extraction data.
Continuing, the “Default Parameters” region in Figure B.2 contains the following parameters:
Current RNG Seed: - The current random number generator (RNG) seed. Note that this
seed is automatically created when the Video Analyzer is first opened and is based on
the current system time. Additionally, this value relates to the RANSAC-based featurematching method of Chapter 3.
Update RNG Seed - This button will update the current RNG seed using any valid value
entered into the edit box to its immediate right on the control dialog. Note that randomnumber generation starting from a known RNG seed will produce identical results for the
same order of operations in the video-analysis workflow.
Type of Features: - This combo box contains 11 potential feature extraction methods that can
be utilized in the video-processing workflow. Note that once a feature method is chosen, it
must be used throughout all phases of video analysis.
Maximum Condition #: - This parameter is the threshold value for (3.29) used during feature
matching. The default value for this parameter is 102400.00.
Minimum # Feature Matches: - Two frames are considered matched only if there are at
least this many feature matches between them. The default value for this parameter is 8.
Minimum Size Shot: - A valid endoscopic shot must contain at least this many frames. The
default value for this parameter is 15.
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Max time between shot frames: - The maximum time allowable between two intra-shot
frames. The default value for this parameter is 1.00.
The remaining items on the Shot Segmentation Control Dialog, shown in Figure B.2, are
described as follows:
Perform Shot Segmentation - This button initiates shot segmentation for the current video.
Note that the standard console window shown in Figure B.2 provides feedback to the user
during this process (and all other phases of video analysis). After this process is complete,
the user is asked to save a BPH data file.
Shot Statistics - After shot segmentation has been performed, this button becomes enabled
and will launch the Shot Statistics modal dialog. As seen in Figure B.2, this dialog
provides several pieces of data to the user: 1) average features per frame; 2) average feature
correspondences per frame; 3) number of shots; 4) number of matched frames (and percent
of total frames); 5) number of unmatched frames (and percent of total frames); 6) average
frames per shot; 7) number of keyframes; and 8) a comma-delimited output field containing
the already listed data and several additional timing statistics. Note that clicking the
“Save Output to File” button opens a file dialog and allows the user to save the commadelimited output field to disk as a text file. Additionally, any keyframe-related information
is not available until the keyframe-selection step of the video-processing workflow has been
performed.
Quick-View Segmentation Results - This area of Figure B.2 enables quick navigation
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through all segmented shots. The “Shot #:” field specifies the current shot. Navigation controls “<<,” “<,” “>,” and “>>” update the current shot according to the indicated
direction. In particular, “<<” and “>>” navigate to the first or last shot, respectively,
and “<” and “>” navigate forward or backward one shot, respectively. The “All Frames”
drop-down box lists all intra-shot frames for the current shot. Finally, the “Representative
Frames” drop-down box lists any keyframes (if available) selected for the current shot.

B.1.2.2

Motion Analysis Control Dialog

Once shot-segmentation data is available, the user may perform motion analysis. To launch the
Motion Analysis Control Dialog, click on the control icon next to the “Motion Analysis” data
element shown in Figure B.3. The fields at the top of the Motion Analysis Control Dialog are
described as follows:
Current Video: - This is the the currently loaded video file in the VNS.
Feature Type: - This field gives the method used to extract features for the current video.
Note that the available feature-extraction methods are the same as those in the Shot
Segmentation Control Dialog.
The default parameters in the Motion Analysis Control Dialog are described as follows:
Forward Motion Threshold: - Running motion values below this value are considered to be
the result of forward bronchoscope movement. The default value for this parameter is
-1.90.
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Figure B.3: Overview of the Motion Analysis Control Dialog. Shown here are various VNS
components after motion analysis of a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
Backward Motion Threshold: - Running motion values above this value are considered to
be the result of backward bronchoscope movement. The default value for this parameter is
1.70.
Note that any values between these two thresholds are considered to be the result of hovering by
the bronchoscope.
The remaining items on the Motion Analysis Control Dialog, shown in Figure B.3, are
described as follows:
Perform Bronchoscope Motion Analysis - This button initiates motion analysis for the
current video. After this process is complete, the user is asked to save a BPH data file.
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Show Older-Style OpenCV Motion Plots - After motion-analysis data is available, this
button will launch OpenCV display windows containing several plots (in order from top
to bottom as depicted in Figure B.3): 1) the motion energy signal E and running motion
signal Q is plotted separately for each segmented shot; 2) the total running motion signal
Q and total cumulative motion

B.1.2.3

Rk
0

Q for the entire processed video sequence is also plotted.

Keyframe Selection Control Dialog

Once motion-analysis data is available, the user may perform keyframe selection. To launch the
Keyframe Selection Control Dialog, click on the control icon next to the “Keyframe Selection”
data element shown in Figure B.4. The fields at the top of the control dialog are described as
follows:
Maximum-Distance Threshold - This parameter specifies the maximum allowable distance
between initial keyframes. The default value for this parameter is 5.
Redundancy Threshold - This field gives the maximum value of (3.41) before two frames
are considered different enough to both be unique keyframes. The default value for this
parameter is 41.00.
Run in Parallel - This check box determines whether sequential or parallel keyframe selection
is performed. If known behavior is required (e.g., starting from a user-defined RGN seed),
then un-check this option.
The remaining item on the Keyframe Selection Control Dialog is the “Keyframe Selection”
button. Assuming both shot-segmentation and motion-analysis data are available, this button is
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Figure B.4: Overview of the Keyframe Selection Control Dialog. Shown here are various VNS
components after keyframe selection of a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
enabled and initiates keyframe selection. After this process is complete, the user is asked to save
a BPH data file.

B.1.2.4

CT-Video Registration Control Dialog

Once shot-segmentation, motion-analysis, and keyframe-selection data is available, the user may
perform CT-video registration. To launch the CT-Video Registration Control Dialog, click on the
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Figure B.5: Overview of the CT-Video Registration Control Dialog. Shown here are various VNS
components after CT-video registration of a phantom airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
control icon next to the “CT-Video Registration” data element shown in Figure B.5.
The “Move-Through Walls” check box is the only default parameter for this control dialog
and is un-checked by default. This parameter determines whether an estimated pose is allowed
to exit the airway according to HU values of CT voxels associated with the segmented airway
tree. In some cases, CT values inside the airways are outside default values and cause restricted
movement that is only alleviated by checking this option (e.g., case 20349.94). Note that in
these cases, it is likely that a higher number of manually registered frames will be required for
acceptable registration.
The “Begin CT-Video Registration of Endoscopic-Shot Frames” button initiates CT-video
registration. Note that registration depends on manually aligned intra-shot video frames, whether
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they are keyframes or not. Thus, at least one manually aligned frame is required per segmented
shot to fully register a processed video.
The Surface Mapper and CT-Video Analyzer tools are required for this step of the
video-analysis workflow. The Surface Mapper contains all methods related to registration.
The CT-Video Analyzer enables quick manual registration of a video frame to the virtual
endoluminal surfaces of the CT-based airway-tree model. Additionally, the BPH Inspection Dialog
is quite useful for navigating between keyframes and updating their associated pose information
from the CT-Video Analyzer. The additional tools and dialogs used for registration are
discussed further on in this section.
The “Registered Frame Poses and Flags” highlighted section of Figure B.5 contains several
fields, described as follows:
Frame # - This field reports the current frame number out of the total number of frames in
the input video.
Location: - This column gives the 3D positional component of the registered 6D pose for the
current frame.
Direction: - This column gives the 3D directional component of the registered 6D pose for the
current frame.
Bad Frame: - This check box is a place-holder for future work that will exclude the current
frame from pose estimation. Note that this box is unchecked by default, but has no
functionality regardless of its check state.
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Use for CT-Vid Reg: - This check box flags the current frame as an anchor in the poseestimation process described in Chapter 4. This essentially treats the current frame as a
manually registered keyframe, for the purposes of registration. By default, all intra-shot
frames have this box unchecked.
Keyframe: - This gives quick visual feedback as to whether the current frame is a keyframe. If
so, then “YES” appears to the immediate right, and the background color of the rectangular
area surrounding the field turns green. Otherwise, ”NO” appears to the right, and the
background color changes to red.
The “Pose Navigation and Updating” highlighted section of Figure B.5 contains several
controls, described as follows:
Import Poses from File - This button launches a file dialog enabling the user to select an
alternative BPH data file from which to import poses for current video file. Note that, if
the data in the specified BPH data file does not match the parameters of the current video,
the import will fail.
Update Keyframes from Poses - This button will update all keyframe poses from the registered video sequence determined in this step of video processing. Note that the path of the
bronchoscope is reconstructed only from registered keyframes. Thus, this facilitates quick
extraction of the actual Bronchoscope Path History.
Navigation Controls - These controls (<<<<, <<<, <<, <, >, >>, >>>, >>>>) move the current
frame forward or backward through the video stream at varying rates.
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“Go To Current Frame” after navigation selection - If checked, this option forces a system pose update every time the user navigates through the video stream using this dialog.
By default, this box is checked.
Delete Current Frame - This button causes the current frame’s pose to become invalid and
all associated information to be deleted.
Modify Current Frame - This button updated the current frame’s pose with information
take from the CT-Video Analyzer.
Go To Current Frame - This button forces a one-time system pose update to the current
frame’s pose.

B.1.2.5

CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog

With available shot-segmentation, motion-analysis, keyframe-selection, and CT-video registration
data, the user may perform CT-video fusion. To launch the CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog,
click on the control icon next to the “CT-Video Fusion” data element shown in Figure B.6.
There are two steps for performing CT-video fusion: 1) linking video surfaces to the virtual
endoluminal surfaces of the CT-based airway-tree model; and 2) multi-frame texture mapping.
Both of these steps require that the Surface Mapper tool is open. To extract surface linkages,
press the “Link CT Surfaces to Video” on the control dialog. Once the surfaces are linked, the user
is asked to save the BPH data file. With available surface linkage data, an additional SMAP file is
saved along with the BPH data file. Once saved, this data file containing all surface-linkage data
is automatically loaded and/or saved along with the BPH data file. Moreover, the “CT-Video
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Figure B.6: Overview of the CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog. Shown here are various VNS
components after linking video surfaces to the CT-based airway-tree model of a phantom
airway-tree recording (case 21405.3a).
Fusion” data element on the main GUI of the Video Analyzer will be marked with a yellow check
mark. This indicates that surface linkages have been calculated, but no multi-frame texture
map has yet been created. Furthermore, three statistics are presented to the user regarding the
surface linkages:
Total Surface Area: - This is the total surface area of all triangles contained in the virtual
endoluminal surface mesh of the CT-based airway-tree model.
Video Coverage Area: - This is the total surface area of all triangles associated with all
frames of the registered input video. Note that each registered video is depth-limited to
exclude distant triangles with poor resolution.
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Keyframe Coverage Area: - This is the total surface area of all triangles associated with just
the keyframes selected from the registered input video. To the immediate right of the
keyframe coverage area, measured in mm2 , is the keyframe coverage area measures as a
percentage of the total video coverage area. Note that the goal of the video analysis system
is to select as few keyframes as possible with as much coverage as possible. So, the best
results will yield a higher percentage of total video coverage.
After linking CT-video surfaces, the “Create Multiframe Texture Map” button becomes
enabled. At this point, the user may create a texture map from the registered video or load a
pre-existing MFTM file from disk. The parameters controlling texture mapping are as follows:
GSmooth: - This is a smoothing parameter for connecting triangle meshes from different video
frames. The default value for this parameter is 5.
Texels / mm - This is the resolution of each triangle in our surface mesh. The default value
for this parameter is 20. The higher this value, the larger the requirements are for memory
usage, disk space, and save/load time. At a value of between 20 and 30, the texture map
results in reasonable quality and storage space (memory and disk space).
Reject: - This field controls the minimum size object in the surface mesh. The idea behind this
value is to reduce artifacts by removing single or small-number groupings of triangles from
the final mesh. However, our system has a preference for complete surface meshes. Thus,
the default value is set to 0.
Margin: - This is the amount of oversampling for each triangle in the surface mesh. Without
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oversampling, there are visible seams in the output image. The default value for this
parameter is 2.
Only Keyframes - This check box specified whether only keyframes are used to create the
multi-frame texture map, or if all registered frames are used. Note that, for larger video
streams, it is extremely impractical to use all registered frames. Thus, by default, this
option is checked.
After loading or creating a mutli-frame texture map, the “Save Map” button is enabled,
allowing the user to save the texture map. Note that the default filename suggestion is the
video name with a “.mftm” extension in the same directory as the main BPH data file. Once a
multi-frame texture map is available, a green check mark will appear next to the “CT-Video
Fusion” data element in the Video Analyzer. Additionally, the color controls also become
enabled, providing functionality for adjusting the overall color of the multi-frame texture map.
The “Apply Color Corrections” button instructs the Surface Mapper to adjust the texture map
color based on the red, green, and blue slider values shown in the “Multi-Frame Texture Mapping
Controls” highlighted area in Figure B.6 on the CT-Video Fusion Control Dialog. Finally, the
“Reset” button returns the RGB color slider values to the original values determined during
creation of the texture map.

B.1.2.6

BPH Inspection Dialog

BPH keyframe data can be viewed and edited via the BPH Inspection Dialog. To launch the
dialog, click on the “Inspect BPH” button shown in Figure B.7.
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Figure B.7: Overview of the BPH Inspection Dialog. Shown here is the process of registering
keyframe 4 (frame 86) via this dialog and the CT-Video Analyzer (case 21405.3a). When
navigating to keyframe 4 using the BPH Inspection Dialog.
There are several areas of control and feedback on the BPH Inspection Dialog. First, the user
feedback on the dialog is as follows:
Current Video: - This is the currently loaded video in the VNS.
Current BPH File: - This is the currently valid BPH data file associated with the current
video.
Frame #: - The actual frame number within the processed video of the current keyframe.
Keyframe #: - The current keyframe, indexed from 0 to the total number of keyframes minus
1.
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Viewsite ID: - This is the closest VNS viewsite ID for the registered 6D pose.
Location: - The top row specifies the 3D positional component of the 6D registered pose for the
current keyframe. The bottom row gives the same component for the closest viewsite ID.
Direction: - The top row specifies the 3D directional component of the 6D registered pose for
the current keyframe. The bottom row gives the same component for the closest viewsite
ID.
Current Keyframe Icon - The icon in the middle of the navigational controls is a thumbnail
size image of the current keyframe.
Next, the available controls on the BPH Inspection Dialog require the CT-Video Analyzer
tool to be open in order to be fully functional. For this reason, Figure B.7 includes an example
keyframe registration for a phantom recording using the CT-Video Analyzer in two stages:
1) immediately after navigating to keyframe 4, causing a zero-vector pose to be broadcast to
the VNS; and 2) Pressing “Modify Current BPH Frame” after manually aligning the virtual
endoluminal surfaces the CT-Video Analyzer to match frame 86 of the input video stream.
The controls in BPH Inspection Dialog are described as follows:
Play Virtual BPH - The virtual bronchoscopy path history is created from all registered
keyframes. This path history serves as an extracted record of where the bronchoscope
traversed during the procedure associated with the processed input video. This button
launches a timed sub-routine that broadcasts the recorded history as a series of VNS poses
that any tool obeying the VNS will play. The Surface Mapper accommodates the playing
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of the path history nicely, especially when multi-frame texture mapping is enabled.
Navigation Controls - These controls move the current keyframe forward or backward by
varying increments.
“Go To Current Frame” after navigation selection - If this check box is checked, then
whenever a user presses a navigational control, the corresponding registered pose and
viewsite ID of the current keyframe is broadcast to the VNS.
Erase Current BPH Frame - This button will “zero” out all registered pose and viewsite
information associated with the current keyframe.
Delete Current BPH Frame - This button will delete the current keyframe, removing it from
the BPH entirely.
Modify Current BPH Frame - This button updates the registered pose and viewsite information for the current keyframe from the CT-Video Analyzer.
Insert Current BPH Frame - This button inserts a new keyframe into the BPH from current
information in the CT-Video Analyzer.
Go To Current BPH Frame - This button broadcasts the current keyframe’s registered pose
information to the VNS.

B.1.2.7

Testing and Experiments Dialog

Functionality that has become obsolete while developing this thesis, as well as testing and experimentation functionality relevant to this thesis is contained within the Testing and Experiments
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Figure B.8: Overview of the Testing and Experiments Dialog.
Dialog, shown in Figure B.8.
As this dialog is only used for collecting results and experimenting with various functionality,
its documentation is maintained separately by the MIPL. Please refer to the MIPL document,
“VNS Video Analysis Subsystem — Testing and Results,” for further information about
this dialog.

B.1.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Video Analyzer:
1. Obey VNS does nothing.
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B.2

Video Inspector

In this section, we document the Video Inspector. Figure B.9 shows the main GUI of the
Video Inspector and its associated right-click context menus.

B.2.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Video Inspector is to enable playback of a processed video with specific
graphical-overlay information providing feedback from various aspects of video analysis.

Figure B.9: Overview of the main GUI for the Video Inspector (case 21405.3a).
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B.2.2

General Usage

As seen in Figure B.9, the “Player Controls and Current Frame Information” contains several
controls and feedback, described as follows:
Distortion Correction - The top-left button enables / disables distortion correct of input
video frames.
Stop / Play - The next two buttons to the right control playback of the input video stream.
Shot: - This area reports the shot number associated with the current frame - a non-informative
frame results in -1.
Frame: - The current frame.
Playback Slider - This slider enables the user to seek to a variable location in the video stream.
Additionally, the color background gives a rough approximation of shot segmentation
results for the processed video. Background colors match the same color scheme used in
the Video Browser (Section B.3).
The next highlighted area in Figure B.9 is “Framerate Feedback and Control.” The controls
in this region are described as follows:
Video FPS: - The actual frame rate at which the input video was recorded.
Set FPS: - The desired playback framerate.
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Actual FPS: - Based on timing values from the VNS, this is the average FPS the video is
currently playing at.
The right-click context menu options shown in Figure B.9 provide the following functionality:
ViewMode - One of the options under this menu is always checked.
1. All Frames - playback proceeds as normal when this option is check.
2. Matched Frames - When this option is checked, only intra-shot video frames are
played. Non-informative frames are skipped entirely.
3. Unmatchable Frames - When this option is checked, intra-shot video frames are
skipped and only non-information frames are played.
Graphical Overlays - Any combination of the options in this menu will overlay various
information from video analysis data elements over the current view.
1. Feature Points - All extracted feature locations, if available, are drawn as randomly
color circles on the current view (Figure B.10(a)).
2. Feature Matches - Feature matches between the current frame and the previous
intra-shot frame are drawn on the current frame as blue vectors with the head of the
arrow located at the previous frame’s feature correspondence location, and the tail of
the arrows drawn at the current location of the same feature (Figure B.10(b)).
3. Epipolar Lines - Corresponding epipolar lines from feature correspondences in the
previous frame are drawn on the current view. The epipolar lines are defined from an
estimated fundamental matrix using all feature correspondences (Figure B.10(c)).
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(a) feature points

(b) feature matches

(c) epipolar lines

(d) camera motion

Figure B.10: Four graphical overlays for the Video Inspector using a phantom recording
example (case 21405.3a).
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4. Camera Motion - Labels for estimated bronchoscope motion along each of the coordinate axes is written along the top of the current view (Figure B.10(d)).
Play Sequence - Other video analysis tools, such as the Video Browser (Section B.3), may
set a start and end frame defining a sequence. When this option is checked, the video
playback continually loops through a defined sequence.

B.2.2.1

ROI Definition

A major function of the Video Inspector is to enable a user to define a video ROI. Pre-requisites
for ROI definition are as follows:
1. CT-video surface linkages must be available.
2. The Surface Mapper (Section B.4) must be open.
Given these conditions, the user selects a region by clicking the left-mouse button somewhere
on the current view and highlighting a rectangular region. Release the mouse button after
highlighting the desired region. The Surface Mapper uses this defined region to find a
connected sub-mesh of triangles corresponding to the video. Once the ROI sub-mesh has been
defined, the user is asked whether to add the ROI to the VNS. If “Yes” is selected, then the ROI
is added to the ROI tool. Otherwise, selecting “No” will do nothing and the user must highlight
another region within the Video Inspector to add an ROI to the VNS. Refer to the VNS Manual
for more details on usage of the ROI tool. Figure B.11 illustrates the process of ROI definition
use a phantom case study example.
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Figure B.11: ROI definition using the Video Inspector and Surface Mapper for a phantom
case study example (case 21405.3a).

B.2.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Video Inspector:
1. An unprocessed video will not play.
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B.3

Video Browser

In this section, we document the Video Browser. Figure B.12 shows the main GUI components
of the Video Browser.

Figure B.12: Overview of the main GUI for the Video Browser using a lung-cancer patient
procedural video (case 20349.90): (top-left) Video TOC showing shot-segmentation and keyframeselection results; (bottom-left) search queries tab indicating 3 hover motion sequences have been
found that last longer than 0.4 seconds; and (right) interactive summaries panel showing shot
segmentation results and three motion-related plots.
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B.3.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Video Browser is to provide quick visual feedback of video-parsing results
from an input video. Additionally, limited search functionality is provided.

B.3.2

General Usage

As seen in Figure B.12, there are three separate sections to the Video Browser: 1) the “Video
TOC” tab; 2) the “Queries” tab; and 3) the “Interactive Summaries” panel. At the top of the
main GUI are two fields:
Current BPH: - The current BPH data file associated with the input video.
Current Video: - The currently loaded VNS video file.
The components of the “Video TOC” tab are as follows:
Endoscopic Shots and Keyframes - Each segmented shot from the processed video is listed
as a unique row in the main display region. Within these rows, all keyframes selected from
the respective shot are listed.
Expand All - Expand all shot rows to reveal their keyframe icons.
Collapse All - Collapse all shot rows to hide their keyframe icons.
All Keyframes - The bottom row or scrollable icons list all keyframes from the a processed
input video, regardless of their shot membership.
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If the Video Inspector is open, clicking on any keyframe initiates a sequence playback, where
the sequence is defined as the range of frames encapsulating the consistent motion sequence
surrounding the selected keyframe.
Continuing, the “Queries” tab in Figure B.12 contains the following components:
Search by Motion Sequence Duration: - selecting this search type allows the user to search
a parsed video sequence based on motion-sequence duration. The user first selects one of
three motion sequences: (1) hover; (2) forward; or (3) backward. Next, selects whether the
search criteria is “Longer than (>=)” or “Shorter than (<).” Finally, the time duration (in
seconds) is entered.
Search by distance from ROI: - selecting this search type allows the user to search a parsed
video sequence based on distance from ROI. The user selects the distance from an ROI to
search for, and also selects the ROI from the drop-down list. Note that this search is only
available AFTER CT-video registration has been performed.
Initiate Search - The defined search is performed, with resulting sequences listed in each row
of the main display area.
If the Video Inspector is open, clicking on either frame of the results (one result listed per
row) initiates a sequence playback, where the sequence is defined from the left frame to the right
frame of the selected result.
The last region of the Video Browser is the Interactive Summaries panel. When the Video
Browser is first opened, this panel is located at the bottom of the main interface GUI in a
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Figure B.13: Overview of the Interactive Summaries region of the Video Browser using a phantom
recording example (case 21405.3a). There are four interactive summaries (in order of appearance
from top to bottom): shot segmentation; motion energy E; running motion Q; and cumulative
R
motion 0k Q. Initially all summaries are contained with the docking panel shown at the bottom
of the main interface GUI. The docking panel itself may be un-docked from the main GUI.
Additionally, all interactive summaries may be un-docked from the docking panel.
docked state, as seen in Figure B.13. By left double-clicking on the docking panel (or left clicking
on the highlighted folder icon), it is un-docked from the main GUI as a floating dialog. Likewise,
double-clicking on any of the four summaries un-docks them from the docking panel.
Each component of the interactive summaries panel - the docking panel and four interactive
summaries - has a right-click context menu (Figure B.13). The docking panel itself has four
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options on its context menu that simply opens the corresponding interactive summary if it has
been closed. The context menus for the interactive summaries are all identical, except for the
shot segmentation summary. Note that the menu options for the shot segmentation summary are
a sub-set of the other context menus. So, all available options for the four interactive summaries
are described as follows:
Toggle X-axis - Switches the X-axis between frame number or time (seconds).
Toggle Filtering - This option graphs all signals prior to average and median filtering.
Lock Y-axis - This option prevents the Y-axis from changing its scale range while zooming
with the mouse.
Show Keyframes - Final keyframes are indicated on the respective graph as filled black circles.
Show InitialKeyframes - All initial keyframes are drawn on the graph as open black circles
(final keyframes are drawn as filled black circles).
No Motion Labels - Draws all continuous motion signals (green = forward, blue = hover, and
red = backward) in the same brush color.
X Index Starts at 1/0 - This option forces the data to start from either k = 0 or k = 1. In
publications, we typically refer to the start of a video seqeunce as k = 1. However, while
programming we typically reference the start of a sequence as k = 0. This option allows
graphs to be coherent with the chosen indexing scheme.
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Note that the “Reset Interactive Summaries” button at the buttom of the docking panel will
reset all options for all summaries.
In the remainder of this section we outline the data and functionality contained in each of
the interactive summaries.
Shot Segmentation - This summary provides visual feedback with regards to shot segmentation
results (Figure B.14). Individual shots are drawn in the same brush color. Excluded video
frames from within the range of a shot are shown as a white rectanglular region with a
border drawn in the same color as the surrounding shot. Excluded frames between shots
are drawn simply as white rectangular regions. Note that any continuous consecutive
region of the graph can be left double-clicked to initiate a sequence playback in the Video
Inspector.

Figure B.14: Overview of the shot segmentation interactive summary. Shown here are 3 endoscopic
shots resulting from a lung-cancer procedural video (20349.90).
Motion Energy E - This summary shows the motion energy signal for a processed input
video (Figure B.15), calculated between every consecutive intra-shot frame pair per (3.34).
Motion labels per (3.33) are indicated by color: green = forward; blue = hover; and red
= backward. Note that excluded (non-informative) frames are zero-valued and appear as
blue hover sequences. All continuous motion sequences may be double-clicked with the
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left mouse button to initiate a playback sequence. A playback sequence is defined from
the starting frame to the ending frame of the motion sequence. Note that the Video
Inspector is the only tool that responds to a sequence playback request.

Figure B.15: Overview of the motion energy interactive summary (case 20349.90).
Running Motion Q - This summary shows the running motion energy signal for a processed
video (Figure B.16), calculated between every consecutive intra-shot frame pair per (3.31).
As with the motion energy summary, continuous motion sequences are indicated by color
and may be double-clicked to initiate a sequence playback.

Figure B.16: Overview of the running motion interactive summary (case 20349.90). Note that
on this summary, we have selected to view all initial keyframes via its right-click context menu.
All initial keyframes are indicated by an open black circle and final keyframes are drawn as filled
black circles.
Cumulative Motion

Rk
0

Q - This summary shows the cumulative motion energy signal for a

processed video (Figure B.17), calculated as the running integral of Q (running motion
signal in Figure B.16 above). Continuous motion sequences are indicated by color and may
be double-clicked to initiate a sequence playback.
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Figure B.17: Overview of the cumulative motion interactive summary (case 20349.90). Note
that on this summary, we have selected the X-axis to measure time (seconds) via its right-click
context menu.

B.3.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Video Browser:
1. Closing the tool without docking all of the interactive summaries may cause a VNS crash.
2. Closing the tool with some of the interactive summaries hidden may also cause a VNS
crash.
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B.4

Surface Mapper

In this section, we document the Surface Mapper. Figure B.18 shows the main GUI components
of the Surface Mapper.

Figure B.18: Overview of the main GUI for the Surface Mapper.
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B.4.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Surface Mapper is to enable interactive 3D visualization of the CT-video
chest model constructed from a processed video sequence.

B.4.2

General Usage

As seen in Figure B.18, there are is a menu bar along the top of the main GUI that allows the
user to change visualization modes of the Surface Mapper and also to launch the Help dialog.
The Help dialog gives a brief description for the available functionality within the tool and the
corresponding keyboard shortcut. The menu bar provides the following control:
Show: This control opens a sub-menu of seven options, discussed below.
Obey System: This control instructs the Surface Mapper to either update its pose in accordance
with the VNS system pose or not. By default, the Surface Mapper is set to obey the
VNS.
Reset Camera: This option resets the virtual camera used to render the airway-tree model to
its original 6D pose.
Help: This control opens or closes the Help dialog.
The Show menu offers the following controls:
Airway Centerlines: This option turns off display of airway centerlines when rendering.
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Multi-Frame Texture Map: If a multi-frame texture map has been generated, this option
will turn it on or off.
Single-Frame Texture Map: The current frame in the Video Inspector will be rendered onto
the CT-video chest model.
Visible Surface Mesh: This option displays all surfaces that were captured by a processed
endobronchial video sequence as green on the CT-video chest model. Unobserved surfaces
are colored red.
Keyframe Surface Coverage: This option displays the visible surface mesh above, but with
areas covered by the keyframe set shown in purple.
Current Frame Mesh: This option overlays the sub mesh associated with the current frame
in the Video Inspector onto the CT-video chest model. Note that the overlay draws a
red outline around all triangles of the associated sub mesh.
Current Testing Evaluation Mesh: This control allows functionality in the Video Analyzer’s Testing and Experiments dialog to create an arbitrary surface to be displayed in
the Surface Mapper. Refer to documentation maintained by the MIPL, “VNS Video
Analysis Subsystem Testing and Experimentation,” for further information about
these possible surfaces.
Figures B.19—B.20 show screen captures for the functionality listed above.
Note that the mouse and keyboard are used to navigate the interactive 3D environment and
adjust the view and virtual camera as follows:
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Right mouse button: moving mouse (left, right) / (up, down) changes current pan / tilt
angle of virtual camera.
Right mouse button + shift: moving mouse (left, right) changes current roll angle of virtual
camera.
Left mouse button: moving mouse (left, right) / (up, down) translates current x / y center

Figure B.19: Multiple visualization modes of the Surface Mapper. The Video Inspector
(top-left) displays frame 171 from a processed endobronchial video (case 20349.90). The Surface
Mapper (top-middle) is aligned with the registered pose for frame 171. The user may invoke the
multi-frame texture map (top-right) or use the single-frame texture-mapping mode to visualize
the single frame 171 mapped onto the CT-video chest model.
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(a) visible-surface and keyframe coverage of the processed input video

(b) depth-limited surface mesh
Figure B.20: In (a), the Surface Mapper displays the visible surfaces captured by a processed
endobronchial video sequence (left) and the corresponding keyframe coverage (right). (unobserved
regions = red, visible surfaces = green, and keyframe surfaces = magenta.) In (b), the Video
Inspector (left) shows frame 171 from a processed procedural video (case 20349.90). The
associated depth-limited surface mesh for this frame is overlaid on the CT-video chest model
rendered in the Surface Mapper (right).
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of virtual camera.
Left mouse button + shift: moving mouse (left, right) translates current z center of virtual
camera.
Mouse wheel: moving mouse wheel (forward, back) translates current z center of virtual
camera
“J”: Save current camera pose (also output pose to console display).
“G”: Reset camera to last saved pose.
“9”: Reset camera to system pose (obey system is checked) or root site (no valid system pose
or obey system is not checked).
“Q”: Resize viewing region to undistorted image dimensions.
In addition to the options and controls discussed above, a user may select regions of the
CT-based airway-tree model using the mouse to take full advantage of spatial-linkage information
between the video and CT obtained from CT-video registration. In particular, the following
commands are available:
“=”: Loads the current system video frame (set by the Video Inspector) as the current
single-frame texture map. Additionally, the display option for single-frame texture mapping
is turned on.
+ / -: This option increments or decrements the current system video frame and loads the
associated frame as the current single-frame texture map.
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shift + Left mouse double click: finds the best (maximum projective triangle area) intrashot video frame for the selected region and loads it as the current single-frame texture
map.
control + Left mouse double click: Finds the best associated video frame for the selected
region and initiates a 150-frame sequence playback in the Video Inspector. Note that if
the Video Inspector is not open, then nothing happens.

B.4.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Surface Mapper:
1. A system crash may occur when saving a BPH data file after performing “Link CT Surfaces
to Video.” To prevent this, close the Surface Mapper after performing CT-video registration
and re-open it before performing surface-linkage calculations.
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B.5

Surface Analyzer

In this section, we document the general usage of the Surface Analyzer. within the videoanalysis workflow. Figure B.21 shows the main GUI components of the Surface Analyzer.
Note that the Surface Analyzer is integrated directly into a copy of the VNS’ 3D Surface
Tool. We modified the tool to interface with the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem data module.
All functionality offered by the 3D Surface Tool is available in the Surface Analyzer. Please
refer to the MIPL documentation, “The Virtual Navigator System,” for details on basic
functionality of this tool.

B.5.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Surface Analyzer is to facilitate interactive 3D visualization of the bronchoscopy path history (BPH) and system ROIs within the fused CT-video space.

B.5.2

General Usage

As seen in Figure B.21, the main GUI of the Surface Analyzer displays an extraluminal
rendering of the CT-based airway-tree model. The exterior surfaces are semi-transparent, but the
opacity may be adjusted through the control dialog shown to the right of Figure B.21. As with
the Surface Mapper, the user may orient the 3D environment using the mouse and keyboard.
The most important components of Figure B.21, with regards to video analysis, are the
bronchoscopy path history (BPH) and System ROI. The BPH represents a record of all locations
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visited by the bronchoscope during an associated procedural video. The locations captured by
the video are drawn as the magenta path on the main GUI of Figure B.21. Assumed locations
that the bronchoscope had to traverse in order to reach the captured locations are highlighted in
blue. Airway centerlines are drawn as red lines throughout the CT-based airway-tree model.

Figure B.21: Overview of the main GUI for the Surface Analyzer using a lung-cancer patient
procedural video (case 20349.90): (left); main GUI (right); Parameter / Control dialog. On
the Main GUI, the bronchoscopy path history is shown in magenta. Keyframe locations are
represented as green squares.
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B.5.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Surface Analyzer:
1. There are no known bugs with regards to the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem.

B.6

CT-Video Analyzer

In this section, we document the general usage of the CT-Video Analyzer within the videoanalysis workflow. Figure B.22 shows the main GUI components of the CT-Video Analyzer.
Note that the CT-Video Analyzer is integrated directly into a copy of the VNS’ CT-Video
Match - Global tool. We modified the tool to interface with the VNS Video Analysis Subsystem
data module and also to communicate with the Video Analyzer in order to manually register
video frames. All functionality offered by the CT-Video Match - Global tool is available in
the CT-Video Analyzer. Please refer to the MIPL documentation, “The Virtual Navigator
System,” for details on basic functionality of this tool.

B.6.1

Purpose

The purpose of the CT-Video Analyzer is to enable quick and efficient manual registration
between an input video frame and CT-derived virtual endoluminal surfaces.
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B.6.2

General Usage

As seen in Figure B.22, there main GUI shows both a live video frame and a virtual endoluminal
surface. The mouse is utilized anywhere on the on either surface to rotate and translate the
virtual camera pose within the airway-tree model. In this way, a user may interactively align the
virtual surface to the real surface. We recommend repeatedly pressing ‘t’ while adjusting the
virtual surface to rapidly overlay the virtual rendering on top of the real video view to quickly
determine how closely matched the two surfaces are. After manual registration is complete, the
user may update poses in the Video Analyzer for the current frame via the BPH Inspection
Dialog or CT-Video Registration Control Dialog per Section B.1.

Figure B.22: Overview of the main GUI for the CT-Video Analyzer using a phantom airway-tree
recording (case 21405.3a): (left) the main GUI showing real endobronchial video frames on the
left and virtual endoluminal surface renderings on the right; and (right) the Foot Pedal Control
dialog and Parameter dialog.
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B.6.3

Caveats and Bugs

Known issues/bugs with the Video Browser:
1. This tool is modeled after the CT-Video Global Match Tool. As such, it continually
monitors for key presses and may crash if using other applications outside of VNS (e.g.,
pressing “f” at the wrong time).
2. Due to integration of our CUDA-based video player, the play controls in this tool are
broken. To load an individual frame, type the desired frame number into the “frm#:” field
toward the top-left of the CT-Video Analyzer and click the mouse once anywhere on
the video frame panel. Alternatively, any of the navigation controls in the BPH Inspection
Dialog or CT-Video Fusion Dialog will load the specified frame.
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Appendix

C

Intra-Shot Frame Pose Error
In this section, we compile additional figures for all intra-shot frame pose error per (4.25) reported
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Figures C.1 through C.10 depict pose error for all intra-shot frames
segmented from the ten ground-truth video sequences of Table 3.1. CT-video registration was
performed, as described in the results of Chapter 4, twice for each ground-truth video sequence: 1)
a single keyframe was manually registered for each segmented shot; and 2) additional interactive
registrations were performed as deemed necessary for improved accuracy.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I90
V

120
90
(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes I17
V , IV , and IV

Figure C.1: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
A). In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively registered
for the single segmented 144-frame shot. In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines
on both plots) were manually registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames
were automatically registered according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2.
For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm,
between the estimated and ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error
in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I166
V

(b) pose error from 5 interactively registered keyframes:
99
166
223
290
I15
V , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure C.2: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
B). In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively
registered. In (b), five keyframes (indicated by 5 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I72
V

(b) pose error from 7 interactively registered keyframes:
39
72
96
124
150
161
I16
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure C.3: Intra-shot frame pose error for a lung-cancer patient video (Table 3.1, Sequence C).
In (a), a single keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively registered.
In (b), seven keyframes (indicated by 7 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered
for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to
the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left
graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame
poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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151
(a) pose error from 2 interactively registered keyframes I41
V and IV

(b) pose error from 5 interactively registered keyframes:
41
80
151
181
I12
V , IV , *IV , IV , and *IV
Figure C.4: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
D). In (a), two keyframes (indicated by 2 vertical lines on both plots) were interactively registered.
In (b), five keyframes (indicated by 5 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered for
the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to the
iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left
graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame
poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I68
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
68
102
I30
V , IV , and IV
Figure C.5: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
E). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively registered.
In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered
for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to
the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left
graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame
poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I119
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
119
174
I35
V , IV , and IV
Figure C.6: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
F). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively registered.
In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered
for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to
the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left
graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame
poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 1 interactively registered keyframe I122
V

(b) pose error from 3 interactively registered keyframes:
122
211
I26
V , IV , and IV
Figure C.7: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
G). In (a), one keyframe (indicated by a vertical line on both plots) was interactively registered.
In (b), three keyframes (indicated by 3 vertical lines on both plots) were manually registered
for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered according to
the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a) and (b), the left
graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and ground-truth frame
poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 7 interactively registered keyframes:
246
190
138
102
98
56
I31
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

(b) pose error from 9 interactively registered keyframes:
56
98
102
138
190
221
246
262
I31
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure C.8: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
H). In (a), seven keyframes (indicated by 7 vertical lines on both plots) were interactively
registered. In (b), nine keyframes (indicated by 9 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 11 interactively registered keyframes:
315
273
254
237
212
178
113
86
50
I9V , I35
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

(b) pose error from 14 interactively registered keyframes:
50
86
100
113
178
194
212
237
254
262
273
315
I9V , I35
,
V IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV
Figure C.9: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
I). In (a), eleven keyframes (indicated by 11 vertical lines on both plots) were interactively
registered. In (b), fourteen keyframes (indicated by 14 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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(a) pose error from 15 interactively registered keyframes: I1V , I15
V , IV ,
221
204
195
165
149
125
116
104
88
76
67
I54
V , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and IV

I36
V

,

29
(b) pose error from 19 interactively registered keyframes: I1V , I15
V , IV ,
67
71
76
88
104
116
125
149
165
177
195
204
213
, IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , IV , and I221
V

I54
V

Figure C.10: Intra-shot frame pose error for a phantom case study recording (Table 3.1, Sequence
J). In (a), fifteen keyframes (indicated by 15 vertical lines on both plots) were interactively
registered. In (b), nineteen keyframes (indicated by 19 vertical lines on both plots) were manually
registered for the same shot. The remaining intra-shot frames were automatically registered
according to the iterative pose estimation method of Section 4.2. For the plots shown in (a)
and (b), the left graphs demonstrate the positional error, in mm, between the estimated and
ground-truth frame poses, and the right graphs illustrate angle error in degrees.
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